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VTe have already had occasion, thus early in our
career,* to say more than once, that of all the
causes of disease, there was none rn’ore fruitful
than that secret vice to which the name of onanism,
or seif-pollution, has been given. Among young
females, more particularly, does this vice exist to
an alarming extent; and it is scarcely possible for
an unprofessional person to conceive the long train
' of ills it engenders It is the knowledge of this
fact that induces us to present to the world a series
of essays on this all-important topic.
To the mothers of England we address them,
with the two-fold view of furnishing them with the
means of preserving the morals of their daughters,
and of sparing them the pain and sorrow of seeing
them wither and perish at an age when they ought
to be the ornament of their domestic circle, when
they ought to enjoy health and happiness. These
essays, which were originally addressed, in the
form of letters, by a celebrated French physician,
to a young invalid, who had brought on her illness
by addiction to this very life-destroying habit, will
®
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enable the parents or guardians of youth to recog
nise, bv numberless symptoms, the gradual disease
which day by day is hurrying them to the tomb;
&nd it is hoped, that by the means of which we
shall speak, many a life may be saved. These
letters we have translated, adding to or altering
them according to the result of our experience, and
in the words of the original author himself, we
would say, 11 Let every mother of a family (I address
squally those to whom the education of the young
is entrusted), read this work.—let her learn from it
whether her children or charge are chaste and free
from this vice; if they have strayed from the paths of
honor, let her counsel them to read these letters/’

LETTER I.
—If satisfaction of the purest
kind,—satisfaction most grateful to the heart of
man,—such satisfaction as results only from acts
of benevolence,—frequently accompanies the prac
tice of the medical art, it is alas ! too frequently
also accompanied by sorrow and anxiety. Much
pain does it oft-times cost the physician, when he
is compelled to speak that which lie knows or
thinks. How difficult and delicate is the task too
often imposed on him. Of such a nature is that
which I am called upon to fulfill towards yon.
I wish to call virtue and morality to the rescue
of health, reason to the succor of reason herself.
In a word, I would wish to save you from dishonor,
disease, and death.
I shall speak ic. you as I would speak to my own
My

young f r i e n d ,
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daughter, 'whom I love excessively* but T shall
also speak as to a daughter who errs without
Knowing it.
You would wish to enjoy health, in every way,
in all your nati ral (unctions, symptoms of disease
are manifest. Your color might, imy should, in
freshness and beauty, emulate the rose. It has
vanished: you arc pale and sickly. High spirits,
gaiety, and vivacity were once your companions.
You are now only feeble and languid; and there
is nothing to justify so great a change. "What
then is it ?
There is an error—there are some who even call
it a crime, but a word so harsh is not needed for
you—an error which, secretly produc' d I j perhaps
natural desires, but opposed to chasi y and honor,
seduces the .mind,'overpowers reason, ami drags
those who yield to it, often when they h.jmselves
least fear it. from innocence and virtue.
Terrible, dangerous ! fatal error! And perhaps—
there are symptoms which induces me to fear it—
perhaps you are the victim of this error. It may
be that it is your feelings, the warmth of }*our tem
perament. which should bear the blame; but allow
me to beg that you would not lay this flattering
unction to your soul. Why should you. when your
own reason and judgment teach you that it is an
error you commit, suffer yourself to become a sad
and miserable victim? No, I am sure you will
not. Society must not thus be deprived of one of
its ornaments *:—it will tlose too much,7 it will lose
the example of those virtues with which you are
blessed.*
Have you ever seen a lovely flower, when the
least breath would scatter its leaves to the wind,
and yel retaining ail its original loveliness? Such
a flower are you; unless you be warned in time,
1*
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fike it you will perish, and. leave your sorrowing
relatives to murmur at your loss. Listen, then, to
the warning voice. Read, attentively read, these
letters.
Health and beauty are not the only blessings I
wish to preserve for you. The error into which, I
fear, you have fallen, takes from you, slowly, but
surely, all moral feeling, all proper sentiments: it
annihilates the happiest gifts of intellect; it de
prives you of all esteem of yourself; and destroys
every hope of happiness.
These are the reasons which lead me to hope that
you will grant me your best attention. I demand
it for those letters which shall follow this, and
which I shall write for your sole interest.

LETTER II.
My young f r i e n d ,—I shall proceed in this letter to
inform you what alterations your health will undergo
from the effect of that error which may possibly
have led you astray. The description of them may
appear to you frightful, but remember hope must
not be entirely banished. She has not yet flown,
if you have not altogether fled from virtue.
Those individuals who yield themselves np to the
enjoyment oi solitary pleasure, to secret pernicious
habits, soon exhibit, more or less, the symptoms of
tabes dorsalis (a species of consumption). At first
they are not troubled with fever ; and, although
the v may si ill preserve their appetite, their bodies .
waste away, and they have a sensation as though
insects were creeping along the spine. Walking,
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more particularly in uneven places, wearies them
and produces copious perspirations, head-ache, and
ringing in the ears, derangement of the brain and
nerves supervenes, terminated by stupidity. The
stomach becomes deranged, the patient is pale, dull,
and indolent. If young, they assume the appearance
and have all the infirmities of decrepitl old age;
their eyes are hollow, their bodies thin and flawed,
their legs can no longer sustain them, they are
totally unhinged, they are incapable of any exer
tion, and in some cases are attacked with palsy.
The weakness and constitutional injury thus pro
duced are the reasons that such patients bear less
easily those diseases which are common to all.
The chest in particular becomes easily affected.
Kven the most robust girls are soon rendered
weak; and sometimes a slow fever, sometimes a
rapid consumption, terminates the scene.
Such are some of the evils produced by solitary
Tnprudence—evils which have attracted the atten.ion of some of the most celebrated physicians of
antiquity, as Hippocrates, Coden, Celsus, Areteus,
and Alius.
Manv other physicians who have enjoyed great
celeonty in more modern times, confirm these ob
servations of the ancients, and even increase the
frightful catalogue of ills, which the medical wri
lers of antiquity had described in their works. The
names of men of such celebrity as Sanctorius, Lommius, Hoffman, Boerhave. Van Sweiten, Kloehof,
A ■cliel, Hu tier, and Harvey, <dl of whom have de
scribed in vivid and fearful colors the diseases of
those who are addicted to solitary vices, must con
vince the most sceptical. But enough, my dear
young friend for the present. Let me for the pres
ent, conclude with the words of Hoffeland, who,
speaking generally of those young girls, who are
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the victims of this fearful vice, says— “ She ts a
withered rose, a tree whose bloom is dried up; she
is a walking spectre.”

LETTER III.
I cannot avoid commencing this letter with a re.

flection. Von are young, beautiful, and clever;
and ! am talking to yon of infirmities. Yon ought
only to hear the tributes of admiration and affec
tion. and I am calling your attention to the most
frightful particulars. There appears to be no con
nection between such different objects: but if I do
present these frightful pictures to you, it is, that
they may not in your case be realized, that they
may not rob you of all that imparts to your beauty
and happiness ; it is, that a far greater misfortune
may in lime be avoided by you. I will continue,
then, the quotations I commenced in my last letter.
Lieutand. in speaking of the causes, ordinary and
extraordinary, of atrophy, says, that there is no
more possible cause for it than the habits of solita
ry indulgence.
“ The want of sufficient nourishment,” says lie,
II great losses of the vital fluids, long continued
fluxes, excessive labor, immoderate study, bail and
debauched habits, ami above all solitary intlul genet
—the most filthy and the most murderous vice—
all give rise to atrophy. This disease has many
stages and deg zees ; it is sometimes light, but of*
ten severe and fatal. Genera] exhaustion is the
principal symptom which characterises it. Thfc
legs refuse their oldce; the senses are rendered
O
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dull, and the patient appears stupid. The greater
number have fever, sometimes transient, but more
frequently of long continuance and irregular, ac
companied with swoons, delirium, and other severe
symptoms , respiration is quick, hurried, and often
times restrained. Death too frequently terminates
the sad scene : sometimes a sudden syncope takes
off the patient before they are aware that they are
seriously ill, while others drag on an unhappy
life, whose close is indeed miserable. The suffer
ings of some are terminated by a copious hccmor
rhage.
“ I have seen patients even thus seriously affect
ed—leaving out of the description the syncope and
mortal hcEmorrhage—whose health was re-estab
lished, despite all outward appearances, by return
ing to proper habits; but it is absolutely necessary
that these evil ways should be early discontinued.
u The body of those who die of atrophy,” con
tinues the same physician, u present inflammatory
obstructions, suppurations, and different kinds of
effusions. Symptoms of suppuration in the brain
haye sometimes been discovered, and its appendix,
the fair, (which is one portion of that membrane of
the brain which is cal led the dura mater) is ossified.
The lungs are often rotten, adherent to the ribs,
and to that membrane which separates them in the
middle of the chest. There has been also found
effusions of blood within the bronchia (or the car
tilaginous tube, which conveys the air to the lungs)
and the heart itself full of lymphatic concretions.
In this latter organ suppuration has been found to
have commenced, and strong concretions towards
tire orifice of its cavities, while its valves are ossi
fied. The stomach is frequently inflamed, filled
with blood, ulcerated and gangrenous; the liver
obstructed and rotter., besides many alterations—
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such as effusions, dilations of the arteries, and other
tumours in the belly.”
“ How many young persons,” exclaims a vetieiable physician, Portal, in a work entitled, {Observa
tions on Pulmonary Consumption,’ u have been the
victims of their unhappy passions. Medical men
every i!«y meet with those who by this means are
rendered idiotic, or so enervated both in mind and
body, that they drag out a miserable existence,
others perish with marasmus, and loo many die of
a real pulmonary consumption.”
And in another work, upon a very terrible mala
dy—rickets—speaking of a particular form of thv
disease, says, that young persons who yield them
selves up to the seduction of solitary pleasures are
often the subjects of the disease, and lie cites several examples—
“ 1 have seen,” he continues, 11 four or five of
these unfortunate creatures who are so bent, about
the age of fourteen or sixteen, that the back was
perfectly convvx, arid the belly appeared to be
completely drawn into the chest. The extremities
of the long bones, particularly those which form the
elbows and the knees, were swelled to an extraor
dinary degree, the legs were thrown out. their
muscles were scarcely developed, their eyes were
hollowed, their faces pale and blanched, and their
voices harsh and shrill. If one had been asked to
have named their age, by their bodily development,
the reply would possibly have been, about twelve
years. They were extremely weak, as well in body
as in mind, and became idiotic a long while before
death.”
Some pages further on the same author reports
the case of a young female of seventeen years of
age, who died rather suddenly of the malady of
Which the above is a description, and'of pulmouan
$
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consumption, brought on by an indulgence in soli
tary habits. These are his words.
u I saw a young girl of seventeen, ol puny sta
ture, but who in the space of a year had crown con
siderably, become so rapidly curved, that in less
than six months she was quite hump-backed. The
uhest was thrust in at the base of the breast-bone.
There was a complete hollow at the region of the
stomach, while the belly protruded.”
You have, my young friend, seen in my pre
ceding letter, that the ancient physicians had al
ready observed and recorded this curvature of the
body. The young girl, of whom mention has
been above made, had abandoned herself most
Horribly to secret habits. Effusions of blood super
vened, and she perished of pulmonary consumption..
A very justly celebrated physician of Lyons, who
gave himself up formally years to deeds of benevo
lence and humanity, the sensible author of a work
entitled “ Medicine of the Heart,” Mark Anthony
Petit, seeing the number of maladies which the in
dulgence of solitary habits produced, thought it
was necessary to erect a monument to one of the
victims of this vice, not only to avert its danger,
but to attest its power in the production of pulmo
nary consumption.
“ Let it be known,” says he, in the preface of
his little work, cc that pulmonary consumption,
whose horrible ravages in Europe ought to give
the alarm to all governments, has drawn from this
very source its fatal activity.” And then in the
most eloquent verses he speaks of the last mo
ments of an unfortunate victim, whom he himself
witnessed, and whom the tomb of Mont Cimlre
had closed upon, while yet in the very spring of
life. This example is one which has occurred in
our times, and the .omb is placed on one of tiie fer-
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tile mountains which border the Saone, on the north
west in approaching Lyons, and the unfortunate
victim who has there found her last resting place,
is not yet, in all probability, become part of that
dust which has received her. Her miserable error
had doubtless been of too long duration ; the blow
her constitution had received was too deep.
The Baron Boyer, in his “ Treatise on Surgical
Diseases/’ believed that this constitutional injury
may even be prolonged to old age, when this kind
of abuse allows its victim to attain i t ; and that ia
a secondary cause of many of those cases of dry
gangrene, which are observed at that period of life

LETTER IV.
T hf, numberless remarks that T have just brought
before you are so affecting, that 1 have experienced
no inconsiderable, pain in relating them to you.
How fearful would it have been, had the evils
which they speak of fallen on you ; how little
would they have been deserved, since they would
have been to you a matter of complete surprise.
You have, happily, as yet, nothing to fear—never*
theless, since it is possible that you may become
their victim, will you not cease from the cause ?
Continue to give me your attention; the counsel I
give you will not always be so disagreeable as it
has hitherto been. I promise you that our path
elia.ll be strewed with roses. But I could not avoid,
before that I mingled with my sad lessons some
pleasant pictures—making you traverse this gioomy
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»vay. Let us hasten from it—let us finish, my
lengthy enunciation.
These solitary habits, in many females, produce
a swelling of the neck, from the force and frequency
of those convulsions which so often follow the re
petition of this imprudent act, as well as by the
arrest of blood, which it occasions in the principal
vessels of the neck, in the same way as is observed
in epileptic patients. The complexion assumes a
vellow tint in some, while others find their skin
become covered with scurf.
Professor Richard reports in his u Chirurgical
Nosography,;J a very remarkable example of the
power of this cause in the production of eruptions.
A lady had, at the same time this pernicious habit,
and an eruption of blotches. She was advised to
discontinue the practice. She did so, and the erup
tion disappeared. She again took up with the habit,
the eruption again made its appearance. Her reason
again taught her the error of her ways, and she
once more conquered the penchant, and she was
never again troubled with those blotches which had
go disfigured her. Some persons are troubled with
cramp in the stomach and pains in the back. A
physician of my acquaintance has known this cause
produce such intense pain in the region of the !,oins
and kidneys of a young girl, that she invariably
Bcreamed most alarmingly, and was unable, for
some considerable time, to restore herself or the
muscles of those parts to quiet. Others suffer from
pains in the upper part of the nose, in the summit
and back part of the head, in the groins as well as
in all the limbs, leucorrhcea or whites, acrid and
irritaling discharges of different kinds, fluxes,
haemorrhage of the womb, while some are afflicted
foi the remainder of their life by relaxation and fall
of this organ, pains in the bones, which shut in as
2
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well as in the surrounding viscera, at first vague
and undefined, then fixed, sometimes dull, at other
times excruciating,
of
o / are in others but the signs
o
seherrus or cancer of the womb itself. The belly
becomes enlarged, hard, and distended ; the eyes
are surrounded with a leaden-hued circle; the
enamel of the teeth assumes a greyish white color,
and no longer presents that exquisite polish nor
that ivory tint which has caused them to be com
pared in the language of poets, to pearls encased
in roses.
A number of painful ulcers are sometimes found
on the surface of the tongue and the interior of the
mouth. The same physician who communicated
to me the foregoing observation, has also related to
me another fact he has noticed. A lady had aban
doned herself to all the intoxication of solitary
enjoyment. When she gave way to these excesses,
her mouth was filled with ulcers of the most dis
tressing k in d ;—when she ceased from her im pru
dent acts, these ulcers altogether disappeared The
flesh loses its solidity, becomes flaccid. Paleness,
wasting, wrinkles, inaptitude for all kind of work
or exercise, take the place of the freshness, the
roundness, the grace and activity of the body ; the
bosom, which by its exquisitely developed beauty
shows that the age of puberty and love has arrived—the bosom, whose fulness in the young mother shows
that it encloses an abundance of that nourishment
so nfecessary to the tender state of man’s infancy,
in those who yield to this habit exhibits nothing
but the meagre outline of what it should be,
and cries aloud the truth—speaks of nothing but
eternity.
Lastly, to sum up as briefly as possible—if such
persons enjoy health, they must lose it; if they are
attacked with illness, t^e's
oration h h e.d 'j is
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difficult: if they are fortunate to recover, they are
ever liable to be again assailed. Proper habits are
no less necessary for a perfect restoration to health
than proper aliments, sleep, moderate exercise,
pure air.
And, in cinclusion of this letter. I will mention
a striking example of the etTect of these pernicious
secret habits—that is to say. of the relapses they
wiil cause, while the cure appears most certain.
Doctor Valentin, of Marseilles, was attending a
ladv►of title for an intermittent fever,i which,
thou Mi
t
^
several times cured, always returned under a regu
lar intermittent form preceded by extremely Jongcontinued shivers. The physician several times
expressed his astonishment at the disease, and
ultimately received from his patient an avowal that
she indulged m this pernicious habit, alihougn sue
was both a wife and mother; and. with the aid of
a Jady whom he placed near the bedside of *he
invalid, he succeeded in savin" her from tpe p:ecipice down winch she would have hurled neiseiL

LETTER V.
s Pindar, the celebrated ancient lyric poet, has defined
life to be the dream of a shadow; others have des
cribed it as a species of flight; while others, more
alive perhaps to the miseries than to the pleasures
which accompany it, have feigned, that the gods
diil not make man a present of life, but that Ihey
rather sold it to him.
Our life may be truly said to be the dream of a
•Ladow ; but this shadow has feeliii",—is
endowed
O/
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with understand! lg, and by acting wisely, the dream
may be rendered a long and happy one.
That our existence is fugitive, the rapid suc
cession of years, the flight from infancy to youth,
from youth to old age, and from old age to the
dust that foiiows it, abundantly testify. But we
are in possession of a means of giving to this vary
ing existence, which has so manifest a tendency to
its own destruction, a more fixed character; and
that is, by moderation,—the source of all virtue,
and of all happiness.
The author of our being, in granting us life, ap
pears indeed to have surrounded it with numerous
duties; but duties are nol burdensome, when those,
by whom they are imposed, furnish their tributaries,
at the same time, an inexhaustible treasure, by
which they may be freed from tjlim : with this
treasure, we are well acquainted, it is deposited
within us; we are a'.lowed free access to it, and
indeed are enjoined to draw from it : and if man
kind wouid only make use of if, if they would boldly
render themselves subservient to their reason, they
would soon discover, that nature was really desirous
that they should be happy.
It must nevertheless be admitted, that if Heaven
has granted to man the splendid gift of reason, it
has, at the same time, rendered it very necessary
for hi:-. No other animated being is subject to
such numerous diseases, none die from such a
variety of causes, and none bear within them so
many germs of evil, as himself, if he knows not
how to use those means which have been bestowed
upon him, for preserving himself from them.
But if we may look upon life as the dream of a
shadow, if it be no more than a fugitive existence,
if we may, in some degree, say, nol that the Supr erne Being has sold life to us, for that would be
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impious, if taken literally, Hit it would still seem
that it may be so said of those, and that it has
been dearly sold, too. who have given themselves
up as victims of a solitary vice.
Independently of the disposition, of which I have
spoken, of the human species towards so many dif
ferent affections, each individual has a peculiar
tendency to one or more kinds of destruction, by
the unequal division of strength, whereby the or
gans of which they are formed, are endowed. And
the truth of this is daily attested in our intercourse
with the world ; when we hear that such or such a
one, has a weak stomach, or delicate chest, kc.
And as the weakest organs are the first to suffer
fiorn the influence of the causes of disease, and as
there can be none more powerful than evil prac
tices, it may be safely predn„ed of all persons
yielding to the delirium of solitary vice, the kind
of malady their imprudence will bring upon them.*
In vain it will be believed, that we do not bear
within ourselves the u beau ideal of human organ
ization. And even though so extreme a favor might
have been granted lo some individuals, it nevertne*
less cannot be contended that such a perfect organ
ization is unalterable. Even Thetis herself could
not render Achilles invulnerable throughout the
whole of his body.
Women approximating very closely by their contftitntion to that of children, who arc eminently ,-y g
piratic, nervous, and subject to rickets, c/.-.^rience
* P.ickaT, in his greneral anatomy, advances a simitar opinion, and
tthicli lias now for a Ion? time been established. “ Idle,” lie says,
c is a ‘front exercise, which keeps, by desires the various organs in
motion, and which leads at lemrtli to their repose: this repose is
death. Hut each or«5!i*i arrives there more or less ?oon, according to
the d sir«s of strength with which it is invested, proportioned to tlio
greater or less disposition to exhau .t it, in the course oI this great
fiXflrcbc.
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also from an indulgence in this solitary delirium, a
variety of nervous disorders, and rieketty affections
Permit me to furnish you with some examples of
what I have here advanced.
Persons who are devoted to secret vicious habits,
whether they be characterized by the delicacy, or
the too great activity of their nerves, may rest
assured that they will become epileptic, subject to
fils, to palpitations, and all other nervous affections.
A little girl, only eight years old, became alarm
ingly thin; her l.ower limbs, such as her thighs,
legs and feet, were shaken by extraordinary motions,
which speedily extended toiler higher members—
the impossibility of preventing them was absolute;
the agitation of the muscles of the face and eyes
was excessive. The child could not be in her bed,
and they were obliged to keep her continually in
an arm-chair,/ with a fastening
The
O before it.
medical man who attended her./ thought
that the
c
St. Vitus’s dance (the name by•* which this disorder
was distinguished) might possibly be attributed to
the green sickness, and administered, without suc
cess, all the known remedies to lemove it. Doctor
Morelot having been consulted in this stage, (says
Pet ir, who had it from his friend, the doctor him
self] fancied that he recognized the resul’s of a se
cret habit,, and was soon convinced that he wag
right. Some sound advice, and the constant watch*
ing over her by her parents, together with the application of cold baths, musk, o.nd camphor, com
pletely effected a cure.
But at eleven years of age, this same young girl,
having again fallen into similar practices. Tier disorder recurred with still greater intensity; and
only, with great difficulty yielded to the same re
storatives which had been successful on the former
occasion.

n
Two years after, this young lady died of a slow
chronic in (lamination on the pericardium (the mem
branous covering of the heart), and which had en
dured so prodigious an enlargement of the liver,
that it occupied nearly the whole of the abdominal
cavity, (the lower belly).
I might confine myself to this fact, in reference
to those nervous affections considered in that point
of view to which I would here draw attention; but
as such disorders are those from which women are
most likely to suffer, I cannot refrain from adding
to the previous example the two following cases,
too remarkable to be omitted. They will abun
dantly prove the extreme nervous susceptibility of
which I have spoken, with regard to w om en;
and analyze, moreover, the degree to which this
tendency to nervous diseases m aybe carried among
them by secret vicious habits, or solitary evil prac
tices.
The first of these two cases was reported by pro
fessor Alibert, at the Hospital Saint Louis, at Paris,
I, myself, witnessed the second.
After having described the state of idiotcy of a
young country girl, a prey to solitary delirium of
the most deplorable excess, at her own home, the
professor whom I have named goes on to say—
u Her upper extremities—arms, hands, head, and
chest, exhibited a condition of leanness worthy of
compaiison; while her hips, stomach, thighs, and
legs, were of so fleshy an appearance, as to aston
ish the spectator. •'»ne might have said, that life
had withdrawn, itself and resided but in one spot,
particularly in the uterus, where all the impressions
she experienced were retained ; so much so, that,
after touching all parts of her body successively,
her whole frame became violently agitated, and
she would fall into convulsions, in the same man-
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tin.r as the works of a d o ik are set in motion.
These convulsions lasted about half an hour; and
the patient, during this period, uttered lire most fear
ful groans.”
The sufferer whom I attended was affected with
similar convulsions, arising from the same cause,
accompanied by various sensibilities of her hear
ing. She was about forty years of age ; the slight
est noise, or words spoken in an ordinary tone oi
voice, were, a long time before her death, so sen
sitive had her nerves become, like the noisy shouts
of one hallooing at the top of the voice. And at
a later period, if she were touched in the gentlest
manner, even by the tip of the finger, in any part
of the body, she would utter low and agonized
moanings, without the power of speaking, or even
articulating, and her whole frame would shake, and
vibrate, as one may say, for a longer or shorter
period, in the same manner as the sting of a bea
or wasp, which one draws and lets go suddenly.
The unfortunate creature lived about eight days in
this state.
Should you at any time observe a woman, who
has no^ been irreproachable in such secret practi
ces, of an apathetic character, weak and languid
appearance, and pale complexion, you may be as
sured that she will become idiotic. And the two
following are examples of the same, which prove
it, in a trifling manner, by their very dissimilar
appearances. Two sisters had exposed themselves
to the reproaches I have adverted to—one was of the
appearance and character which I have described.
She was not affected, for a number of years, by
•any other mark, than violet-colored tubercles, with
which the skin of some part of her body was con
stantly covered. Bat neither the period of puberty,
nor a more advanced age, nor soc;ety, could ever
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give any freedom to her mtellecturd faculties, and
the moral state of her whole life was one of halfidiotcy. The other sister, on the contrary, was en
dowed with a very lively disposition, and was of
an affable and agreeable character; but she, at
the same time, was afflicted by the rickets, in a
very strong degree. She preserved all her liveli
ness, and indeed all her moral character, notwith
standing the propensity to which she had so un
limitedly surrendered herself; but, after some time,
one of the bones of her womb, already out of order,
became carious, which would infallibly very soon
have caused death, if the advice and care of a
very able physician had not arrested its progress.
As an uninterrupted lecture of what I propopse to
submit to your reason, touching many other disorders
which are entailed on those of such vitiated solitary
habits, would undoubtedly fatigue, I shall make
what I have to acquaint you with on the subject
of those other disorders the matter of other letters

LETTER VI.
I shat.l begin this letter by an example of the
danger to which persons, who may be indisposed
to any kind of pulmonary consumption, expose
themselves, by being unmindful of wisdom, in
secret.
In the year 1813, I was consulted by Mrs
M-----. She was at that precise age when every
thing ir. to be apprehended from affections of the
chest. She was evidently of a scrofulous habit,
and many members of her family had already been
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sufferers from the disorders incident to that kind
of constitution. Her youth had been passed in a
cold, damp, dull, wooded country, surrounded by
mountains difficult of approach. &c. &c. But not
withstandingc all these unfavorable circumstances,/
the person in question had, nevertheless, enjoyed
a tolerably good stale of health, according to all
appearance, till she had attained her eighteenth
year. At this period she had a fall, whereby one
of her legs was much bruised and swollen; some
little time after which, the limb became painful
and inflamed,/ and an t abscess C
gathered in it./ which
for some years continued to discharge a quantity
of purulent matter, notwithstanding the application
of all the ordinary remedies in such cases. The
ulcers, at last, however, whether from the effect
of age, or yielding to the remedies, dried up and
healed, the edges of the wounds cicatrized, and the
leg, all hough very thin, appeared to be free from
al! disease, if we except its weakness and deformity,
which were accompanied by lameness.
F:om this time, that is to say, from her twentyfirst to her twenty-fourth year, the girl appeared,
externally, to have recovered a perfect state of
Health; her disposition was lively, and very high
spirits. But, at this period, she contracted the selfwounding propensity of solitary vice. She very
speedily suffered from oppression of the chest .and
cough : and. although fullv aware that the course
she was imprudently pursuing was as dangerous
as it was wicked, she continued to persevere in it,
and her chest became decidedly affected. She con
sulted a number of nodical men, but without either
confessing her fatal pursuits, or discontinuing them.
The obstruction, irritation, and weakness of the
lungs, increased ; she could no longer get any
sleep, a hectic fever took possession of her, and bei
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■complexion partook of colors that were quite un
natural ; she expectorated large quantities of puru
lent, congealed matter, oi a greyish color, of that
species of secretion, attaching to a scrofulous
pulmonary consumption.^
Site at last confessed to me,—shall 1 call it her
error? No, the term is not strong enough, because
she was fully conscious that she was hastening
herseif to the grave. She rather made a full
avowal of the guilty practices in which she was
living. In order to divert her from them, 1 urged
overy possible argument either of a touching or
persuasive character. I saw her again, and ques
tioned her repeatedly, but I found it equally impos
sible to conquer either her disease or her propensity
She became daily more ami more enfeebled, from
one cause cr the other. She was incapable of
uttering two words, or of moving a step without
being nearly suffocated. Her eyes sparkled from
the fever, and she was not the less remarkable foi
the striking power of her intellect, the last forerun
ner of approaching death,! just as though her soul
was in haste to enable her to lay out to the best
advantage the few moments that remained to her,
for the exercise of the brightest faculties of her
mind. She died, at last, in her twenty-eight year,
of a consumption of three years duration, deceived
in the hope of her recovery, which hope wasi
rendered every day more and more vain, on ac
count of the obstinacy with which she criminall
persevered in her frightful vice.!
* Described in Greek, by Hippocrates, by the word
t This feature has been observed both by t lie ancient and moderc
physicians.
| Doctor Cart, of M., has also remarked, that the influences of
solitary vicious habits have frequently had a very great effect in the
development of scrofulous diseases. 41The white swellings whicb

A great many persons are of opinion that puh
monary consumption is hereditary:—in numerous
cases it is unquestionably so, and more perhaps
think that it is infectious; and this opinion is
almost as well founded as the pe-evious one. But
Appear in varictis parts of the body,” writes this excellent physic an,
in May, 1817, “ and filled with a while transparent humor, enclosed
in a membraneous bag, formed from the muscular tuniclcs, arc verj
common in our days, and we cannot doubt that this disorder, whbb
is a species of scrofula, owes its increase to the misfortunes that are
inseparable from war and its attendant privations. Hut what ravages
has it not made among persons who have destroyed their constitution
by the deadly incentives of a vicious solitude? The hospitals lecra
with subjects woru out by the suppuration of these tumors, who owo
their frighful fate to this habitual vice. The degeneracy of morals,
the absence of principle, and the contagion of example, united with
unavoidable privations, have multiplied the forms of scrofulous
swellings, which heretofore were very rare, and of which the cure iu
attended with the greater difficulty, in proportion as those combining
causes continue.”
This letter contains many important truths, and they are expressed
in the tone of a friend, both to humanity and morals. Hut I really
am of opinion, that, instead of attributing the frequency of those
white scrofulous swellings, in our days, principally to the degeneracy
of morals, it would he more just to limit them to those vicious, so./tary
habits, which, notwithstanding that oilier causes may produce them,
must still have the greatest influonco in giving rise to them, human
nature will he always human nature; and must necessarily he mixed
up both with vice and virtue. It is not a very easy matter to the
greater or less morality of ages, without a deep and well divided con
sideration of those that have long since past away. The past is for
gotten, the present only strikes us. Was not that vice, of which I am
in these letters representing the danger, very common among tin/
Jews, since it so forcibly drew down the attention of their legislator,
who felt himself compelled, in order to restrain its progress, to bring
home to the imagination of his people the terrible example ofOnan?
The celebrated Joubert, Chancellor of the University of Montpelier.
150 years ago, complained also, in his treatise of popular errors, of
the calamities that this very vice entailed on its votaries of both
sexes. And finally, was it not, in this present nineteenth century,
that the generous physician of Lausanne, composed and published his
well known Dissertation. The vicious solitary habits are still then
beyond u doubt, unhappily too common. But who can say that they
were less so in by-gone times? But however that may be, there is nd
abatement in their effect. For if we except poisons, and sonic few
frightful maladies, the human system has no greater causes of de*
tructiou to dread than their sinful secret vices
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it is a fact that cannot be too well establishes, tha
no existing cause so rapidly develops these diseases, as the propensity to solitary delirium, how
ever remote the predisposition to these affections
may be; and I am fully persuaded, that that has
often been attributed either to hereditary disease
or to contagion, which has had its origin solely in
an adherence to this practice: and that many chil
dren born of delicate parents, and who have even
been delicate themselves, have had their chests
and constitutions strengthened, by their mere con
tinuance in a chaste and innocent course of life
although, in their infancy, they may have been
regarded as consumptive ; which, in reality, they
were not. Is it then to be wondered at, that so
many persons die of consumption, attributing their
death to delicacy of their constitutions, if they
waste, as soon as they have the power, the little
strength that nature has bestowed upon them.
According to one of the most observing physicians
that ever existed (Sydenham), the organs of respira
tion are the weakest of all those belonging
o o to the
human race; two thirds of mankind die of diseases
of the lungs ; and the most common period in which
young persons resort to these vicious habits, is pre
cisely that wherein the chest exhibits the greatest
susceptibility. There is, moreover, a species of
consumption to which women are greatly exposed
by the very nature of their constitution; such as
tuberculose and lymphatic consumptions.
That particular manner of opposite living, that
is, by leading a chaste life, is, on the other handso favorable to the system, that I have seen persons
of an extremely weak and languid constitution, not
only uninjured in the chest, but who have, by time
and care, acquired a strength of body that surprised
3
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me when I have met them, alter having lost sight
of them for a gr^at or less period. I knew one in
particular, who had alw ays been considered deci
dedly consumptive, but, from a regular manner of
living during her langour and debility, and by hap
pily guiding her judgm ent by the admonition of her
wisdom, became subsequently so hearty and strong,
as to be enabled sometimes to walk fourteen miles
a day.
Ah ! if pale and sickly children could only be
preserved in their early innocence, if those whose
parents have fallen victims to pulmonary com
plaints could only be kept chaste, if persons who
are subject to consumption would only lead a life
of purity, we should soon discover that such disor
ders of the chest are neither so hereditary nor
infectious as they are supposed to be.
Every animated thing,—the plant, the brute, the
numan species, are born delicate and fragile, and
grow up in strength ; the tender shoot of the oak
becomes a hardy tre e ; the weakest infant, a soldier,
a laborer, a vigorous man, if nothing be done to
prevent it. If nature sleeps, languishes, or is
deceived, it knows when to awaken and retrieve
each error, if it be not incessantly thwarted or
crushed, no matter by what means. The author
of nature has traced out its steps, has dictated its
laws, and a premature death, the melancholy con
sequence of evil vices, is only one of the rules of
his immortal code.
How much it were to be desired, that persons
would not so frequently despise themselves in the
world, and that they would not invariably, falsely,
attribute to family diseases, or the contagious nature
of consumptions, that which is traceable alone to
vicious habits.
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The person of whom I was speaking to yon, who,
for a long time was looked upon, as one not to
enjoy life for any lengthened period, but as specially
destined, by the untoward appearances of her chest,
very speedily to be called upon to pay the great debt
of nat.ire, has frequently attended people afflicted
with complaints of the chest, has held, within hers,
their arms anil hands, damp with the perspiration
of their protracted agonies; and has now, at the
age of thirty-five years, not a single wish to form
with respect to her health. And do we not fre
quently see young persons, equally interesting by
their devotion and their youth, performing these •
generous attentions in the hospitals, and preserving
better health, and finer complexions than many
moving about in the world? I assure you, that I
have seen them in these affecting retreats of
charity, so fresh and healthy, that their modest
demeanor, and neat white dresses, might easily
lead you to mistake them for real angels of salva
tion in the midst of the sick.
But sometimes persons bom of healthy parents,
of sound constitutions, and who themselves are
quite robust, and always breathing a fine air, find
the chest affected by their evil habits, and the grave
opening before them, long before their tim e; while,
on the other hand, they on whom Heaven seems
only to have bestowed a very short life, are pre
served, by a purity of conduct, to the limits of
extreme old age.
The spring and autumn, especially, impose on
those whose chests are delicate, or have a tendency
to those affections, the greatest necessity for irre
proachable morals ; for they are the two seasons
principally fatal to consumptive people.
>
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LETTER Ml.
Sf good air and nourishment are as essentia! to
persons subject to any description of consumptive
complaints as chastity, the same may be said of
those who are subject to scrofula or rickets.
When scrofulous symptoms are found in persons
addicted to this solitary weakness, that terrible dis
order never fails to spread rapidly in such cases.
If disposed to attack the neck more than any other
part independently of some other signs, it will ex
hibit first, in those parts of it least provided with
glands, small tumors yielding to the touch but with
out color, and causing no pain : these tumors will
increase in size, become soft, tender, more or less
red, and then assume a violet tinge; in time, they
will fester and turn to so many scrofulous ulcers,
more or less considerable, difficult to cure, easily
returning, and even when fortunately healed, leav
ing unsightly scars. Should this disease thus de
velop itself in those organs which constitute the
joints, rottenness and exostosis (•celling of the
bones) consecutive luxations (slow and successive
displacing of the extremity of the bones and their
cavities.) together with lameness, aM often loss
of limbs, by amputation, become the consequences
A pulmonary phthysic, such a3 I hav^ described
in the preceding letter, the swelling of »he glands
in the lower part of the stomach—the part »nosl im
mediately connected with the digestive system,
may also be the result of a scrofulous hah * opera
ting on the chest and stomach, already imitated
and exhausted by dangerous and immoral practices,
These numerous affections are not the only'me*
such a temperament engenders when brought to ih«
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vitiation by such irregularities. A
rrowu of other evils will arise from the same source,
(such as wandering pains, ophthalmia, or inflamma
tion of the eyes) of the same nature, that is to say
essentially scrofulous.
The patient will also be subject to many infirmi
ties in youth, in age, when residing in valleys, or
damp places situated to the north or west.
A soft white skin, blue eyes, ruddy complexion,
together with a lively turn of mind, are generally
found to be the personal qualities which announce a
scrofulous habit.
The constitution of women, as T have already ob
served, is essentially lymphatic, and renders them
peculiarly liable to this disease. Tuberculous phthysic is more frequently met with in the female than in
the other sex.
With respect to rickets, if the bones have a
tendency to become soft, they soon bend. If this
change takes place in the bones of the chest, it
curves, becomes arched beyond proportion, and de
formed before, behind, and at the side. If it takes
place in the bones of the leg, haunches, thighs
arms, the parts or the members whose good condi
tion they so powerfully influence in a healthy state
become deformed and weak to a degree more or
less inconvenient and disgusting in proportion tc
the deterioration of the bone. I have quoted f<r
you five examples of such a change in the whole
skeleton, observed by Professor Portal, as the con
sequence of dangerous habits, and inserted in his
“Traite surla rachitisme, ou la Noueure des enfans.”
Doctor Richard, also quoted by Retih, once saw a
similar deformity of the ribs, in an extreme degree^
arising from the same cause.
I was once consulted by a woman who had b e
3*
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come deformed, that is to say, had c''TT," ,|afo'*
process that rendered her so in a mome.'u, wane
carrying a bucket of water; her appearance excited
strong suspicions respecting her morals. But if this
accident was not in her case the result of immoral
habits, how much such propensities would have
facilitated it !
Two of the most eminent surgeons of our day,
professors Labaher and Boyer, place this impru
dence in the first rank among the causes of rot
tenness and bending of the bones, and give some
authentic instances of it in their valuable treatises
on surgery.
More quotations on this description of maladv
would be superfluous. I shall close this lettei with
two remarks.
First, rickets, like pulmonary phthysic, has more
often, probably been considered as trie fatal gift of
parents to their children than it really is, and its
sure cause, the habit which brought it on, has often
oeen passed over.
Secondly; all gibbosities are not however to be
attributed to vicious habits. They may be occa
sioned in early infancy by a bad curse, taken in
later life, by bad nourishment, and unwholesome
dwelling, want of exercise, and hereditary disposi
tion for the gout, rheumatism, or other diseases; by
eruptive fevers, falls on the back, and other causes,
and all that may generally weaken and oppose the
natural and regular r.^wth of the body.
Far then from asserting that persons thus afflicted
are to be despised or blamed, I think on the con
contrary, that with some it is more the result of
an unhappy destiny than merited; ami that every
motive of benevolence urges to pity and relieve tbeii
condition.
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The blame we may feel disposed o attach to
•ome persons for their bad conformation, can only
be addressed with justice, to those whose child
hood and youth have not always been free from
reproach.
It it easy to distinguish between those whom we
ought only to pity, and those whom we ought at the
same time to blame.
The former, have the head large relatively to the
rest of the body, and the arms long,and as it were
drawn out. The latter do not show these pecu
liarities.
The first are usually gay, lively; while the sec
ond, on the contrary, combine with their deformity
extreme stupidity and inertness. All functions, ex
cept respiration, are well discharged by the former,
with the others all are accomplished badly and
.anguidly.
These appear always to be laboring under a se
vere malady, and are incapable of any toil ; while
those are wholly free from this appearance, and
daily engage in occupations more or less difficultin study, in the cultivation of science ar.d the prac
tice of the arts.
\

LETTER VIII.
You have just seen, my interesting patient, that
persons merely liable to convulsions, pulmonary
phtliysic, and rickets, have by indulgence in solitary
vice brought on these disorders themselves. You
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have seen the simple disposition? for painful
diseases became the cause of the m .*t distressing
consequences, when the)’' might have remained
withoit such results, and even been repaired by
time, had not the unfortunate victims stood in the
way of their cure.
The following is the invariable fate of persons
whose stomachs are naturally weak, ropy, cold, or
irritable. That organ becomes the seat of much
pain, accompanied by vomiting ; and digestion is
effected with more and more difficulty. The food
they take is not reduced with sufficient speed, or
in a proper manner, to a state of assimilation ; it
neither restores nor nourishes them ; ami does not
invigorate their power. They grow thin daily,
though generally eating heartily. A slow fever,
arising chiefly from the disordered slate of this
part of the body, seizes them, and they die of ex
haustion.
A young person was frequently afflicted with
pains in the stomach. She had quite lost her appetite and become extremely melancholy (a state
rendering the patient very liable to pains in the
stomach), and Doctor Federigo describes her as en
deavoring to persuade' him that purgatives were
the only remedies suited to her condition. This
physician having questioned her respecting her
mode of life, she tried to aveid exciting his suspi
cions that pernicious habits might be the cause of
her inconvenience. But the pains in the stomach
increasing, she confessed, with much reluctance,
that she had for some time been the victim of a se
cret passion, which she dared not divulge. Strength*
euiiig medicines and the care she look to conquer
her weakness cured her perfectly.
i f the emperament of such a woman is weak, if

any members of her family, of her own sex, have
at any time been afflicted with a white discharge,
the imprudent and unhappy victim of solitary
habits, hoping it will extenuate her own case ia
similar circumstances, privately violate the laws of
chastity.
In the treatise on the dangers of this vice by
the physician of Lausanne, we meet with the fol
lowing extract from a letter of Professor Stehlin, a
physician at Bale in Switzerland: u I also know a
young lady, about twelve or thirteen years of age,
who has brought on consumption by this detesta
ble habit. Her stomach is large and dilated, and
she is afTected with a discharge and inability to re
tain her urine. Remedies have relieved her par
tially, but she is still languishing, and I fear the
consequences.”
Doctor Federigo. whom I have already quoted,
relates the subjoined case in the same work. “ I
have,” he says, u known for several years a woman
subject to great debility and loss of appetite. A
slow nightly fever had reduced her to a state of
extreme thinness; her eyes were pale and sunk
en; she suffered from a burni'.g skin, and could
scarcely stand : an abundunt discharge increased
her weakness, which had attained an advanced
sta?e of marasmus. The most active remedies.
such as decoctions of quiquma, taken in milk, and
the waters of Recovara, were useless. She died in
a deplorable state of consumption. In vain I ques
tioned her respecting her past life, in the hope of
ascertaining the cause of her malady ; I could not
succeed. Only a month before her death she con
fessed, with tears in her eyes, that she had con
tributed to her own ruin, by giving herself up conV-/
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Btantly, for several years, to a secret and destructive
weakness.’5
I was consulted, not long since, by a person rapidly approaching the same slate, through the
same fault. She will furnish here a third example
of chloride, or sallow complexion and the white
discharge, and will, by and by, if she continue the
fatal practice, be an instance of dorsal and mucous
consumption.
She told me, that nearly all her family were sub
jcet to white discharges. She lived a very indo
lent life, was about thirty-three yeais of age, de
cidedly lymphatic, and tall and thin. The color of
her face might be well compared to a piece of
white satin, slightly discolored. Her deportment
was whollv destitute of grace and firmness, and she
hail constantly a white discharge.
I told her, with all possible precaution, what I
conceived to be the true cause of this discharge.
She protested it was not the case; but afterwards
informed me. indirectly, that she was adducted to
this wretched habit.

TETTER IX.
But what will become of a young person's beauty
when tlie health is thus deeply impaired ? It can
only bloom and disappear like the withered form
ami faded color of a llower nipped in the bu,d; or
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to make use of another comparison, like the ruins
of a temple destroyed by profane hands, it loses
the elegance and majesty which delighted the
imagination and inspired respect, long before years
and decay would have impaired those qualities.
The young woman, or girl, is this temple, and
must expect to lose all the attributes of beauty
when once she gives herself up to this most de
structive of all passions. The growth of the body,
the development of the figure, all grace and freshQess, will disappear; for this error spares no charms.
No doubt, the words of the celebrated physician
f have already cited occur to your mind. Respect
ing a votary to this solitary vice he observed—
“ She is a tree withered while blossoming; a per
fect walking skeleton.’7
What a different picture those young females
present who display so agreeably all the charms
of their sex !
Consider a girl at the age when the attractions
of youth succeed the grace of infancy. Happy is
the maiden who preserves her primitive purity,
when, like an unknown lake in the bosom of a
lovely country, her imagination as yet has only re
flected the heaven above and the verdure and the
flowers around. She appears to unite in her person
the rarest charms of the universe.
How noble an aspect those women presented
who furnished Virgil with the following portraits !
In the first, he describes Venus appearing to iEneas,
in the second, Dido starting for the chase :
A ces mots
EHc quittc son fils ; mais aux ycaux i lieros
Elle offre cn rietouruant sa tote cblouusaute,
D’un con some do lis, la brautc ruvissutk .
De s e a cheveux divius les purfuins precit *ix
Sens' <ent cn s'exlialant retourucr vers lec cieujfc
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Sa robe en plis flottans jusqu’a ses pieds s’abaisMt
Elio raarche, et sou port revele uno deesse,
Didon enfin p arait: d’un air majesteux
Elle fend dc sa rour les (lots rcspoctureux.
Eneide, liv. I.—D e lille ’s translation

If man be lord of the creation, such a woman ‘s
uroly the queen. But this grace and this freuh
and fair complexion are never to be met with in
persons consumed by disease; and these portraits,
presented to us under the names of goddesses, are
those of persons who have really existed. In the
same way Racine described the interesting LavalHere, in his Berenice. Thus Fontaine, when he
covered with roses and lilies the Venus whom Ho*
mer, three thousand years before, had begirt with
the enchanting zone, was no doubt thinking of the
young and virtuous La Sabliere. And probably
Virgil was indebted to some princess of the court
of Augustus for the majestic air which excites our
admiration in his Dido.
In this letter it was my intention only to point
out the charms health imparts to women, and I
perceive that the examples I have chosen furnish
instances of moral as well as physical beauty. Is
not the one, then, inseparable from the other ? Can
health and grace exist without innooence and mo
desty ? Chastity is the daughter of Modesty, and
therefore health cannot be long enjoyed without
Chastity.
Socrates said long ago that a handsome body
gave promise r c a noble soul ; and the painter,
Des Jardins, author of the “ Three Reigns,” hat
3 'rJ.;d -----

" All! q j i peut soparer la pudeur dc la grace ?
Sou si! nee nous plait, so froidcur meme enflamme,
Et la pudeur eufiu eat la grace dc ruwe.”
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those of persons who have really existed. In the
game way Racine described the interesting Lavalliere, in his Berenice. Thus Fontaine, when he
covered with roses and lilies the Venus whom Ho
mer, three thousand years before, had begirt with
the enchanting zone, was no doubt thinking of the
young and virtuous La Sabliere. And probably
Virgil was indebted to some princess of the court
of Augustus for the majestic air which excites our
admiration in his Dido.
In this letter it was my intention only to point
out the charms health imparts to women, and I
perceive that the examples I have chosen furnish
instances of moral as well as physical beauty. Is
not the one, then, inseparable from the other ? Can
health and grace exist without innooence and modesty ? Chastity is the daughter of Modesty, and
therefore health cannot be long enjoyed without
Chastity.
1
Socrates said long ago that a handsome body
gave promise r c a noble soul ; and the painter,
Des Jardins, author of the 11 Three Reigns,” has
y tl - i d -----

*' All! q.i, peut separer la pudeur dc la grace 7
S o n si! -nee nous plait, so froideur ineine enflammo,
Et la pudeur eufiu cal la grace dc l’amo.”

*
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Virtue adorns women with every grace. It gi>res
them not only the beauty that attends health, but
bestows on them still more powerful attractions ,
that is, the expression of every amiable sentiment.
The power of fascinating, so often ascribed to them,
is no fiction; and a modern poet has very aptly
said, while speaking of the Author of Nature, in
the praise he is l-estowing on your sex—
J Pour son dernier ouvrc^e il croa la beaute ;
L’oii sent qu’a ce chef d’ceuvre il dut s’etro arrete."

What, in fact, could he create more charming
than the being destined to reign over the heart
of man himself.

LETTER X.
owe to your sex the admission, that in all ag es
of the world there have been a number of excel
lent women. They had acquired so high a degree
of esteem among our ancestors, the Gauls and
Germans, that they regarded them as divine.
With the former, there was no excuse for failing
in respect toward them ; the Gauls were allowed
to say anything at their feasts except to speak ill
of women.
No doubt, this was a personal homage they paid
to worthy partners; but it was also assuredly
rendered to modesty and chastity, as virtues.
We

4
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Doubtless, they also considered modesty tie grace
of the soul,/ and would not have it attacked even in
common conversation.
Have women lost this almost divine influence
which, according to all historians, they enjoyed
among the Gauls ? N o; those who combine chas*
tity and modesty with beauty, still retain it; and
this kind of empire will ever be the natural heritage
of such women.
I have often heard a person observe—a person
who knew how to esteem these qualities,—that he
never felt more confidence in the divinity, or more
certainty respecting the immortality of the soul,
than when in the society of a lovely and virtuous
woman. I have often met with this sentiment in
more than one writer.
Some ancient philosophers, and even the best,
have supposed the soul to be a kind of divinity
enclosed in our bodies. I will not decide the truth
of this opinion, but certainly the sweetest rays of
the Divinity are found nowhere so conspicuously
as on the brow of a woman worthy the esteem and
confidence of her husband.
A celebrated man of the last century observed—
ICAll the gentle and sublime ideas, full, as it were,
of the Divinity, assemble at the image we form of
a Socrates and a Fenelon.” I think we might ex*
press ourselves in the same way, if we wished to
describe all we experience at the sight of a maiden,
bride, or mother, endowed with all the virtues of
the age and sex.
But why do I dwell on the praises of modesty?
It is indisputable that it cannot be separated from
beauty. It is the most affecting of all graces; it is^
as a celebrated woman (La Marquise de Lambert)
observed to her daughter, a great lustre in a young
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person; but it is no more unknown or strange to
you than grace. Besides, ought we to praise what
is plainly so admirable? “ The beautiful (remarks
one of the wisest men that ever existed, and he
certainly would not have omitted modesty in this
maxim) the beautiful of every description is beauti
ful of itself. It exists in and of itself. Praise forms
no part of it. Thus nothing becomes better 01
worse from the opinions of others.” We admi*
this with respect to all that is beautiful in the pro
ductions of nature or a r t ; but is there anything
wanting to that which is naturally beautiful ? N o;
no more than to justice, truth, humanity, or modesty;
what is there in these qualities that becomes beauti
ful by praise, or loses its beauty through blame ?
Well, these amiable traits, these lovely colors—
lovely maidens, in the spring of life and innocence—
this elegant and flexible waist, the grace whiclr
Nature only bestows on your sex,—these are not
the only advantages of the young person who is
chaste. Among the means of pleasing so liberally
bestowed on women—for it is Nature’s design that
they should please,—the voice is not the least
agreeable and powerful.
If the Supreme Being seems to have imparted
the grave tone of command to the voice of man, we
cannot doubt that he has given to that of woman
the more delicate but not less useful accent, which
seduces and disarms ; and is not seducing or disarm
ing in effect to command ? Is it less commanding
because accomplished by pleasure and fascination?
Has not the mouth of a virtuous woman also its
eloquence ? Can there be any eloquence more
persuasive than hers, going more directly to the
heart, or more rapidly inspiring the most honorable
and generous sentiments—courage and humanity?
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It is said that the Israelites experienced a kind
of holy delirium when they listened to their women
singing their psalms. u They imagined,” says M.
Segur, l'%in these pious moments, that the exhilarat
ing influence on the mind was owing to the divine
power of their wives.77
Sterne, the author of the u Sentimental Journey/’
eays of Eliza, 11She spoke, and her voice resembled
the sound of a lute.’7
A learned professor has acknowledged, that he
was obliged to forego the pleasure of seeing a
celebrated actress perform, to check the violent
passion her voice inspired him with.
Such is a portion of the lovely dower which the
young female who has yielded to, and has no longer
power to resist, the most dangerous of all errors,
lose; for the voice of those addicted to solitary
habits often becomes harsh, weak, and sometimes
is lost. These letters furnish several examples. If
it be not entirely lost—if it do not become very
feeble,—it never fails to lose one of its principal
qualities—its clearness; that agreeable sonority
which made Sterne compare the voice of his Eliza
to that of a lute.
Who shall restore charms thus lost—what shall
replace them? Dress? This hope cannot be in
dulged. The charm of innocence cannot be received
tw ice; there is no adorning for the immoral, vicious
woman, were she more lovely than the Greek who,
fearing the loss of a suit, unveiled, that her judges
might be moved by her beauty.
No, that is ornament which really adorns ; and a
Bage has said, that cc It is not gold, jewels, emeralds,
precious stones, nor purple robes, that adorn a
woman, but that which makes her honest, virtuous
humble, and modest.”
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Ah, if won en who forget their duties could see
the advantages arising from observing them, they
would never determine to make such sacrifices !
Y<* they make them ; the young devotees of
solitary pleasures, without knowing it, are no
longer chaste. Innocence has ceased to he their
charm, and modesty will soon cease to be their
grace,

LETTER XI.
4s you have seen, my dear young patient, that the
physician acquainted with the constitution of any
one addicted to solitary weaknesses can foresee
exactly the maladies they will give rise to. so
they can also predict the alteration of feature that
will ensue according to the natural countenance of
the patient. If the unfortunate victim of sensuality
and corruption have an oval face, a well-proportioned
brow, eyes full of dignity moving beneath handsome
lids, and shaded by long lashes, the curve of the
nose gracefully formed, the cheeks full, and a noble
and pleasing demeanor,—the temples will become
depressed ; the cheek-bones prom inent; the cheeks
hollow; the nose appear longer than it was, from
the growing thinness of the surrounding parts; the
eyes will get hollow, and assume a livid and languid
look; and the face, formerly so beautiful, have the
appearance of deformity, suffering, and decrepi
tude
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While I was writing these reflections, a funeralbell announced to the town, that two unfortunate
parents were about to render the last duties to a
poor girl, who, though scarcely four and-twenty,
made me think during a visit I lately paid her that
I beheld a woman worn down by the weight of
nearly a century.
She was sinking—bent forward—and, as is often
observed, broken down. Her face seemed lengthened
and singularly wasted ; her large eyes wandered
wildly; her cheek-bones were extremely prominent;
the extremity of the nose blue and livid as in many
old people; two large and deep wrinkles descended
from each side of the nose to the chin; the mouth
and corners of the lips were drawn downwards,
which imparted an appearance of extreme age to
this worn countenance; while the half-opened
mouth and bewildered eyes gave it a character of
stupidity. The slightest movement was attended
with a feeling of suffocation; she could only utter
a few words in a whisper and at long intervals; all
the upper part of her body, her arms, and chest,
were terribly thin, and the rest watery and dropsi
cal.
I had only time to pay her a few visits. Every
toll of the bell made me groan for the unfortunate
creature. I wrote down the history of her disease
to her sad dictation.
When other features distinguish a victim of the
same error—if her face be round rather than oval,
her nose slightly raised at the point instead of being
convex, her mouth small, her complexion generally
pale, her skin white, the solitary weakness wiJ
soon deprive her of the embonpoint and the fresh*
ness of health which she possessed while she con
tinued chaste. Fever, which always brightens the
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eyes of the consumptive, will singulaily enliven
hers; in short, it would be difficult to find a face so
resembling the usual representations of death.
This reflection has often been suggested to me by
the aspect of one woman in particular, (among
others who were in this state), from whom I trace
this portrait.
If their dangerous habit draw its devotees to the
grave by means of a pulmonary phthysic, or the
cruel pains of a cancerous affection—in the first
instance, the sunken cheeks and all the appearance
of consumption will combine with the characteris
tic features of the homicidal passion, and take the
place of the natural physiognomy ; while, in the
second case, the sallow complexion and the air of
extreme suffering which accompany cancerous com
plaints, will conspire to efface the natural expression
of the patient, and substitute one peculiar to her
case.
Jt is the same in scrofulous and scorbutic cases,
and in organic affections of the heart, as well as in
many other diseases. They disfigure the face with
all these peculiar deformities, when the errors and
constitutions of the patients have produced and
developed them.
The particular organic affections I have just
mentioned do not declare themselves in the impru
dent victim of solitary habits ; a certain discoloring
thinness and irreparable loss of strength are some
times the only fruits of their degrading propensity.
They often languish a long .line, surviving, as it
were, themselves. What, then, is the existence of
persons who have fallen into that state? It re
sembles the last stage of life, the most decrepid
age; for, as soon as a woman has lost her strength,
voice, and freshness, age has incontestibly arrived
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for her, did she only number four-and-twenty years!
Such a woman is essentially old. since she retains
none of the charms of youth.
One of the authors who have described most
agreeably the moral and physical qualities of
woman, represents her in the following way:—
“ The eye cannot trace,” observes Roussel, “ all
the phases of a tree, from the moment when the
Warmth of spring restores it to vegetation until the
first severity of winter deprives it of the advantages
of the fine weather, and again delivers it over to
inertness and death; but it is easy to remark the
most striking circumstances of its development. It
seizes with pleasure the moment when the buds
begin to burst the bark and mingle their green
and tender verdure with the brown or greyish
color of the branches, that seem as though they
were weary of the cold repose wherein nature had
for so long a time buried them ; there give the first
signal of their awakening, and proclaim that the
whole is about to revive, and put on a smiling
face. Our hearts are enlivened on beholding them,
and we feel as if we ourselves had received an in
crease of life, and participate in the joys that give
them birth. And this agreeable impression is pro
longed by turning our eyes to the progress which they
tiake insensibly every day, until the moment when
ihe leaves, confounded with the blossoms, strike
Jur senses, begetting a soft ecstacy at the sight of
*2o singular an union of such enchanting beauties.
This state of things is dispersed as rapidly as the
causes that produced i t : the leaves speedily acquire
a more decided color, taking a less tender and less
touching tint, though still becoming more precious
in themselves, and more interesting by the advan
tages of which they give promise ; the blossoms
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wither, and are succeeded by the fruit which con
soles us for their disappearance. This third epoch
opens our minds to new sensations; the liveliness
of our first impressions subsides, and is displaced
by a satisfaction of a less impetuous but more per
manent nature, resembling a peaceful enjoyment.
The fruits at length, in their turn, disappear, and
»„
the dead void announces that that tree, which but a
few months before, had charmed us as much by its
sweet odors as by its fecundity, will speedily be
nothing more than a sterile trunk. Nevertheless,
we are delighted to enjoy that soft shade which it
still furnishes, though we cannot help contemplat
ing its approaching decrepitude with a regret that
is only softened by the remembrance of the past
e:enjoyments imparted to us.
Such is the type of woman. Although a con
:: stant state of change, from her birth to the close
of life, it is 1 dly possible for us to trace it, but
at some of the u-incipal epochs of her career, equal
ly remarkable by the various characteristics exhibi
ted by each, as by the different impressions pro
duced on us n\ such periods.
Nothing is, in fact, more true than this gradual
and imperceptible progress of a woman, if one
could only follow it from grade to grade, from the
moment when we see her burst forth as a tender
shoot, until that wherein time should have deprived
her of all those graces which made her an ornament
of the earth, and she should cease to exist. Her
various lustres are no more than so many short sol
stices: and although, from one day to another, we
cannot define any change in her, still she is never
stationary, and nothing can be more just than the
parallel of the enchanting phases through which
she passes, in her gentle progression, with the dif*
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fV-ent phenomena and modes of existence which
time and the seasons produce in a tree, from its
5.st budding, its blossoms, its fruits, and its ap■O&rently permanent state ; its various shades, and
itccessive tints of the leaves, as compared with the
0 ades and tints of a woman, and between theii
'fading, eld age, and fall; nothing more exact than
the tracing the different feelings one experiences,
-1 >t only when keeping the eyes constantly fixed on
rf)e tree, but viewing it also from interval to in*
■*&rval.
Well, then, suppose this lovely tree henceforth to
te undermined by the secret influence of some
>ause eminently destructive, this series of touching
aspects that it offered before, is speedily interrupt
ed, and it now presents nothing beyond a thin and
withered foilage; it languishes, becomes barren,
*nd perishes, after having saddened for some time,
fry its gloomy appearance, that ground which it
Ought to have embellished.
Such, alas ! is the promised existence of the
iOung girl who follows indiscreet habits and pracices. Only let her cast her eyes on the first of
iiese pictures, and she will there in some measure.
,ind depicted the unhappy victim who has shortened
.ler days and blighted the noble character she was
iestined to fill from the very moment she has yieldid to solitary enjoyment. Thenceforth there are
50 longer the tints of the rose and the lily; no
longer the beauteous flower ; no more seasons, no
more solstices, no more imperceptible grades from
one stage of delight to another still more delight
ful ; and, instead of fulfilling the number of years for
* hich Nature destined her, she frequently will only
£»aduate from one state of decay to another, more
deciduous than that which preceded it. and from
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fall to a deeper one ; for, as everything is con*
fdnually changing, Nature has willed that there
hould be no exception in those imperceptible deerminations which the victims of solitary vice
•tave exposed themselves to ; thus really inviting
and anticipating old age, with all its melancholy
ittributes, which even with care comes quite fast
tr)nough, particularly with females. And thus, in
..fact, the unfortunate victims to this vice do not,
m d have no right to, participate in the real enjoy
ments of life; being like that man who was ex
cluded from the royal marriage feast, because he
was not clad in a wedding garm ent; that is to say,
in the sense of holy writ, because he was not
adorned with the virtues.

LETTER XII.
H itherto I have only acquainted you with the fatal
consequences of solitary habits from the reports of
those celebrated men whose testim ony I have set
before you ; I will now, therefore, subjoin some of
the melancholy confessions of the victims them.-selves, who have been led into these dangerous
errors.
Before exhibiting them , however, I would wish
to observe, that if unfortunately you should have
incurred the dangers to which these letters refer,
by a continuance in solitary practices, the only way
to get out of them is by quickly showing sufficient
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strength of mind and wisdom to tear yourself fion
the indulgence of a passion that is attended bj
such dreadful results.
These letters themselves fur-ash some instance!
of a cure, though I must at the same time Elate
that they are very few.

A LETTER
FROM A VICTIM TO T H E D E P L O R A B L E FAULT 01
SOLITARY HABITS, TO D R . TISSOT, WHOSE
ADVICE SHE IS S E E K IN G .

111 had the misfortune, sir, in my earliest youth, 1
believe when between eight or ten years of age, to
contract a very pernicious habit, that soon under
mined my health, which has been particularly bad
for some years. I labor under most extraordinary
dejection; my nerves are very w eak; my hands
cilways in a state of trem or; and I am in a con
stant perspiration, with violent and frequent pains
in the stomach, arms, legs, loins, and chest: with
c l perpetual cough. My eyes are dull and weak,
my appetite ravenous; but yet I continue to gel
thinner, and always look very ill.”
«iECC";<0 I

** / E R . — FROM A N O T H E R VICTIM.

1 contracted a frightful
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habit that has destroyed my health. I am fre
quently overwhelmed with confusion, and suffer
from such swimming imthe head, that I am under the
perpetual fear of apoplexy. My chest has become
harrowed, and my breathing consequently difficult,
f have frequent pains in the stomach, and suffer
throughout my whole frame, daily becoming more
anxious and enfeebled. My sleep during the night is
agitated and disturbed; and I am quite unrefresh
ed by it. I have constant itcliings ; am very pale,
with weak and painful eyes, yellow complexion,
and bad breath.*’
THIRD LETTER .

“ I cannot walk two hundred steps without resting,
so extreme is my weakness. I have continual pains
in my body, particularly the shoulders, and suffer
greatly from those in the chest. My appetite is
good, but this is rather a misfortune, as I have dread
ful pains in the stomach after eating. If I read a
page or two my eyes fill with tears, and create
great suffering; and I am constantly sighing in
voluntarily.”
FOURTH LETTER .

Had I not been restrained by religion, I should
fong ere this have terminated a life that has become
burdensome to me by my own fault.
u In fact, it would be impossible to conceive a
more hopeless state of existence, than that of which
I am about to describe the last scenes; and the fear
of adding one crime to another, was no doubt the
5
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only feeling that restrained the person who was
oo cruelly punished from closing her mortal career
thus early.”
It is still the celebrated Doctor Tissot who re
lates the fact, and I will leave him to speak for
kirn self.
“ The disease at first only showed itself in this
young woman by slow and daily progress : but, for
many months antecedent to her death, she could
not/jtand upon her legs, nor even bear the weight
of her arms and hands j the disease of her tongue
increased, and she so lost her voice that you could
hardly hear her speak. The extensor muscles—
those that support the head—allowed it constantly
to droop on her chest. She was never without a
pain in the loins; and appetite and sleep both gra
dually left h e r; and for the last months of her life
she had the greatest difficulty in swallowing at all.
At about Christmas she was overtaken with oppres
sion and intermittent fever, and her eyes sunk in,
in a most singular manner. When I saw her, she
was supported day and night in an arm chair, with
her feet extended on another—though even theD
her head every moment would fall upon her bosom;
ami she never was without some one close at hand
to change her attitude, raise her head, feed her,
give her snulf, and listen attentively to all her re*
quests. The last days of her life she was reduced
to speak letter by letter, which were written down
as she uttered them.”
In order not to fatigue you too much with such
afflicting discourse, I have never given you any of
the letters from these unhappy patients at full
length, but only such extracts as 1 wished to im
press upon you. I will therefore as shortly as pos
sible submit an extract or two from other letters
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addressed by the patients themselves to their phy.
sicians, and published by Doctor Doussin Dubreuil,
who in so doing was guided only by the best feel
ings.
The first extract is that of a letter written to Doc
tor Doussin Dubreuil himself, and gives an instance
when epilepsy was the result of the error of soli
tude.
11When about twelve years of age, I was troubled
with pains in the head, and the sensation of a
weight upon the brain, for which I was bled, and
kept on low diet without experiencing much relief,
and soon after 1 was surprised by an attack of epi
lepsy, io which I then became subject, having had
a very severe one recently. Indeed, Sir, I cannot
doubt but that it is owing to an evil habit which I
contracted when very young, that I am so nervous
that I can hardly move, and the smallest object
terrifies me, even the threats of a child not more
than ten years of age quite unnerves me. and I am
unable to apply myself to anything, as the 1least
constraint5 of mind brings on a fit.55
The next extract furnishes an example of repeated
nervous attack, with the falling down, and rigidity
of the nerves of the patient.
u The following is the description that has been
given to me of my fits. I stamp violently un the
floor, and then fall, with my limbs stiffened, teeth
clenched, and the end of my tongue thrust between
the incisive teeth. My face and hands become livid,
and no doubt, Sir, my unfortunate fate is the result
of those murderous self-indulgences with which I
frequently sought to gratify myself, as before that,
I enjoyed an excellent state of health, which was
evinced by the freshness of my complexion.55
The third shows the probability of a diseased
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pericardium, the membrane that encloses the heart
u J am very thin, but should nevertheless be ia
the enjoyment of good health, were b not for sundry
pains 1 feel, one in particular, in the interior of the
body, near the left shoulder, which I fear will cause
my death, since it is in that part that surrounds the
heart.”
The fourth extract gives an example of excessivo
pains:—
C{ As I mentioned to you before, my morals were
entirely pure, ami my health seemed to be unaltera
ble, till 1 was fifteen years of age, and never can 1
reflect on the happiness I then enjoyed, without
feeling the bitterest remorse. Had I but listened
to the good counsel of another young girl whom I
myself wished to corrupt, and who at once repulsed
the propositions I made to her, I should never have
fallen into the pitiable state I have been in for the
last ten years. When lying full length on my bed
or the sofa, the pains I experience in all my limbs
makes me scream out in such a manner,t as to set
the persons about me shuddering, frequently involv
ing the dear relatives who surrounded me in constant alarm, and no doubt my presence is fatiguing
to them. I am so thin that you may count all my
bones, indeed I have scarcely the appearance of a
human being/’
Tbe fifth extract shows an affliction of the bowels
and stomach:—
u My stomach is always grumbling as if the bowels
were detaching themselves from each other. The
principal disease is in the stomach, which as I told
you before, will not digest anything.”
And the sixth extract is to the same efTect,
showing the probable nervous affection of the
bowels:—
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11 At other times there is a numbness, am. pains in
the stomach, as if my bowels were all tightened up
and strongly compressed/’
The seventh extract is an example of internal
heat and the feeling of insects gnawing :—
11When in my dreams, I become involuntarily
guilty, on awaking, I begin to feel an internal dis
ease. imparting the most horrid pains which in
creased more and more. As besides feeling a
dreadful heat which appears to be consuming the
spine of my back, my stomach and ribs have the
sensation of being gnawed by insects, and justly
alarmed at so deplorab’e a condition, I think it my
duty to acquaint my Doctor with it.”
And a little further on, in the same letter, she
say s:—
“ My voice is hoarse, and I cough night and day,
with a slight fever that is always increased on a
repetition of my errors. I have moreover ague fits,
and I can neither read, write, or walk, and my
memory is entirely gone.”
Many other letters have been written to me on
the same subject, that is, seeking immediate advice
and assistance; amid an immense number that have
been written by the same person, I will only show
you a few passages from three, the first and the last
particularly, written at seven months’ intervals, by
which the duration, and the degree of resistance,
of those diseases which spring from such causes
may be seen.
Extract of a letter 2d December, 1816.
“ This habit has reduced me to a most frightful
condition, I have not the slightest hope of living
for another year, and am in constant alarm, as I see
death approaching with rapid steps. I trust how
ever, to you for any prolongation of life I may
5*
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obtain, as may be. the few healthy germs that are
Btill left to me will be revived by your skill, aad
my zeal in following your advice strictly
*

#

*

*

*

#

#

*

<£ I have for a long time past been affected with
a weakness, that has been constantly increasing.
When 1 get up in the morning, I am for a short
time exposed to a giddiness, and all the joints of
my bones rattle just like the shaking of a skeleton1
and occasionally on getting out of bed my nose
bleeds, anil I am seized with a spitting of blood,
and this notwithstanding rvery care and caution;
the blood on such occasions being sometimes free
and sometimes clotted ; and this is followed by such
nervous attacks, that I can scarcely move my arms,
and then my limbs become as it were numbed, ac
companied by pains of the heart; the quantity of
blood which I discharge, as I have mentioned, has
latterly increased. My limbs are small, and I am
neither fat nor tall. I derive but litlie nourish
ment from what I take, and frequently feel a sharp
pricking pain at the pit of my stomach, and between
my shoulders, which creates great difficulty in
breathing. For three months past, I have suffered
a constant agitation in my limbs which seems to
be produced by the circulation of the blood. Going
up only a few stairs, or waiking the shortest dis
tance is followed by great fatigue, and 1am troubled
with shivering tits, especially in the morning.”
O

/

I

Extract of a further Letter from the same Patient,
in the following February:—
1 am now in my twenty-first year, and dread
the effects of spring; my skin, however, is not so
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parched and heated as heretofore. My arms are
very thin, and my veins almost impercepi ible. they
6eem no longer to have any blood in them. Not
withstanding all my care I fear I never shall recover
a healthy constitution, or get any flesh upon my
bones.
“ It appears to me that for some time past I have
become bent and stooping, and I suffer from con
stant perspirations at the back.
{t My blood is still strangely agitated, and whether
lying down or standing, the circulation of it and my
pulse create constant excitement, particularly about
my limbs and head, and when I lean down at all,
1 am immediately troubled with deafness. I have
also a slight cough, but I think very little of that.77
This young girl deceived herself, that which she
mistook for a mere cough, was the commencement
of an affection of the chest, and organs of the voice,
which so seldom fail being injured, particularly with
young girls who have fallen into those fatal habits
which reduced this lady to the deplorable condition
she so strikingly and energetically has depicted.
She lnnl previously acquainted me that her
stomach had discharged, for some time, small con
cretions, similar to crumbs of bread, that were of
exceedingly bad odor. These came very probably
from the chest, and are sometimes the forerunners
of consumption.
Fearing that her letters might miscarry, and that
it would thereby bdeome known, that she was cor
responding with me, (a fear that is always carried
to a great extent, especially in such complaints)
this young girl always resorted to some artifice in
writing to me, that she might not be known to any
one but myself. Sometimes she did not limit her-
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self to writing anonymously, but sometimes wrote
as from an anonymous person. And it was in this
manner that she last wrote to me for advice. An
innocent artifice, which eloquently and openly con*
rlemiis the vice, and is the best eulogium of good
morals. Virtue neither seeks to show nor to con
ceal herself. But to act as the person in question
has done, is a plain proof that she does not despise
viitne,/ and at the same time exhibits a sorrow that
she ever forsook her paths.
Letter of the 26th of July of the same year:
u S ir: Since last writing to you, some little
change for the better has taken place with regard
to Madamoiselle-------- , whom you have been at
tending. I saw her a few days ago, and she re
quested me to acquaint you that she had regained
some strength, by carefully attending to your ad
vice. She is still however troubled with bleedings
at the nose, though she has only had two slight ir
ritations of the descriptions she spoke of, within the
last fourteen weeks, which disappeared without
having recourse to medicine. She does not com
plain so much of fatigue now, though her shiver
ing fits and loss of blood by the nose, continue al
most ihe same, and she has some apprehensions
that she will never be entirely free from them.
She tells me, that her lips when she gels up in the
morning are very white, and that sundry red spots
are perceptible in her eyes, which sometimes spee
dily disappear, while at others, they last the whole
day, that she generally looks very ill, and is also
very hoarse ; also, that whenever she eats fruit,
she has unpleasant twitches in the stomach, that
impede her freely breathing. The spots in hei
eyes annoy and disturb her very much.”
Tire shivering and agitation of which, this person
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makes frequent complaint, and wb/ch she seems to
attribute to the circulation of her blood, aie merely
symptomatic ol a nervous irritation, and the ex
treme weakness of the nerves. Her bleed ins: at ih©
nose and spitting of blood, notwithstanding its
diminution, and some other symptoms, though be
tokening the return of strength, and the red spots
in the eyes, may yet have some remote tendency to
a scorbutic complaint : and as this complaint ex
ists in her family, it has no doubt been developed
in her by her unhappy secret propensities.
4^

*

LETTER XIII.

In the preceding letters, I have cited a compari
son that two physicians have made between a fe
male and a young tree in blossom, and you may
have remarked how much truth and judgment there
is shown in this approximation. But there is one
point (without now referring to many others) that
singularly elevates one of these trees above the
other. It is that of thinking, at one time with dig
nity, at another with delicacy. That fatal passion
which strikes so deeply at health, as well as beau
ty, does it even respect understanding and wisdom?
The answer has been already given in the course
of these letters, both by skilful doctors and unhap
py victims. But we will again for a moment listen
to them.
u ]f 1 again ask observing physicians what is the
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most dishonoring result of solitary vice/7observes
the first. Dr. Dampe, £< to a being born for the pro*
per use of the mental faculties^, it is the rapid and
entire destruction of all the mental powers. Even
those young persons in whom all the love for men*
tal occupations is not extinct, have not the powei
to reflect or to fix their attention on any one object
their memory which at such an age is generally stf
tenacious, is so weakened that they can no longer
remember what they have read or heard ; their
imagination is so disordered, that whether walk*
ing or sleeping, it is occupied with nothing butim*
pure thoughts—every feeling of good and beautiful
in Nature which produces for us so many moments
of enjoyment is effaced from their hearts. No long
er is any impression made upon them, either by
the sight of a beautiful landscape or the appear
ance of a beautiful summer’s night, nor of the rising
sun. The knowledge of their own incapacity for
all useful occupations drives them more and more
from society; perhaps they may even fear that
their crime may be read branded on their brows.77
This physician is here but the faithful interpre
ter of the truth; and one day the following was
part of a letter written to him : “ The powers of
my mind, among other failings, have suffered a de
cline which I cannot conceal from myself, my
imagination was lively—it is now nearly nothing;
my memory was good—I have no longer any.77*
u The unfortunate victims of this habit,77 says
another observer. Dr. Vogel, “ insensibly lose all
moral faculties they possess : they acquire a be
sotted, drinking, embarrassed, melancholy, and
stupid look ; they become idle, inimical to and in
capable of all intellectual effort; all presence of
* Letter quoted by Dr, Doussin DubreuiL
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mind is lost; they are put out cf countenance, un*
easy, troubled the moment they enter into society ;
they are unprepared and at a loss if compelled to
speak even to a child. Their enfeebled mind gives
way under the slightest exertion; their memory
daily growing worse, they cannot understand the
commonest things nor correct the simplest ideas;
the most sublime talents and the greatest powers
are soon destroyed. All formerly acquired know
ledge, the most perfect understanding, no longer
produce any fruit; vivacity, pride, all the faculties
of the soul by which they were formerly distinguish*
ed,7 abandon them and leave no other
feeling for
O
them but scorn ; the power of imagination has ta
ken its flight—there is no longer any pleasure for
them; but on the contrary, all that is miserable
and distressing appears congenial to their feelings ;
unhappiness, fear, terror, which are their only pas
sions, banish every agreeable sensation from their
minds; the last crisis of melancholy and the most’
fearful suggestions of despair ordinarily precede
their death, or else they sink into a complete
apathy, and fallen below the animals possessing
the least instinct, they retain nothing of their spe
cies but its form ; it sometimes occurs that the most
perfect idiotcy or madness first manifest them
selves.”
A letter, among many others, written on this
subject to the celebrated physician of Lausanne,
fully proves the exactness of this fresh evidence.
The following passage occurs in i t : “ My mental
energy is considerably weakened ; the ardo'' of my
imagination nearly destroyed ; the love of life much
less strong ; all that occurs now appears like a
dream to me; I have mors diffieuby in thinking,
and less power of mind.”
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These pictures are not exaggerated either outlie
part of the physician or the invalid. The brain being
the organ—or if the expression be preferred—the
sanctuary of thought, we can easily conceive that
the destruction of intellect might result from vicious
habits; either the irritated nerves first transmit
their irritation to the brain, and it changes with
them ; or, the stomach, weakened or depraved by
this madness, no longer maintains the brain in an
healthy state. In either case, how can it be ex
pected that those functions should not be disturbed?
We may perceive to a certainty by the enumera
tion of the causes of all kinds of mental alienation,
by which Professor Pinel, chief physician of a
hospital which contains 1800 mad people, com
mences the history of each of these maladies: that
one of the most common causes is an attachment
to vicious habits. Lewis, an English physician, in
describing the efTect of the same crime on the moral
faculties, expresses himself thus: “ The urinal is
effected by all the ills of the body, but particularly
of those which spring from this cause.—The deepest
melancholy, aversion for all pleasures ; incapability
of taking part in any subject of conversation; a
feeling of their own misery, and the despair felt
from knowing that they have brought it on them
selves ; the necessity of renouncing the happiness
of marriage—are
the wretched thoughts
which como
o
pel these unfortunate men to separate themselves
from the world, and to seek, too often, an end for
their misery in suicide.”
11 I do not think that any human being was ever
afflicted with so many evils as I am,” wr'tes a
person habituated to this crime, to Tissot: “ with
out a special help from Providence, I shall have
great difficulty in bearing so heavy a load.”
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If nothing so soon takes from life its enchant
ment as immorality, the observation is particularly
true when that immorality is secret. Tender feel
ings, glorious hopes, sweet illusions, from which
youth sometimes borrows its name, so often its hap
piness (youth is frequently the age of illusions) ;
voluptuous admiration of the universe; delightful
imagination; mysterious and affecting return of the
seasons; shadows and silence of the woods, so fitted
for the perusal of the words of wisdom ; sweet and
innocent satisfaction of our self-esteem, in daily ac
quiring something new and something excellent—
all disappear, all vanish. But should we be as
tonished ? The foreseeing author of nature appears
to have given to the human race, to watch over its
happiness, two amiable divinities—Imagination and
Hope. To one has been entrusted the duty of paint
ing—at least, at times,—in brilliant colors, the dark
landscapes; the other of the various horizons of our
(5
life: and yet nothing so completely destroys all
. imagination and hope as the secret breach of
- chastity. How can a body, overwhelmed with
infirmities, and everywhere failing, contain a
vigorous and contented mind? And what, 1 ask,
is life, when there is nothing that can touch the
imagina-’on or the heart—when there is nothing
that can delight, neither the language of poetry, tho
pleasures of flowers; hope, which to others is an
enjoyment at once consoling and sustaining.—what
is life in such a case ?—An agony in the middle of
a desert.
Woman, more sensitive than robust, whose con
stitution renders her bodily organs more active than
strong, whose mind is rather characterised by quick
penetration and delicacy of tact, than by firmness—
woman appears precisely organised to experience
6
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with the greatest facility, those deep depressions
of soul, beyond which there only exist despair, of
entire destruction of the intellectual faculties. True
it is, that if by the nature of their organization, the
saddening passions produce great impressions ojj
woman; on the other hand, they are less durable,
but when this solitary crime is the cause of such
passions with them, this cause will continue to pro
duce the same effects, whether moral or physical;
the imprudent individuals who abandon themselves
to it will meet with no diminution, and much less
will they escape entirely from their miseries by that
particular flexibility of their constitution. No other
support is left them but their natural weakness and
delicacy, and medical statistics snow a far greater
number of women than, men, affected with mental
diseases.

LETTER XIV.
If it can be said with some degree of justice of
a female who once enjoyed health, beauty and all
the graces which can enhance them, and who has
been actually deprived of them—that she has sur
vived herself—how shall we give expression to the
state of that person, who not only has lost these
first named advantages, but, in addition, all her
mental faculties ; who is utterly different to all that
she was before, and who possesses no moral exist
ence. The chief mode of exisience—that is to say,
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physical existence—being no longer the same, that
which principally constitutes moral existence—the
feeling or reasoning perception of self—no longer
remaining, we cannot even say that she survives,
and yet she has not ceased to exist.
The following are some further examples of tho
power of the unhappy passion we are discussing:
they are the proofs of the truth of what was con
tained in the last letter.
(<Secret habits had produced such disorder in the
reason of Mademoiselle-------- , twenty-two years
of age, and of great personal attractions,—that she
was compelled to be placed in an asylum. She had
been there for some time when Doctor Bienville,
who had previously been on terms of intimacy with
the family of the young lady, but who had been
absent for some time, returned to his native place.
He went to pay a visit to the family, but not per
ceiving Mademoiselle ------—, he asked to be
allowed to pay his respects to her. The unhappy
father replied that he could well see that he was
ignorant of the extent of his affliction, for he had
also lost his wife. But as he soon found that the
doctor, his old friend, imagined that his daughter
was also dead, he told him that she still existed,
and added that she had lived too long, being in such
a state as not to be thought of without a shudder.
The physician broke off this sad interview. He
called on an individual, through whom he knew he
could obtain information of the cause of his friend’s
Bufferings. He at once conjectured, from all that
was communicated to him, that the state of
Mademoiselle---------- was the result of solitary
crime, carried on to the greatest extreme. Ho un
derstood that the two servants of the house were
aol always strong enough, or perhaps sufficient!}
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vigilant to restrain h er; that sometimes she escaped
and fled, and even at times gave rise to fears that
she had plunged into one of the many ponds of that
country. Deeply affected by all that had been told
him, Dr. Bienville begged Mr. ---------not to des
pair of the cure of his daughter.
The asylum in which she had been placed was a
convent of Tours; there she was treated in a most
brutal manner; he proposed that she should be re
moved. As the delirium of the young girl Avas
accompanied by an excessive fury, during which
she bit and tore with her nails whoever approached
her, the superior of the convent asserted that she
could not be removed, unless she was chained in a
vehicle which was capable of being completely
closed. The physician replied that he had thought
of everything, and that he would not suffer her to
be chained. He sent for a convenient carriage;
administered a soothing drink to h e r ; had her
clothes taken off, and caused her to be wrapped up
in a strong and large linen bandage, fixing her arms
to her sides. The unfortunate girl exhibited all the
signs of the most frightful fury : her shrieks and
the grinding of her ♦eeth Avere only interrupted by
the attempts she made to bite her keepers; but at
length they got her aAvay. The doctor meditated
over and prescribed for her case with the greatest
solicitude, taking care that all his views, Avhether
of medicine or health Avere carried into effect. He
watched over, and himself saAv them carried into
execution, for some months. He commenced this
treatment on the 12th of May. On the sixth of the
following August he observed some amendment in
the slate of his patient. He noticed a greater degree
of tranquillity in her; that her insane wanderings
were less frequent; she did not so often reject the
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medicines prescribed for her : a sense of decency
resumed its empire over her odious passion.
Dr. Bienville had hitherto constantly opposed the
desire entertained by her father to see her. Up to
this time she had only seen her keepers and her
physician. For some days, when .her father was
mentioned to her, she appeared to fall into a pro
found reverie, just as any rational person would
nave done. Dr. Bienville concluded from this that
the remembrance of her father was beginning
again to be the subject of her thoughts, that con
sequently the different organs of her brain were re
suming their natural tone and functions; and so,
on the last day of August, that is to say, about
four months after the commencement of the treat
ment, he introduced M r.-------—into the apartment of
nis daughter. It was agreed that he should not give
way to any symptoms of tenderness which might
excite him to tears, in order not to communicate to
the patient impressions too strong and dangerous
in the state of weakness in which the mental facul
ties yet were. With the same view, he had an
nounced to Mademoiselle -------- the intended visit
of her father. She had made no farther reply to
this announcement than to anything else which
had been said to her since she had been deprived of
her reason. This interview, then, so long desired
by her unhappy father, and whose result was ex
pected with so much interest by all who were in
the secret ; this interview, so long expected, at
length took place. But paternal love had not yet
suffered enough. The perseverance of the physi
cian was not crowned with its reward. Mademoi
selle --------gazed fixed Iv on her father, uttered a
sigh, and then turned away, as if to avoid an ob
ject which gave her annoyance. The physician
"5#
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diil not expect so quiet an interview : he persuaded
her father not to prolong it : he even advised him
only to pay her rare and short visits, and to do noth*
ing on his part which might fatigue her. Neverthe*
less, from this moment he himself conversed with
her daily, not only of her father, but of the country
where she lived, of her walks, her old friends, in
fact, of everything he thought likely to restore her
memory. She continued obstinately silent, not only
to him. but to her father, whom she always regard
ed with the same astonishment. This continued
silence rendered the doctor much more uneasy, for
the reason that her general health was gradually
being re-established, that an ulcer which had
made its appearance on the uterus appeared cica
trised, and that all the excoriations had entirely dis
appeared.
Mademoiselle--------was quiet with her keep
ers. She took, with the greatest docility, the
medicines which were given to her, and for three
weeks there had been no occasion for the restrain!
of which we have spoken.
At length, on the 22nd of October, one of the
keepers went to the doctor, requesting him to see
her as soon as possible, telling him that Mademoi
selle had slept all the night ; that she had jus!
woke : that, having looked at ner and her compan
ion attentively, she had asked who they were, and
where she was; that she had replied, that Made
moiselle was with a friend of her father’s, and that
they had been kept near her by the advice of a
doctor, to help her in her illness. Dr. Bienville ran
to her apartment. She received him with a cold
and languid air which she had always exhibited
even during the amelioration of her health. She
entreated him at once to send for her father to fetcdi
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ner away, as she no longer desired to be troublesome
to him. Mr. --------- immediately repaired to his
friend’s house. His daughter received him in the
Bame way that she had always done the doctor : she
received his embraces with very little emotion, say
ing to him: u I have just waked from a very long
and very fatiguing dream. This dream must have
caused me to commit much folly, since you were
forced to send me from you. If I have yet any
claim on your love, I beg that you will this day
remove me home, there to enjoy all the comforts
you have ever conferred upon me. I request, also,
that your house will be closed against every one,
except this gentleman 75 (pointing to the physician
to whom she owed her life and the restoration of
her health) and Mademoiselle Beaudeduit, whom
I beg you to send for. The services of this woman 77
(pointing to her attendant) l£ will be very accepta
ble to m e: she is the only one who has not
troubled my imagination during my dream.77 It
would be difficult to express the replies and the
delight of the fond father, continues Dr. Bienville;
he consented to all she asked, and I w^s cautious
not to oppose her.’7— Treatise on Nymphomania.
Dr.Doussin Dubreuil states in the letters already
quoted, that he went to see, in an establishment
situated near Paris, a female seventeen or eighteen
years old, whom solitary habits (to which the at
tendants could not tell him how long she had been
addicted), had rendered so stupid, that she had lost
all recollection of her father, who could not get her
to recognize him, notwithstanding all his efforts.
This deplorable situation, which had already cost
her parents so many tears, did not prevent her
from taking her meals, and she eat voraciously, as
is generally the case with the victims of this habit.
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fn the same collection of letters, is the report of
another physician, Dr. Vogel, couched in the fcl
lowing words :
There is, to my knowledge, in a certain town,
an unmarried female, twenty-three years of age,
whom this solitary vice at first rendered raving mad,
but who some time past has sunk into a state of
the most absolute imbecility. She never alters a
single word. She allows herself to be treated as
though she were lifeless. She doses her eyes the
moment she sees any one. During the greater
part of the day her head is sank forward, arid she
constantly retains this attitude, when seated on a
chair V
I will here make a passing remark, for I am de
sirous to hurry over these afflicting cases, that this
tendency of the head to fall forward and to roll
about through the weakness of the muscles and
ligaments about the neck on to the chest, right or
left, or forward, is one of the results, and the most
frequent sign, of that solitary weakness carried to a
certain extent.
Lastly. I myself have observed this third example.
An unhappy mother, whose child was suffering at
one arid the same time from mental alienation
and solitary habits, begged me some months since
to call and see what she told me was the object
of her greatest grief; she was not aware which
of these two maladies had preceded the other, or
else she would not tell me notwithstanding tho
great desire and the reasons I expressed to know.
It was a winter's evening; very dark and cold.
She conducted me to the window of a little room
which looked out into a garden. u See if 1 am not
to be pitied,” said she, softly opening one of tho
shatters. I observed a female, about thirty years
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old, seated near a table with a lamp on i t ; hei
neck and breast uncovered, her hands mechanically
supported on her thighs : her feet naked, her hair
san in disorder, her features wild, her complexion sal
fit: low, her shoulders and all her extremities starting
convulsively beneath her d ress; and, lastly, to com
plete all the horror of this picture, she sat in a state
of marble-like immobility.
u The sight frightens me,” added, in a low tone,
and with great emotion, the tender mother, at the
same time gently closing the shutter. This did
not astonish me ; she was a mother, and the spec
tral appearance of this wretched creature, whom we
had just seen in the obscure light of the lamp,
ft
which appeared indifferent to her—the silence which
reigned around her—were well calculated to create
alarm.
We entered; I approached her—I spoke to her,
but I could obtain no satisfactory answer. She
never mode any other reply than by the monosyl
lable yes./’ fo whatever question was put to h e r;
never changed her position, whatever invitation or
entreaty was made. When it was necessary for
her to retire to rest, they were obliged to use
force; and it was the same when they wished her
to rise. She remained in this state many years ;
frequently, particularly at night, she uttered loud
and frightful shrieks, which I frequently heard, and
which were in all respects similar to what, would
be uttered by a person violently seized by the
throat.
i7
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LETTER, XV.
T he histories (well authenticated) o f the unfortn.

nale beings, which I have just communicated tc
you. must have sufficiently proved to yo-: the de«
plorable influence of a fault than which nothing is
more fatal and terrible in its influence over the men
tal faculties. What lovely verses, what interesting
stories, are due to you to repay you for the fatigue
that letter caused you—for the sadness with which
it naturally filled you. And here, doubtless, it be
hoves me to mingle with my advice the flowers
of which T have already spoken to you. I will
endeavor to make you amends by dwelling on the
mental beauty with which your sex is endowed
when no evil influence prevails. Traits of an
agreeable nature cannot fail to present themselves
in crowds.
What delicacy 1 what elegance ! what attractive
influence, in fact, does the mind of woman present!
It appears to me to be, in reference to talent and
genius, what grace is to the health, and beauty to
the body. If the grace of the body imparts to it
in the highest degree the power of pleasing, the
mind of woman embellishes all it touches—throws
over it a charm of delicacy and ease which is ever
seductive. It is concerning that grace which char
acterises her, and which the least change may
wither or destroy, that the French Zeuxis has said *
11Nothing so fleeting ns these delicate tints:
Yet we delight to seize such transient forms.”

The natural weakness of our whole being—the
facility with which our senses are blunted under
the constant impression of objects, induces us, moie
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Or less quickly, to see almost with indifference a
lovely woman or a pretty face. Features, and a
complexion which at first struck us remarkably,
soon possess nothing extraordinary or attra. ve to
us. They please us ; they are still in harmony /r’th
our souls; but there ends all their power. At lue
end of a certain time they no longer cause either that
surprise—that agreeable emotion, nor that delicious
agitation, with which they filled us the first time we
saw them. The mind, on the contrary, is an attraction which increases in power, and which never
ceases to please.
That author formed a just appreciation of the
power of beauty who remarked, that it resembled
odors, to which, when accustomed, we no longer
smelt them.;j
An old writer very wisely said, that it was a
short-lived tyranny; but when in a female it wag
united to wit and an amiable character, this tyranny,
otherwise so transient, was soon changed into a long
and mild empire. It is only under such auspices,
and under such an empire, that constancy is to be
'bund. More than beauty is needed for a woman
o be spoken of as Titus spoke of Berenice :
* For five whole years have I seen her each day;
Yet each day do 1 believe I see her for tlie first time."

The female who is only beautiful, soon ends as
every other indifferent object does, by only striking
the eye. The woman, on the other hand, who is
gifted with mind and virtue, is one to plea.se for
ever. If she is beautiful, her mind adds to her
beauty, if she be not lovely, it supplies its place.
How could it be otherwise than certain to please for
a long time? for then we love in her what is most
finable, and what is least likely to inspire satiety.
0
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It was this privilege by which the Tenaiers, the
Lafayette?, the Sevignes, La Sablieres, Geoffrius,
Dulriven, anil many other celebrated women, arriv
ed an advanced age without having, if we may
so xpress ourselves, grown old, nor ceased to be
tae sovereigns of the most brilliant and arisfccratical circles of their day. Such merit, acquired and
preserved, forms, as has been remarked with ao
much truth as wit, a charm which is not exposed
to wither as the lilies and the roses, and which
prolongs the reign of a pretty woman till the
autumn of her days.
Alas ! how different, how sadly different is the
life of the female secretly consumed by the most
■fatal of the passions. She reigns too ; but it is only
in the most distressing solitude. She may be beau
tiful, witty, amiable, loved; but she most assuredly
will not be so long. We may also say of her, that
she never grows old; but here we use the word in
its literal sense; for she either dies in the flower
of her age, or else she arrives at old age without
ever having been young. But I return to the intel
ligent powers with which nature has so richly gifted
your sex. Indeed, there may be named a very great
number of women who have possessed them to a
very high degree.
History presents us with recitals of the greatest
fortunes, and even the most powerful thrones, hav
ing been gained by the genius of women whose
comparatively low origin and complete indigence
would appear to have completely precluded them
the chance of such a dignity. Thus, although
beautiful, Catherine the 1st. owed more to her
superior genius than to her charms, the title of wife
to the Czar Peter and tbo^s&t empire to which she
esceaeded. The
cf
r
& well known,
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Francoise d’Aubign®, widow of the paet Soar
ron, afterwards Duchess of Maintenon, inspired so
profound an esteem in the heart of Louis J 4th, and
so reigned over him that after having secretly con
sidered her brow worthy of the diadem, she, con
sidering such an honor beneath her if it was not
publicly conferred, demanded and obtained a pro
mise from the monarch, that he would publicly
announce his marriage with her.*'
Fenelon in fact said of her that it was wisdom
expressing herself by the mouth of the graces.
It has often occurred in circumstances of the
greatest importance, when success depended on
address and finesse that women have been selected
in preference to men of known skill. According to
Voltaire, Augustus King of Poland, finding his crown
tottering equally from the victories of Charles the
12th of Sweden, and the ill-will of the senate
towards him, preferring rather to receive the harsh
commands of his conqueror than of his subjects,
determined to solicit truce from the king of Sweden,
and wished to sign a secret treaty with him. It
was necessary to conceal this step from the senate,
whom he regarded as a more intractable enemy.
The afTair was a delicate one; lie therefore relied
upon the Countess of Konigsmark, a Swedisn lady
* 41Louis, finding that lie could not combat with her (scys M. do
Segur, on the merit, character, and condition o f women), felt the need
of summoning to his aid two men of genius, Bossuot and Fonelon.
Hero we see ihis powerful king full of nobleness, resisting al Europe,
suable lo resist a woman. We find so much glory and majesty united
to so much weakness—wc see lastly intimidated glory seeking refuge
with eloquence and virtue to preserve himself from the empire of
b e a u ty ..
I would remark here as connected with this last expression, beauty,
that the triumph of Madame de Maintenon was rather due to her
genius and the high esteem with which she had inspired Louis the
14th, iliL.ii to her beauty, since at that lime she was more than fifty
ycare old.
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of high birth, to whom he was at that tints
attached.”
In the 13th century, the daughter of a Bolognese
gentleman gave herself up entirely to the study of
the Jatin language, and of law. At the age of
tweriiiy-three, she pronounced in the grand church
of Bologna a funeral oration in Jatin. At twenty,
six she publicly read the Institutes of Justinian,
At thirty she obtained a chair from which she
taught the law to a vast audience from all nations,
and her eloquence caused not only her sex, but e\'.i
her beauty to be forgotten, anti for nearly four con
secutive centuries, at Bologna women were mis
tresses of the learned languages and professors of
the highest sciences.
At Verona one Nogaralla, in the 15th century
made for herself so great a reputation by her
eloquence that kings and celebrated men desired
to see and hear her.
Jane Grey whom a cruel queen canned to be
murdered on the scaffold, at seventeen read in
Greek before going to death, the sublime dialogue
of Plato on immortality.
Mary Stuart wrote and spoke six languages, com
posed very fair verses in our own, and while very
young, pronounced at the French court, which she
called her second country, a Latin discourse, in which
she proved that the study of literature was equally
proper for women as for men.
The virtues of Margaret More,* the eldest
daughter of the famous English chancellor, Sir
Thomas More, alone raised her above her coil* This magnanimous heroine of filial piety had caused it to be
transported is a leaden box, to Canterbury, to the tombs of the
Roper farai’y (the family of her husband)* the head of her father, uui
desired that at her death it should be placed between her arm*.
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temporaries. Her father was beheuded under
Henry the 8th, in 1535. After having by great
address succeeded in paying him in prison the
most affectionate attention; having purchased, at
a high price, the right to render him funeral
honors; after having been reduced to obtain at the
price of gold, the sacred head of her parent from
the hands of the executioner, she was herself ac
cused and dragged in chains to prison for two
crimes fit is thus that the wicked designate good
actions): the one for having preserved as a sacied
relic that head so dear to her—the head of her
father, the other for having preserved his books
and manuscripts. She appeared before her judges
with the intrepidity of a great mind, justified her
self with all that eloquence inspired by unfortunate
virtue; she commanded the admiration and the
respect of all, and trampling over her barbarous
accusers, wore out the rest of her life in solitude,
grief, and study.
The brow which was bound with the first coronet
granted by the French Academy, was that of a
woman, Mademoiselle de Scuderi, who has the
honor of having obtained the first prize of Elo
quence which this learned society delivered.
Madame Dacier has acquired for herself a spe
cies of immortality by her numerous translations
of the ancients, Homer, Terence, and others ; and
which for a long time were the best we had ; as
well as by other literary works. She was honored
by receiving the praises of Bayle, La Motte, Vol
taire and a great number of other celebrated wri
ters.
Taneguy, her father, a very erudite man, used
to give lessons to his son in the same apartment
ia which she when twelve years of age, was en-
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gaged in embroidery. She listened a lentively,
bat in silence, and thus profited by these lessons
without its being suspected ; one day when her
brother made a false reply, she told him in a low
tone what he ought to have said.
Their father
heard her with as much surprise as joy. and from
this moment he divided his attentions equally be
tween his son and daughter.
The Duke of Montansier placed on the list of
the commentators on the ancient authors, which
were selected for the education of the dauphin,
Madame Dacier, who took precedence of all who
were charged with this laborious task.*
I myself, owe to a celebrated woman, Madame
de Genlis, from one of her numerous works, the
knowledge of some of those particulars which I
have related.
But who could tell all concerning the mental
powers, and the literary merit o f women in a let
ter, even though it were a long one. I will not
undertake it, and I demand permission to devote
at least another to what I had proposed to say on
this interesting subject.
* Florus appeared in 1G84.— Aurelius V ictor in 1681.—Eutropiiu
in 1683, and another work in 1684.—“ T h u s,” says Bayle, “ was our
sex completely conquered by this clover woman, siu *.e, during a time
iu which several :neu did not produce a single aulLor, Madame Da?
eier published four.”
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LETTER XVI.
I have already told you, in speaking of some of
the qualities of your sex, that it was cne of the
intentions of nature in creating them to impart to
them in a high degree the art of pleasing.
What did nature reallv intend in creating woman?
Two things, principally :—that they should be
amiable beings and tender m others; that they
should be amiable beings in order to attract the
regards and affections of their husbands ; that they
should be good mothers in order that both should
survive in their children. We can well imagine
that the woman who is not amiable is not natural
but artificial. Women, indeed, have been richly
endowed by nature, and whoever culls from the
world of letters as well as from society generally,
all the productions and chief discourses of women
will have culled from it all that is really most deli
cate and elegant, leaving only the heavier portion
behind. It is needless for me to add that I do not
comprehend in this assertion the writings of a very
small number of privileged hands—such as those-,
of some ancient, and some modern poets; of Vol
taire, of La Fontaine, Gresset, Delilie, as well as
: the witty flights which sometimes proceed from
the mouths of some men.
And what has produced these flowers if not
nearly always the inspiration of women.
Madame de Caylus wrote some memoirs which
were so admired when they appeared for the first
time that all the wits of the day seemed to strive
which should bestow on her the most just and
most flattering praises. The Marquis La Fare
wrote, in the tribute he paid her on this work, that
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to console him for his old age the youthful master
of the universe had said to him :—
“ Complain bo more,
1 promise thee a glance from Caylus.”

Who knows not the elegant poetry, often verg.
ing on the domains of philosophy of Madame Deshouliers ? her rivulets, her flowers, her tender
sheep ?
“ Witliout wisdom, without science
Happier and wiser than we.”

It would be easy, besides the name of this illus- j
trious lady and her daughter, to name a host of ,
females who all recal to mind the most delightful
and most elegant productions, not only in one class
of literature but in all, almost without exception.
That of Madame de Sevigne will scarcely give me
the time to write it ere the thousands on thousands
of lively and attractive narratives in her inimitable
letters will present themselves to your mine!.
That of Madame de Graffigny will also recal to
your mind all the delicacy of sentiment of the Pe
ruvian letters which you have perhaps read. Bi
ographies, perfect memoirs, novels, delicious ro
mances, are immediately brought before me by
the names of Montpensier, Nemours, Stael, La
Fayette, Givri, Flahaut, Riccoboni, Genlis. and
many other celebrated women. Lastly, poetry
will dictate to sensibility and the graces, to en
grave for ever in their annals the names of Mesdames Dubocage, Beauharnais, Verdier, Bounlie,
Montauclos, Geoffrey. But vainly would 1 allow
myself to be led away by the charm of the recol
lections which all these nam es successivelyy atd
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mutually awake; in vain would I nama ar.cl praise
all those who deserve it ; I could not do it and my
intention in this place is not to write a literary
history of women.
They have sometimes been accused of want of
judgment ; I think it would be more correct to
accuse them of weakness and faithlessness in 1heir
determinations, and not of inability to recognise
the connection of objects with each other. It
would not be difficult to name a great numler of
females who have shown that they have possessed
this faculty in as great a degree as wit. They
generally have great taste, and is not this very
quality the effect of exquisite judgment, may it
not be regarded as the greatest embellishment.
Aspasia, a celebrated Grecian, flattered herself
that Socrates, Demosthenes, and Pericles, all men
of the most transcendant genius had brought to
perfection, while with her, the beauty of their
aiscotirses.
Did not our immortal fabulist, La Fontaine, so
full of instinct, of good sense, and even of wit,
regard to your sex this testimony of judgment and
good taste in the following verses, addressed to
Madame de Monlespau in dedicating to her one
of his charming apologies :—
O

O

1

•

“ Flo. who the poet’s ways would gain,
Musi first secure your praise ;
Oh lei this verse a smile obtain ;
For there's no beauty in our lays
But you do know and judge it well/’

And La Fontaine has proved both by his writings
and by his couduct tha* he was no flatterer.
The taste and the sure judgment of Madame de
lamlenon, at least in this circumstance, led her
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to maintain, against the opinions of the age. that
Alhalie was a sublime tragedy ; and posterity, ever
impartial and discerning, has confirmed her judg
ment. Bossuet when aged sixteen, Avas led into a
saloon in the Hotel de Rambouil-iet : the mar, chioness had the glory of predicting that he would
become a ‘jgreat orator.
Madame de Guercheville discoveied in Riche*
lieu, when very young, and while certainly very
far from promising, the seeds of a superior genius.
She caused him to take the first step towards that
high fortune which rendered him the arbiter of the
destinies of Europe, and of kings themselves.
“ Women,” says M. Dampmartin, “ do not con
fine themselves to discerning merit, and to grant
ing to it that barren homage with which the great
er part of men believe they recompense i t : they
encourage, they support and foster it. Their sen
sibility and their vanity are equally gratified by
seeing talent obtain its reward through their care;
and moreover they attach themselves to literature
with an ardor unknown to men.” *
But what protection can be given—by what judg
ment can be manifested—of what importance can be
come those females who willingly condemn them
selves to exiles from the world ? What amiable
qualities can be manifested by those women who
are mad enough, daily, to destroy in secret all the
means of pleasing, given to them by Nature. En
tirely absorbed by their filthy habit, equally inca
pable of creating as of appreciating, never are the
songs of glory or the avowal of any sentiment, the
tender presage of approaching union, heard by them.
Austere individuals, who read their guilt upon their
brow, reproach them harshly for it in their own
f Essay oil the Literature of Women,
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hearts: those whom generosity and benevolence
never abandon—pity them; can any other senti
ment be entertained for them ? But every one turns
away his gaze, as though he had passed a flower
which had withered and dried up before it had be
come developed, and before it had bloomed in its
beauty. Never will be given to them, as was dono
to the Duchess of Valentinois, the surname of
the wisest of beauties, and the most beautiful of the
wisc.')
Yoltare could not say to them as he did to Ma
dame Dubocage, who visited him at Ferney, that
“ there was something wanting in her head-dress,”
placing on her brow at the same time a crown of
laurel.
To be ill, or in suffering : such is the whole of
their existence: to be unknown or despised ; such
is their fate. And what felicity, in fact, can be
merited by a girl whose fearful vice has reduced
her to a state in which she cannot recognize her
own father. E it if it be afflicting to humanity to
speak of such 1oings, our picture is indeed a bright
one when we behold the genius and wit, the arts,
talents,/ and virtues,/# which encircled the ograce and.
amiability of a Scvigue and a La Sabliere.*'
* Sonin persons wiii perhaps reproach me for appearing to impose
too much on female* the obligation of cultivating the arts and scien
ces; 1 will explain myself on this m atter: 1 do not think that they
ought to occupy themselves with them to the extent of neglecting the
duties which ought to hold tin; first rank, and engage tin; attention of
all reasonable women. Hut I do not coincide with the opinion of
those who believe that it is improper for women to cultivate literature;
if there have been pedants among literary women, have there never
been pedants i.Miong the men ? As to family cares, from which study
man draws them, are they not attracted from them by pleasures far
more frivolous, and far more reprehensible, which are not considered
improper, although they are daily followed lip.
\W find the following expression in the Enlnrrivm of Madame do
ocvigtie, by M alamo me President of Krissou, who carried oil’ tiio
prize ut the Academy of Marseilles, in 1777, “ that during the youth
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LETTER XVII.
Aurelius gives it as a n axiom in hi*
u thoughts^ that high spirited and excellent minds
become attached to virtue from taste for virtue, by
the sole feeling of its sublim ity; while common
minds only follow it as courtiers follow a sovereign,
attracted by the hope of the benefits that it may
shed on them * I should be despised had I per*
suaded myself that wisdom would only have pleased
you from the considerations I had presented to you
—beauty, health, and w it; this was far from my
thought, and I am about to speak to you of the real
jeasous for attachment to it, which hold, I doubt
not, the first rank in your estimation: I mean mo
lality and virtue.
Some one has very judiciously remarked, that
women are not solely destined to charm the eye;
that they have been created for a nobler end than
merely to be a pleasing s ig h t; that their charms
should be but the prestige of more touching quali
ties, and that to reduce them to depend only on
their charms is to degrade them.
If, in fact, we desire to discover what is the
cause of that lively satisfaction, of that species of
enchantment, so to speak, which takes possession
M arcus

of Madame dc Sevigne, there were brought up in the domestic
schools, excellent wives and mothers, but that this kind of merit did
not exclude these ladies from superiority in many branches of litc*
ranine
Madame tie Sevigne was erudite; was she at all the less a good
mother or a good wife?
* This maxim in a manner naturally arises out of that beautiful
chapter of this excellent emperor on vain glory; or rather this
whole chapter is but a one paraphrase of this maxim, which forms
one of its paragraphs: ‘‘ When you have desired to do good, and
have succeeded, why, like a man without judgment,seek for anything
else such as the reputation o/ benevolence or gratitude V}
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of the heart when a lovely wo:men appears, we shall
soon find that it has its source at least in honorable
minds, in those delicate and affect onate sentiments,
of which her beauty only appeals, if I may so ex
press myself, the seductive emblem.
Benardie de St. Pierre says, speaking of men of
the woiid—that they know women under no other
title than that of the fa ir sex ; but if they are only
beautiful to those who have nothing but eyes, for
those who have a heart they are also that sex which
for nine months, at the peril of her life, carries man
in her womb, and the sex that nourishes and cher
ishes him in his infancy. They are the pious sex
which carries him when young to the altar, that
inspires him with the love of a religion which the
cruel policy of men too often renders odious to
him. They are the peaceful sex which never sheds
the blood of its equals ; the consoling sex which
watches over the sick and touches without wound
ing.*
But if at first we are tem pted to cherish as well
as esteem such a person, she only inspires indiffer
ence or disgust, when we learn that she is devoid
of morality, and incapable of feeling any of those
holy Affections, filial love, conjugal affection, m ater
nal love, virtuous and tender friendship, pity, and
compassion.
In the absence of these sentim ents, we no longer
recognize the characteristics of a pious daughter, of
a wife, or a mother; and yet such are too frequent
ly the individuals who give themselves up to this
solitary passion. When once—and she, too fre
quently is subject to so great a degree of tyranny
—(his fatal error has established its empire in the
imagination of the young girl, and even of the
7

* Studies of Nature. 12rao edition, 11 vols.
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woman, the last relics of modesty, of filial piety,
of conjugal love, of maternal affection, so powerful in
the heart of a mother, all disappear—all are extinguished: of the torch of Love, of the torch of Hy
men, not a spark remains. The nuptial couch i off
only receives the miserable and stranger body of a
female who was once a tender and faithful wife, and
perhaps a mother.
What sad objects here present themselves to us,
If 1 have been unable to pronounce before you the
word crime, how shall I dare to unveil pictures
which represent it in all its most horrible forms;
for I speak, particularly at this moment, of the con*
duct of those females whose excesses are much
more the effects of a depraved appetite, than of a
simple error, or any other cause ? How, I say, shall
I dare to unveil to you such pictures ? Besides, such
lessons cannot be understood by everybody ; a vir
gin mind, such as yours, cannot even conceive of
such monstrosities ; innocence and ignominy cannot
understand eacn other. The horror of the facts which
I am about briefly to speak of, spite of myself, ar*
rests my thoughts.
We sometimes see in woman whose strength of
constitution has carried ofT the victory over this
homicidal vice, and has not as yet permitted that
they should pay with their lives, or by maladies
more bitter than death, those horrible symptoms
which they have themselves sought
we see that
after having for a long time obeyed and satisfied
this frightful passion, that it suddenly breaks out
in its full power, stifles all reason, violates all
moral principle; and these same women, with
* This is only when there is but a simple and perhaps obsenre in
jlnnimutioi! of Uo womb, or of some o f its appendages, such as ill*
ovaries, &c.
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inflamed eye-balls, with haggard features, some
times pale, sometimes furious')' animated, pollute
their paternal root’ or conjugal lieartn with their
horrid frenzy; with disordered garments, some
times they fly about like perfect Bacchantes, and
both by their discourse and actions, they become
the most vile and degraded of beings.
I saw, at Paris, three of these deplorable ex
amples ; two in the hospital, the Hotel Dieu, where
they were obliged to bind two women like two mad
people ; and one in a public place, in a young girl
who was rushing about, and uttering the most hor
rible obscenity.
Under what head shall I describe the following
phenomena? Under that of immorality or mad
ness? Singular perplexity ! I am about to speak
again of the peasant girl to whom I have already
alluded. This unfortunate girl, according to the ac
count of Professor Alibert, was accustomed to retire
into thickets and the most sequestered localities,
to gratify her horrible penchant. Two whole years
rolled over, and her intellectual faculties were
observed gradually to become weaker. She almost
appeared an idiot, and she was at length removed
to the Hospital Saint Louis, where, under the most
frightful delirium, she perpetually exhibited the
most indecent actions, having no command over
herself, despite the constant remonstrances ad
dressed to her.*
These examples are not so rare as might be
imagined; every kind of forgetfulness, every
species of perversion, both physical and moral,
* Work already quoted. The fruitlcssncss of the reproaches or
(hose who attended her can scarcely produce astonishment. Her
flute wat? in reality one constant delirium, and the frightful acts t#
wliici »Lic constantly yielded hat u species oi brain fever#
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may be the fearful consequences of this horriblf
predilection. It sometimes exhibits to us a woman
the mother of a family, perishing in the fiftietl
year of her age,—a victim of all the evils whicl
she owed to this shameful habit, amidst suffering
borne down by the greatest ag o n y ; surrounded bj
fearful thoughts of the punishment awaiting liei
crimes : perfectly aware of the vice which killed
her; and with death, as a result, lingering over her
before he struck the fatal blow.#
I myself saw a woman whose situation presented
the closest and most afflicting resemblance to the
above. She was forty years of age. This unna
tural passion had brought on such excessive and
constant irritability, and rendered the disgusting
gratification so mechanical, inasmuch as reason and
intelligence had no longer any power over her; that
although a strait waiscoat was placed on her. with
out any openings, through which her arms could
pass, and though she was surrounded by many
persons, who kept her in a bath, in which she was
daily placed for convulsions which attacked her,
every moment they were obliged to place her arms
in an attitude different to that which they obstinately
and incessantly assumed, as though it was the only
one natural to them.
As to feelings, these revolting words are con
tained in some letters published by Doclor Doussin
Dubreuil, and unveil one of the frightful effects c:
this passion on the heart: “ I had attained such a
degree of insensibility (is this word sufficient to
express such corruption) ? that I felt myself able to
hear of the death of my father and mother, whom*
* Fact communicated to Pettit by Dr. Etienne Martin, one of ibe
nost celebrated physicians in Lyons.
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I had so dearly loved, without shedding one tear.” *
There is in existence a letter from a female,/ who
confessed that this fatal vice hail so worked upon
her heart, as to have rendered her husband an object
of detestation and horror.f
Lastly (for I cannot too soon finish this enumera
tion), I had the opportunity of seeing the mother of
a family, who had lived long in this criminal in
dulgence, end by paying no more attention to her
own children than if they had no longer existed;
while she showed the most complete affection
towards the infamous authors of her excesses. I
know that she had it in contemplation to make over
a part of her properly to these vile beings. This
project was partly accomplished : she perished, and
ciiine received the inheritance of innocent orphans.

LETTER XVIII.
What character and what morals,/ what virtues and
wliat affections, can be the portions of the husbands
of such companions !—of wives who are no longer
wives,—of mothers who are no longer mothers; or
of the unhappy parents of girls in madness? Is it
amongst them that the former (husbands) can find
the rivals of those immortal women whose names
fecal all the most exquisite of the domes!ic virt nea ?
An Eppouina, who for nine years shared with her*
* Letters alicady ijuoted.
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proscribed husband an obscure cave, and there
rendered him more than once a father, in order that
he might have a greater number of suppliants to his
prince: an Arria, who, shuddering at the prospect
of her husband’s public execution, showed him. by
plunging a sword into her own bosom, that there
was nothing easier than to escape the executioner)
and assured him, as she drew it forth again, that
it gave d o p a i n ! thus did her generous solicitude
for her husband deprive her of every other feeling.
Is it necessary, then, that we should seek for a
Paulina, the wife of Seneca, whose attachment to
her husband was so great, that when he was compell eel to kill himself, she opened her own veins
with him, and who, not having died, bore upon her
countenance, for the few years she survived, the
honorable palor which attested that a part of her
blood had flowed with that of her husband’s. An
Agrippina (to cite an example of another kind of
virtue), who, while still young, shut herself up in
an obscure retreat, and who, without suffering her
pride to yield to the most formidable of tyrants,
nor her manners to be corrupted by the vices of her
age; as implacable towards the murderer of her
husband, as she was faithful to that husband; and
passed her life in weeping for the one, and hating
the other. No ; assuredly such women possess a
supernatural greatness of mind ; while the weakened
bodies of those who indulge in solitary habits only
contain souls, like themselves, without vigor, and
incapable of any great action.
Oh, days of antiquity ! oh, ages in which so many
virtues and such noble sentiments were displayed!
with what an admirable example of filial piety do
you still present us. The magistrates of Rome con
demned a father to the horrible punishment of death
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by starvation: he was closely confined; orders
were issued, and measures taken, that lie might
receive no nourishment. Out of respect to the
gods, his daughter alone obtained permission to
see him once a day; being, however, minutely ex
amined before she could reach his cell. The time
in which famine should have slain its victim ap
proaches—it has come—it has passed; and yet the
old man still exists !—his features are unaltered.
Surprise caused the precautions already taken to be
redoubled; the daughter of the prisoner is secretly
watched, and— *-her virtue discovered. Filial piety
and religion taught her daily to uncover her breasts—
the blood of a pious daughter daily returned to its
sources; the unfortunate father from that fountain
drew back the life he had given !
What cannot virtue do ? She had prolonged the
days of the old man—she had saved him ; he did
not die ; his pardon was granted—who could refuse
it to him ? More than this was done : the deed of
Pero (lor such was the name of this virtuous
daughter) was so great and so admirable, that a
recompense was even adjudged to herself.*
If from our own history I seek for noble actions,
and proofs of affection and sublime feeling mani
fested by women, it presents me with numbers of
all descriptions. I take the first from the life of
Madame de Sevigne, whose letters you well know.
Madame de Gieignan was attacked with a severe
disease; Madame.de Sevigne never quitied the
bed-side of her daughter. There was but one feel
ing in her soul, and this was the most tender and
painful anxiety for the life of Madame de Greignan. Her adored daughter recovered her healtIt#
• This deed is known under the name of Roman Charity
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and Ihe most devoted of mothers soon died; he)
strength not having been equal to her affection.
Marie Dezinska./ wife of Louis XV.,/ was as sen*
sibie as she was virtuous. Death having deprived
her of several children, and at one time of the dau
phin her son as well as her father, Stanislaus, King
of Poland, she fell into so deep a grief as to sink
beneath it. In the last days of her illness, the
physician proposed to her some new remedies:—
“ Give me back / 5 replied she, i: my father and iny
children, and yon will cure me.”
Will you not here exclaim, my young patient,—
“ Oh, hearts a hundred times divine !—oh, admira
ble daughters, devoted wives, tender and affection
ate mothers !;J But with what disdain such con
duct,—deaths so affecting,—must fill you at the
same time for those persons to whom we may no
longer speak of father or mother, of husband or
children, who cannot even shed a tear if they lose
them.
Such, nevertheless, is the contrast at once so
flattering on one side, and so afflicting on the
other, that this most furious of all the passions es
tablishes between women secretly chaste, and
those who are not so.
Indifference, ennui, a heart withered and dried
up, ill temper, languor, without calling to mind all
the fearful infirmities with which the human race
can bo afflicted, are all that remains to those im
prudent persons of whom these letters speak.' Feelmgs of tenderness, delicacy, and sublimity, have
all fled their hearts : they no longer shed joy and
happiness on their homes, their families, and them
selves ; no longer do such feelings render them
kind towards their servants, affable in society,
tendoi and affectionate to their children,—and*
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lastly, capable of the most admirable devotion
towards llieir husbands.

LETTER XIX.
You will know and one day experience the ten
der feelings o f love, a sentiment which attaches
you as devotedly to another person as filial allecliou attaches you to the parents you cherish most.
You are made botli to inspire and to feei this ce
lestial emotion.
If you await it in the bosom of innocence and
chastity, it will surely fill your heart with de
lightin'! and exquisite emotions, which will one day
be the happiness of a husband as well as yous
own.
But when it is reared, on the contrary, amidst
passions which honor disapproves—it disgraces, it
is dangeions, and is productive only of regret and
torture. Sometimes it is nourished at the expense
of the heart and the imagination, over which it
tyrannizes and which it misleads ; it then becomes,
what the French call a m o r o u s m e l a n c h o l y . At other
times it exists entirely at the expense of honor and
is not true love—cannot be conjugal love.
A I.atm poet, Catullus, has written a beautiful
auplial chant, commencing with these words ;
u Vesper adcst, juveniles,”—&c.
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An admirable hymn, which sAows us the value
which is ever attached to female virtue, by de
picting the regret felt by a young girl, even at the
altar of Hymen—for the moment when she will
cease to be a virgin, under the dread of being de
spised when she is no longer such.
An estimable error,$ but still an error,i since the
chaste and faithful wife is no less worthy of our
regard and esteem than when she was a virgin;
since the young girl who becomes a wife only adds
to her duties and virtues,/ duties and virtues more
to be respected.
The ancients considered love in general, as tho
soul of the universe ; in ibis sense they esteemed
it as a principle essentially divine and caused it to
be represented in their temples by the sacred fire
of Vesta.
You are aware that it was guarded by a certain
number of virgins, as much, doubtless, to indicate
the idea they formed of their purity ; as, because
they could imagine no beings more worthy to keep
it up than virginity and chastity ; and thus to en
courage these virtues. You know, also, that it was
considered a very great evil if it were extinguished.
I will not tell you, as many persons doubtless
will, to stifle in your hearts that tender flame
which Heaven implants there; no, this would also
be an evil ; keep there that virgin love—that pre
cious flame from which such happy and such tender feelings may spiring up—but let not its destiny
be changed—let it find a temple in your heart and
let innocence and chastity continue to guard it.
Thus kept, it has in all ages attracted the greatest
respect, tlie greatest honors.
At Rome, the principal magistrates, even the
consuls, iri meeting a vestal virgin were compelled
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to turn from her path. The least injuiy done to a
vestal was punished with death.
As though virtue carried with it in these ancient
times a kind of holy unction, capable of purifying
bad actions, just as herbs and plants and heavenly
balms were employed by the gods, suddenly to
cure mortal wounds; the vestals absolved from
crime and delivered from death the criminal who
was conducting to his doom whom they met, pro
vided thev would swear that chance alone had
caused their meeting.
They were the only females whose evidence was
idmilted in courts of ju stic e ; their priestesses
were selected as arbitresses of differences.
It was in their hands that wills and precious fami
ly documents were deposited, chastity being ever
attended by other virtues.
The ancient Britons, transported with rage at the
recital of the outrages which hail been committed
upon the daughters of their Queen, Boadieea, re
solved to conquer or die.
Among the Angles, he who insulted a virgin was
punished with a double penalty to that which ho
would have .suffered if lie had insulted a married
woman of the same rank.
Happy the people among whom the privileges
of virtue are known, reason will never dispute
them.
Ami these honors, my dear reader, can be traced
tc the remotest antiquity ; they were paid among
the most anciently enlightened people ; and also,
among people emerging from barbarism, which
proves, without the fear of contradiction, that the
esteem entertained for morality is neither the es
teem of caprice or taste, but that it has its source
in the advantages which men ever desire from it#
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The Poems of Homer, which are so ancient that
as yet their date has not been satisfactorily fixed,
often celebrate chastity.* Nowhere, indeed, have
finer elogiums been bestowed upon it ; there is no
picture which equals that of Andromache and
Nausieaa.
The period when the interesting fable of Da
phne changed into a laurel tree, while seeking to
avoid the pursuit of the most handsome of the gods
had birth, is also lost in the mists of antiquity.
“ ----------- H er feet she found
Benumbed with cold and fastened to the ground.
A filmy rind about her body grows,
H er hair to leaves, her arms extends to houghs.
The nymph is all into a laurel gone,
The smoothness of her shin remains alone.”

Men could not express their love for morality
in a more ingenious or more honorable manner.
Cannot we recognize in this agreeable fiction the
smile and pledge of the most complete approbation,
the desire in a word, of immortalizing virtue.
And how could these judicious ancients have
avoided perceiving that without chastity there could
no longer be in marriage, esteem, confidence or
love. That the most sacred unions would other
wise be but a mockery—the most tender link but
a galling chain, that husbands would no longer
have true companions, children no longer a bosom
to receive nor arms to clasp affectionately around
them.
How wise then were these legislatures and theso
* According to some chronologies and historians, this prince of
poots lived near the const of Asia Minor, in the year of the world
3,0Gt), or !)30 years beiore the Christian lira, (l oiiosuet; Berruyer
t u d Fleury.)
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guardians of morality, in taking such care to rende?
honor to chastity and virtue.
Guard well then, my dear reader, these moral feel
ings, deserve thereby that the consuls, if such exist
ed, should turn aside for you as they did for the au
gust guardians of the sacred fire at Rome.

LETTER XX.
I have already told you that the excesses of lovo
were often the results of secret vicious habits in
persons corrupted early. I do not confine myself
to those excesses in which all moral feeling is lost.
As to a m o r o u s m e l a n c h o l y , it has also been named
by many physicians, a m o r o u s m a d n e s s . The mind
is, in fact, more or less affected ; many of its facul
ties are indeed so highly excited, that the patients
then only really differ from other maniacs as regards
the cause of their madness. The female constitu
tion dhposes to it. Almost, entirely destined by
Nature to conceive and cherish nought but tender
affection /t- intended for a life rather of comfort
than of pain, of tranquility than of agitation and
distraction, there is for woman—and particularly
for some women—but one step from a vicious se
cret hubit to amorous madness; that disease, in
fact, which may be called the madness of the heart.
This new excess is not less hurtful to the gener
al health, them to the mind, and is equally produc
tive of forgetfulness of all moral duties.
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The following are two examples which will give
you a sufficient idea of some of these different affec
tions ; but particularly the last, on which account I
chiefly cite them.
11 C------- - de G-------- was so smitten with love
that she could neither work, nor walk, nor sleep,
nor keep herself upright, nor even speak. Accord
ing to her, every man and every woman would run
and throw themselves into the sea, if the sea had
been that love. Absorbed in the depth of that
passion, she would frequently go into the garden
and confide to the trees and flowers her hysterical
passion ; or else she rushed all over the house, ex
claiming, ‘ L o v e , lo v e ! ' and then would roll on the
ground. The violence of her passion destroyed her
health to such an extent that she could not swallow
a drop of water, and took no nourishment: she
burned without and within; she could not sleepsometimes she was seized with the most agoni
zing convulsions; sometimes she fell into a com
plete stupor. At length she spit blood, became
dumb,/ and died.” *
These different affections were all nervous. The
patient could not swallow a drop of water because
her throat was closed. The blood probably burst
from her chest from the same cause. She became
dumb and blind from the paralysis of the muscles
of the voice and the optic nerves, or that which
produces vision; doubtless after the spasms, which
* Zimmerman : Treatise on Medical Experience, voL 3.
I have seen a female subject to spitting of blood, and veryirrita*
Me, experience paralytic convulsion* in all her limbs, particularly in
the anils; a pui iful tightness, as though of a ligature at the epigas
trium and round the loins ; a sensation of weight in the client, and
Spitting of blond ; at a period of sudden moral affection, without
having pronounced anything but two or three words in a low tone cJ
Voice.
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took place to an excessive extent, and which had
loo frequently occurred in these organs as well as
in many other parts of the body.
Second example :
A lady thirty-two years of age, of fine stature,
a strong constitution, with blue eyes, white skin,
chesnut-eolored hair, had been placed in an educa
tional establishment—where the most brilliant fu
ture. where the brightest prospects were always of
fered to those who entered it. Some time after
her marriage, she saw a young man of a more
elevated rank than her husband. She was imme
diately smitten with him ; she murmured against
her lot, and only spoke of her husband with con
tempt. She refused to live with him, and at length
took a decided aversion, not only to him, but to her
own parents, who vainly endeavored to cure her of
her caprice. The disease increased : it was neces
sary to separate her from her husband ; she spoke
incessantly of the object of her passion ; she be
came difficult to please, capricious and passionate.
She escaped her parent’s house to run after him.
She watched him everywhere; she called for him
in her impassioned songs ; he was the greatest, the
most witty, the most amiable, the most perfect of
men. She asserted that she was his wife /: that
she had never known another husband. It was he
who lived in her heart, who directed its movements,
who governed its thought, who ruled over its ac
tions. She had had a child by him, which should
be as accomplished as its fatKer. She was fiequently surprised in a kind of ecstacy of ravishing
thought; then her gaze was fixed, and a smile was
on lips. She frequently addressed letters to him.
She made verses, which she filled with the mcst
amorous expressions; she copied them frequently,
9
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and with great care. Though they expressed the
most violent passion, they were at the same time a
proof of the most perfect virtue. When she went
out she walked briskly, as if she were engaged on
business; or eise she would walk slowly and
haughtily. She avoided men, all of whom shedespised and placed far beneath her lover. Never*
theless, she was not always indifferent to any mark
of interest displayed towards her; but any ardent
expression offended her; and to any overtures
made to her, she opposed the name, the merit, the
qualities, and perfections of him whom she adored.
Often during the day and night, she would talk to
herself, sometimes aloud and sometimes in alow
tone. Sometimes she wept, sometimes she smiled;
sometimes she was angry with herself in her soli
tary conversations. If she was told of her loqua
city, she assured them that she was compelled to
speak. Most frequently it was her lover who con.
versed with her, by means only known to herself.
Sometimes she believed that some individuals,
jealous of her happiness, endeavored to mar it by
breaking up these interviews, and by striking her
(I have seen her almost furious, shrieking and de*
daring that she had just been struck.) Under other
circumstances, her face became red, her eyes spark
ling ; she could not recognize her parents or her
friends : she was furious and attempted lo commit
the greatest injuries. This state sometimes con
tinued for two, three, eight, or fifteen days; she
would then feel most agonizing pains at the epigas
trium, and about the heart. These pains, which
were concentrated at the precordial region (the pit
of the stomach), which she could not support with
out the strength communicated to her by her lover,
were, as she said, caused by her parents and her
/

friends—although they were several leagues distant
—or by those who atiended her.
Any great appearance of compulsion or force
overawed her; she would then turn pale, tremble,
a flow of tears would terminate the attack.
This lady, reasonable under all other circum
stances, worked ; was perfectly capable of manag
ing her domestic arrangements ! she did justice to
her husband’s merit, ami to her parents’ a Section.:
but she could not see the former nor live with the
latter. This state was not brought on in her by
any previous derangement of health. The parox
ysms of fury sometimes took place at the period
of menstruation, but not always. Her appetite
was capricious, and all her actions participated in
the disorder of her delirious passion. She slept
but little; her slumber was disturbed by dreams
and nightmare. She hail frequent fits of watch
fulness ; ar.d when she did not sleep, she walked
about, talked to herself, and sung. This state of
things continued for many years. A year’s course
of treatment, isolation, tepid and cold baths,
douches, anti-spasmodics,—both externally and
internally,—nothing could restore her to reason.*
The physicians who report these two cases do not
ray whether the patients were guilty of secret
breaches of the vows of modesty ; more than one
fact, however, makes us think this to be the caso
with the former.
* Dictionary of Medical Science.—Article Erotcinaim, I y Dr. Esqujr
LOl.
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LETTER XXI.
the young girl who is a victim to secret pe*
nicious habits, know anything of the charms of
friendship ? Such is the question I propose to
, examine in this letter, but I ought first to justify
women against some reproaches which have been
directed against them with regard to this noble
affection.
It has been asserted that it has only been given
to your sex to experience the sentiment of love,
and not that of friendship. Nature, reason, his
tory, all prove that such a maxim is a most unjust
assertion. What ! a sentiment, the most honora
ble and the most delicious, to be refused to the
heart of woman; she alone to be incapable either
of inspiring it or enjoying it ! A woman even has
repeated this assertion ; and, what is almost incon
ceivable, this lady has written a treatise on friend
ship, which, in the judgment of connoisseurs, is
superior to all the treatises written on the same
subject by men.—whom she nevertheless assures
to be the only heroes of friendship. No, this is
not credible: when a woman is reared in tho
bosom of her family, like a plant amidst the par
terre which gave it birth, innocent and pure, en
tirely exempt from all vice; in a word, as Deliiifl
rem arks:
C an

“ And still stamped with the image of Divinity/

there is no delicate or exquisite feeling, whose
happy seed may not be dropped in her heart.
A woman, I repeat, assures us that women are
not capable of friendship; and yet this same
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woman gives us a better account of friendship,
teaches us belter all its secrets and its laws, in an
excellent treatise, than any man has yet done.
How are we to explain this ? And yet the same
thing ought to be true of the heart and feelings,
as of colors; they must be felt to be expressed,
just as we must see to be enabled tc paint. Bu
it is absolutely impossible for any work of the
human mind to be perfect, and the sentence of the
Marchioness of Lambert against her sex is. doubt
less. the mark of humanity which is imprinted on
her chef-d’oeuvre. Cli Women,” says she in it,
“have the misfortune to be incapable of relying
upon friendship among themselves; the faults
with which thev*/ are fitted form an almost insurmountable obstacle to it.”
In the first place do we find so many real friends
among men themselves ? Aristotle, who ought to
know them, since he has written treatises on
morals and politics, observes, r' Oh, my friends!
There are no friends !” As to their duration, are
there no friendships among men which are broken ?
or. do we not cn the contrary rather see that this
is. unfortunately, a most common occurrence?
“ The faults with which women aie filled are
almost insurmountable obstacles to the duration of
friendship amongst them.” Are they, then, more
filled with faults than men? And what are the
obstacles opposed to their eternal friendship? This
same female writer imagines she has discovered
them in those faults which, like envy, break off
any close connection? But how long is it since
envy ceased to actuate men? will they pause be
(ore a holy and tender friendship ? will they fear
to wound it? Ah ! such examples may have occur
red, may still occur * I believe in friendship; but
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how many
have really tasted and followed i>
laws, even unto death ?
11 Woman ” still continues in her moment of
error—the Marchioness of Lambert (for 1 will not
dissimulate, but desire to your sex all your titles
to friendship), i: women unite from necessity, and
never from taste.5’ And let me ask again what
most frequently unites men, the immense majority
of men. if it be not ambition, interest, or their own
safety. Is their mutual taste, that taste which is
said to be wanting to women, for the fountain of
constant friendship—is it anything else than the
attraction of gratified vanity; but the identity of
taste for some art or science; and lastly but iho
same desire, as is said of your sex, to escape often
from solitude and ennui.
I do not wish by these reflections, to underrate
men, but to establish the fact, that they are not
more exempt from those failings which destroy
friendship than are women, and that of two things,
one is true ; either friendship never exists, or that
women are as capable of enjoying its delights
among themselves as men.
Observe, dear reader, that in refusing ibis feeling
to woman, we are establishing it as a fact that they
can be neither good sisters, good relations, nor even
grateful for what ought to constitute amongst
women a perfect friendship ; if they cannot ex
perience it for a sister, a relation, or a benefac
tress. for whom they entertain all that love which
ordinarily are attached to these different titles
These are surely assertions whose truth you will
never admit.
Again, although to reason correctly, is under all
circumstances an excellent method of jt dging cor*
redly; yet. facts when they are faillifu.ly related,
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constitute the best of all judgment. In the subject
of friendship, here is the creed of another authoress,
as talented, and as celebrated, the Countess of
Beauharnus.
“ Life indeed is sad and drear,
When friendship's voice wo never lionrr
On rank and wealth whsif joys attend?
They ne’er can buy a faithful friend/’

The more severe this reproach made against your
sex, the more persuaded I am of its injustice; the
less avaricious ought I to be of proofs to demon
strate its falsehood. And so I shall present you
with a number of incontestible ones.
Madame de Boufflers, the mother of the chevalier
of that name, wrote to the Marchioness of Chatelet,
and recalled to her recollection the verses in which
Voltaire, praising her amiability, her wit, her
talents, her knowledge, told her that every thing
pleased him, every thing was agreeable to his
vast genius:
44 Books, trinkets, compasses, trifles,
Verses, diamonds,” Sec. Sec.

The Marchioness who looked upon friendship,
far above science and diamonds, thus replied:—
44Alas you’ve forgotten
In nil that you’ve told
Friendship, more precious
Than science or gold.”

Had T been desirous of fcdlowing out chronologi
cal order, as is usually done when erudite works
arc penned 1should first have allowed to plead their
cause, those females who have preceded the latter;
but chronological order is of little importance in this
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place, anti this slight digression will or \ prove to
you how much facts press on us when i is a ques
tion of eulogising your sex for their virtues or
feelings.
I therefore ask portion of Madame de Sevigny
who well deserves to be first heard, since I do not
deem it necessary to select my examples from ages
more remote than that in which she flourished, and
I hasten to let her explain herself. u 1 know,” says
she, l{ that there are a thousand things to say, a
hundred things to be done, in order that those we
love may not fancy it broken. I know that there
exists an infinity of circumstances in which we
make them suffer, and in which we might relieve
their pains, if we always possessed those opinions
and thoughts which we ought to have for all that ap
pertains to the heart. Lastly, I can prove that there
are a hundred methods of exhibiting friendship
without declaring it, or by which we may tell by
actions that we possess no friendship, although it
contradicts the assertion.”
Thus speaks Madame de Sevigny in the eulogium
which gained the prize.
Let us leave to Madame de Sevigny all her glory;
let us in no wise decrease the homage due to her)
let us admire her wit, but still more her heartj
nothing is more sublime than her affection. These
are expressions repeated a thousand times, yet ever
new, ever interesting, it is an imperishable elo
quence. How much does every feeling, every
passion in her create a lively impression ! How in
her do we behold the charms of friendship. Wo
there see that candid and active affection, which is
the true foundation of love, because it is deprived
of all self-love, and only considers the happiness
of others. Let us only call those true friends, who
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yielding up every thing to the object c.f their affec
tion, only seek its happiness and utility. This
constant and animating feeling enlightens them as
to the true interest of those whom they love, and
causes them often to sacrifice their dearest tasks,
and feelings.
Ingenious
in seekingo the means of
o
o
obliging, ardent in following them out, if the power
is wanting to them, they invite, exhort, solicit;
and if they be condemned to inaction, what ex
pression do they not give to their regrets and
wishes.
Permit me to ask you, whether it would be possi
ble for men to feel more strongly the duties of
friendship, to carry it to a greater extreme ; are
there many in fact, who would go so far. For my
self, 1 believe it almost beyond their capacity, their
hearts appear to me to be with difficulty touched by
such tender sentiments. This is not the nature of
man, it is too hard for that ; it is only the tender
and delicate organization of woman, which can give
to any being, the power of feeling, in such an ex
quisite manner, and it would assuredly be doing the
greatest injury to the lovely soul of the woman 1
have just named, to suppose that they had only in
view individuals of the other sex when they ex
pressed such noble sentiments.
I should never finish my task were I to recall all
the delicious mysteries of friendship unveiled by
women. I allow that men may go far in such a
country, but I am persuaded that women alone can
discover all in it.
It has been asserted that envy was an obstacle to
the existence of friendship in women. The follow
ing passage from the memoirs of Madame de Stael,
is a sufficient answer to this charge. In it she
relates, while yet she was only Mademoiselle de
CD
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Launay. to tne prior of St. Louis at Rouen, all her
feelings for Mademoiselle de Sillery :—
li No thought presented itself to my mind which
I did not communicate tc her. I loved her as I
loved myself, nay, more indeed than I loved myself,
at least, so it appeared to me. I would have suf
fered any evil designed for her, if it would have
relieved her. At length, I actually went so far as tc
take an aversion to several persons because they
appeared to have more esteem and friendship for
me than for her.” —Is this envy ?
Another question has been raised—it has been
asked if friendship could exist between persons of
opposite sex. It appears to me, that their trouble
of putting this question might have been spared if
a little reflection had been made on the matter.
Independently of the numberless proofs of the
possibility of the existence of such a friendship
which are unknown to the world in general—for
friendship seldom troubles itself by seeking renown
—have not the merits and the fame of many persons,
presented us with numerous examples thereof. The
names of Madame de Sevigne and the Duke of
Rochefoucault, of Madame de la Fayette and
Cardinal Retz, of Mesdames Evrard. De la Sabliere,
and our immortal fabulist, loudly speak in favor of
this kind of friendship. The Marchioness of Lam
bert, a ^vorthy historian of this lovely sentiment,
generally speaks of its charms in reference to per
sons of opposite sexes.
Many letters of Madame de Sevigne are filled
with the grief with which she was overwhelmed at
the death of the duke, her friend : and Madame
de Sevigne was a virtuous woman in the strict
sense of that term.
Philocl^tus, in iEdipus, speaking of Hercules,
says;
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* Tho friendship of a groat man, is a blessing from the gods. n

Mademoiselle Montpensier and Madame de la
Fayette, Madame Evrard and Madame de la SaDliere, have proved—the two first to the poet Segrais, the two second to their fabulist (so they
call La Fontaine), that it would not have been too
presumptive of them to have applied these words of
1'hiloeletus, and that heaven might in its benevo
lence also grant the friendship of women.
Mademoiselle de Montpensier attached to herself
in the capacity of her attendant gentleman, the
poet Segrais ; he lived in her house twenty-four
years, during which time she overwhelmed him
with marks of esteem, of confidence, and friendship.
This princess having projected an union with
Count Lauzon, and Segrais having offered her
some advice on the matter which was not accept
ed, deemed it his duty to retire from her house.
The friendship of an estimable woman, Madame
de la Fayette, procured for him another useful and
agreeable retreat.
Do you know the much celebrated reply of La
Fontaine, and which perhaps was the means of ren°
derins; the names of La Sabliere and Evrard immortal? It may be called the “ Reply of Friend
ship, so much is it characteristic of its simplicity,
its frankness, and never-swerving reliance.
Death had just deprived the witty fabulist of the
friendship of the first of these two females, and of
all the resources he had derived from her, and which
his indolence and carelessness had rendered indis
pensable. He went towards the house of the secand. who, having met him, said to him— “ I have
just heard of the misfortune which has occurred to
you; and I was coming to beg of you to take up
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your abode with me.” u I was coming,” rep'.ied
La Fontaine.
If all this* does not prove sufficiently that the
purest friendship, and that mos4 worthy of praise,
may exist between persons of different sexes, I
should like to know what truth can ever be proved.
But now let us see what its most eloquent priest'
ess says on this subject. u It is both rare and difft*
cult.” observes she, u but it is friendship which possesses the most charms. It is more difficult, because
it requires more virtue and discretion. Women who
only think of, and understand ordinary love, are not
worthy of i t ; and the men who only seek anothei
kind of gratification in women, and who imagine
that they do not possess any amiable qualities of
heart and mind, and are consequently only atlract
ed by beauty, are not fit for the friendship of which
I speak. It is necessary to endeavor to be united
by virtue and personal merit. Sometimes such at
tachments begin in love and end in friendship.
When women are faithful to the virtue of their sex,
friendship being the recompense of virtuous love,
they flatter themselves in attaining to it. Whep
women sacrifice their duty to their love, and offe;
wO you in exchange the charms and feelings ol
friendship ; when, besides, you find in them the
same merit as exists in men, can you do bettei
than to accept their friendship? It is certain, that
of all unions this is the most delightful. There is
always a degree of vivacity which is never found
among persons of the same sex.”
To this point I listen with entire confidence to
the lessons of the amiable priestess of friendship,
but it is here that I cease to follow her—it is hero
that I cease to believe her ; for it is in tl is place
that I find the failing which is to be discovered in
w
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all human productions, even the most exquisite,
that is to say, it is here that she assert* that wo
men cannot enjoy among themselves the delights
of friendship. I will not repeat her words here,
since I have discussed them in the course of this
letter, and I flatter myself that I have completely
absolved your sex from them ; I therefore purpose
ly omit them, and I give all credit to the woman
wko ought to be so worthy of the feeling which
she describes so well. She thus continues, with all
the justice, and all her usual delicacy of mind:—
u When their hearts are not occupied or torn by
passion, their friendship is tender and touching to
behold. It is women alone who know how to ex
tract from virtuous feeling all that is to be derived
therefrom. Men speak to the mind, women to the
heart. And further, as Nature has established cer
tain conryections and ties between the individuals
of different sexes, everything is prepared for friend
ship. The works of Nature are ever the most per
fect ; those in which she does not take a prominent
part, are less agreeable. The friendship of which
I speak is recognized as her work. Those secret
ties, that sympathy, that touching fascination
which cannot be resisted, are all found therein. So
desirable a blessing is ever the reward of merit ;
but we must be on our guard against ourselves, lest
a virtue should ultimately be converted into a fu
rious passion.”
Though women really deserve that on this sub
ject entire homage should be rendered to them, an
estimable writer (Thomas) has at least been more
just towards women than the philosophers who
preceded him, since he says : “ It may be perhaps
accessary to desire a man as you r friend on all greal
10
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occasions; but, for daily happii jess, one must desird
the friendship of a woman.
In this place I would have you remark, that in
refusing this second species of friendship to women,
it will be a natural consequence to assert that, after
a little time, during which they have enjoyed the
happiness of the most durable of all passions, hus
band and wife only feel towards each other the
greatest indifference ; this is an absurdity. The
greatest part of married life, on the contrary, is an
enjoyment of friendship; it is the best and most
effective recompense for virtuous lo v e ; and women
should make every effort to merit this reward. For
friendship’s reign is longer than that of love; it
consoles for the loss of the latter, and assures as
that at least we are still loved.
It is impossible better to express this truth than
has been done by the Marchioness historian of
friendship : and I shall be careful not to omit her
evidence in this place : u The more we advance in
life, the more do we feel our need of friendship.
In proportion as the reason becomes matured, the
mind increases in delicacy of feeling and the
heart is purified, the more necessary becomes this
feeling
In admitting, too, the above principle, it must
be asserted that friendship cannot exist between a
brother and sister. Such an assertion is equally dis
gusting from its falsehood as from its immorality;
and affecting examples of this friendship can readi
ly be collected to give the lie thereunto.
Yes, the hearts of women are constituted to foel
and nourish the tender sentiments of love, just as
the brain is formed to think, to conceive, and to*
* E ssay

on the Character and Manners of Women,
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^member past events : as the ear is made to be
affected by agreeable or unpleasant sounds. But
friendship is no stranger to it—it cannot be ; for in
both cases it is a matter of loving, cherishing, and
feeling with temdei*ness and without bounds.
But as friendship is one of the noblest feelings,
one of the most 'grand privileges of humanity, it
can only be found in connection with noble souls,
of merit and virtue united, to which cause we are
to attribute the rarity of friendship in all ages of
the world. In fact, to possess true friends needs
the most complete and nice power of discrimina
tion in selecting them, a natural gift to cherish
them with the most perfect unselfishness, all the
natural qualities necessary to keep them, an insur
mountable courage to defend them when they are
unjustly accused; and, when they are so justly,
still to excuse them without approving their error
(for who of us never falls ?); a delicate and unlim
ited liberality in relieving them without afflicting
them, intelligence, understanding, and complacen
cy, and modesty to advise and instruct them, w ith
out wounding their pride, when they are in error,
or less talented than oneself.
The Memoirs of Madame de Stael record the
name of a female who was this perfect model.
After having stated in the most interesting manner
a host of good qualities with which Madame de
Bussy, her friend, was gifted, Madame de Stael
thus continues :—
u But that which more than all else attached her
to her friends was, that she possessed that true
and perfect friendship so often deemed but a vain
idea. The confidence she inspired was such as
one feels for oneself, and willingly would they
Dave told to her what they would, not have con*

feysed to themselves. The affectionate interest
which she always seemed to feel, her great atten
tion to what was said to her, penetrated the very
depths of the heart. The wisdom of her advice,
her manner of inculcating it, added real utility to
the charms of that confidence reposed in her.,;
The feeling which I have just described to you,
and which requires the union of the noblest quali
ties in those who experience it, is extremely ap
propriate in turning my attention from those un
fortunates who only have a penchant for a fright
ful vice, and thus I have lost sight of them for
some tim e ; but there is so little connection be
tween them and those individuals who devote
themselves to delicate and sublime friendship, that
it was difficult not to forget them. In fact, what
community is there between them and this virtue?
Where could they obtain such virtues and such
merit? How could they fulfil such sweet and
noble duties ? A true friend is a being who feels,
who thinks,/ who acts from excellent motives;^ he
is a perfect philosopher. True friendship can only
spring from the most happy nature or from the
most pure philosophy. What a distance from that
happy situation in which these two conditions
place both the heart and the mind, is that ignoble
and most polluting of all passions !
Virtue and taste have given rise to friendships
whose memorial has descended even to us. In
friendship the purest morals are necessary: yos
will lose too much in risking an union with an in
dividual of badly regulated morals. The first
merit you must seek for in a friend is virtue :* it
is this that assures us he is capable of friendship,
* Nec sino virtute amieitia esse ullo pato potest (Cicero de AmU
eitia, cap. 6^).
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and is worthy of it. Hope nothing from your con
nections as long as they have not this foundation.”
Thus do we read in the 11 Treatise on Friend
ship.,7 And yet, is there a single word in these
precepts which can be spoken of these sad lovers
of solitude ? Are they virtuous ?
If a frightful habit can drive from the heart all
the amiable and honorable feelings, and substilute for them only those which excite our disgust
or p ity ; if, as we have seen, it can alter human
nature, to such an extent as not to allow a tear for
filial piety to be shed over the loss of the most
beloved parents; to such an extent as to sub
stitute for conjugal love, not merely indifference,
but absolute aversion, how could friendship, with
all its delights and charms, reign in the heart !
It is really difficult to relate, without being ac
cused of exaggeration, such misfortunes, such evils;
the imagination itself recoils before such pictures;
they are too hideous for me, in this place, to in
crease their number ; I will confine myself, there
fore, to the following. I open the letters published
at Paris by Dr. Doussin Dubreuil, and there I read
these words :—
u Giving myself up solely to this passion, every
thing around me was a burthen to me. I avoided
every connection which could take me from i t ,
my dearest friends had become odious to me : ac
cording to the definition of a friend by an ancient
philosopher, it is one soul living in two bodies.” '*
* An expression of Aristotle, equivalent to that of Pythagoras, on
the same subject,—U0 u r friend is but another self; a paraphrase in
many ways. When I am with my friend, we arc no longer two, etc.,
etc.” And Montaigne appears to have meant the same thing when
ho says:—“ When I am asked whence conies that joy, that case
that repose which I feel when I see my friend, it is because it is ho—
because it ;s myself;—that’s all I can say.”
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Thus then, it is but too true, w hen we observe
all the healthy functions of the body altered; all
the charms of beauty vanish under the dominion
of this solitary passion, we in the sam e way see
all noble feelings disappear likew ise, under its
mortal influence. We m ust not, therefore, seek
among its victim s heroines of friendship, filial
piety, conjugal affection or m aternal love.
Vainly on the m arriage-day, by the side of love,
friendship is promised and reserved for old age.
Vainly do love and friendship together swear and
make up the happiness of life. If vice is first
there, all else is hopeless.*-

L E T 1 E R XXIII.
You will remember, doubtless, the verses in which
a lady says on the subject of friendship, “ that we
are nothing w ithout the h e a rt;” she is in the right
—but we are also nothing if a wise rule over our
selves does not render us worthy of our own esteem
as well as that of others. u A beautiful woman
is, as has often been affirmed, the chef-d’oeuvre of
nature, but this noble work is unfinished ” says
the author of very excellent advice to women, in a
ittle treatise entitled, “ The Friend of Women
if
* The same axiom may be established in morality as in medicine —
“O f two simultaneous passions, the most powerful obscures
weaitest.K
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there is anything wanting in the soul, and it is to
this consideration that the ambition of women
should be directed. When beauty is added to
solid merit, it may be said to honor humanity j
virtue renders a woman more lovely, while beauty
in its turn adds a new lustre to virtue, which is in
a measure personified and rendered visible with
all her charms in an amiable and wise woman.”
This alliance appears to exist so naturally, these
charms are so well suited to virtue, that they are
almost always mistaken for her. How unfortunate,
when beauty presents itself alone ! What amiable
feelings their union would have inspired, and of
which honor and reason prevent us having any
conception.
And yet, if persons by their actions leave them
selves so little self-esteem, if they know themselves
to possess so little virtue that they dare not even
name themselves, what consideration can they ex
pect from others. For on all occasions, that these
unfortunate victims are compelled to demand aid,
and to explain the cause of their sufferings to
physicians, they almost always do it by letters,
which they retain power to write and without ex
posing their names.
But whither am I carried in my advice? What
is there strange in your being neither esteemed nor
respected ? These are not the only feelings to
which you have a rig h t; you ought also to be
honored and cherished—cherished! this word recals to you all the tenderness of your parents for
you. What grief, what tears, if it be decreed that
a painful death—young yet-------- , but no—this
will not be your fate, your own wisdom will long
preserve you to their love.
It has been also said that a beautiful but vicious
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woman is a monster, and nothing is more true.
She is no chef-d’ceuvre of nature, since she brings
into alliance things most completely at variancepersonal beauty with mental ugliness. All that is
most fitted to charm with all that is abject. If we
meet with such a woman she cannot deserve our
admiration. We can only consider her as a lovely
plant or a beautiful vase escaped from the hands
of the graces, which in lieu of being filled with
exquisite perfumes, only encloses a dangerous
poison.
The honest man, whose first impressions* are
generally favorable, seeks h e r ; but if she be such
as to merit the title of monster, in the sense I have
just spoken it; that is to say, if she have only
beauty without manners, she soon discovers that
the most fascinating charms, even if they be united
to the gifts of high birth and wit, are far from con
stituting what is called solid merit, or from attract*
ins:
o consideration.
There was amciently, at Rome, two temples, so
disposed that it was necessary to pass through the
first to arrive at the second; the first was dedicated
to virtue, the second to honor. In this we can see
the actuating motive of their founders; they desired
to teach the lesson that there was no honor without
virtue.
If the assertion of Bruyere has been considered
true, up to a certain point, v iz :— u Caprice is
always close to beauty to serve as an antidote to
her ;,;-r-lhat is to say, to prevent her too powerful
effect, what must it be wher. we only meet in
women with the most absolute insensibility—ill
temper, ugliness,* immoral conduct, which are
* Softness and grace of character appeared so indispensable tt>
Plutarch for the happiness of persons united in marriage, that wih'
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almost always the result of vicious h a b its ; in a
word, when we meet w ith women whom we can
not esteem.
And yet it is indispensable to create esteem, if
we wish to please. The esteem accorded to quali
ties which the iuterest^of society has caused to be
honored, carries w ith it a favorable prejudice to
wards those persons who are characterised by them.
If we bear any esteem towards another, be assured
that that person pleases in many ways. Individuals
of delicate minds, more particularly, have as much
need to esteem as to adm ire; it would be impossi
ble for them to love without esteem. To love and
not to esteem are two feelings which cannot be
separated ; is not the idea of the separate existence
of these two sentiment's repugnant to the mind ? If
it be true that we cannot long love a person who
has only beauty without mental worth, we are
likely to love less long a woman whom we cannot
esteem. If we do not esteem a woman, be assured
that no charms will be left her—be assured that
she will even give us cause fbr dissatisfaction in
many other w a y s ; but a few short months and the
feeble ties which attached us to her will soon have
ceased to exist.
out then? a woman can never trust to her wealth, the nobleness of her
descent, r.or her beauty, but must rely on ull that most closely affects
the heart of her husband ; that is to say, in his reception, in her man
ners, and in her conversation ; taking- care that, as far as possible,
nothing shall be unpleasant, disagreeable, or an injury to her husband ;
out that all should be pleasant, agreeable, and in accordance with his
taste. For just as physicians dread more those fevers which are
engendered by unseen causes, which arc slow and gradual in their
approach, than those which proceed from apparent and manifest
causes, so there arc often little quarrels and disturbances daily con
tinued between husband and wife, of which strangers know and see
nothin?, which separates them and more comp ctely destroys tho
happiness of their conjugal stale than any other cause.—Precepts on
Marriage.
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But how different is sh e; how worthy, on the
contrary, of praise and love is woman, whose lovely
face, and her whole life, always in accordance with
each other, had never exhibited but mildness, wis
dom and innocence; on whose features and in
whose eyes we can only read the purity and
beauty of her s o u l . She speaks, she smiles, she
moves; every thing inspires confidence and banishes
suspicion. And how can it be otherwise if she be
but a perfect assemblage for grace, chastity, can
dor, and nobleness. Titus might indeed say of such
<1 woman :
“ IMeasing without art—
Beauty, glory, virtue—I find all th e re /

Verily, such a woman is nature’s chef-d’oeuvre,
vvliat honest heart would not strive for the possession
of such supreme happiness. Tf we compare such a
lovely life with that of the woman whom we can
not esteem, it is most truly, the lovely shining day
in a delicious country compared to a most stormy
day, making of the same country a field of desolation and wretchedness.f
“ King Philip,” says Plutarch, “ loved a Thes
salian woman who was believed to have bewitched
and charmed him with sorceries ; for this cause his
queen Olympias contrived to get her into her hands;
but when she had gazed upon her and considered
her thoroughly, as she was beautiful and graceful,
and as her discourse proved that she was well
educated and of noble extraction, ( aw ay/ she said,
1with all these calumnies, for I feel that the charms*
* Racine—Tragedy of Berenice.—Act II. scene 2d.
f Similie used by Rousseau aest Zimmerman, quoted in the pra»
teding letters.
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oreyou use are in yourself.555 £It is therefore.55 add3
this great moralist, “ an inherent knowledge that
could teach a legitimately married woman that it
Ellwas grace, virtue, and tenderness only that could
win the love of her husband.55
I have said but a little while since, that when
even a vicious woman unites in her own person the
Beductive charms of beauty with those of the mind,
she cannot expect any consideration if she do not
l; conciliate esteem. Hence are many examples out
. of a much larger number that I could have printed.
History and literature have given you a know
ledge of Sappho, born at Lesbos, an island in the
jEgean Sea in Greece. She is reputed not to possess
the gift of beauty, but she was endowed with so
great a genius, and so rare a talent for poetical
composition, that the Greeks, who were the most
civilized nation on the earth, surnamed her the tenth
muse;* she must, therefore, have acquired the
greatest esteem and respect. And yet she con
iL tracted a mad passion for Phaon, a young Lesbian;
: she was not beloved of him, knew not how to con
quer her passion, nourished it rather than endea
vored to fight against it. And at length, yielding
to her despair, she threw herself from a rock into
the sea, leaving behind her but the reputation of a
woman of very common morality.

IT?-
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■From Leucadia’s promontory
Flung herself headlong for the Lesbian boy.
(Ungrateful he to work her such annoy.)
But time hath, as in sad requital, given
A branch of laurel to her : and some bard
Swears that a heatheu god or goddess gave
Her swan-like wings wherewith to fly to heaven.
And now at times, when gloomy tempests roar
Along the Adriatic, in the wave
ti

* Voyage of Anacharsfo.
9
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She dips her plumes, and on the wat’ry shore
Sings, as the love-crazed Sappho sung of yore.”*

The Empress Julia, wife of Septimus Severus,
placed in even more favorable circumstances foj
obtaining true glory, did not succeed better.
Born in Syria, daughter of a Priest of the Sun,
she had received from nature a most transcendent
mind. “ As a stateswoman.” says Thomas, “ she
obtained the confidence of her husband, who,
though he did not love her, still governed by her
advice. She cultivated literature, passed her
whole life in acquiring knowledge, and divided her
time between pleasure and business. Having men
of knowledge in her cabinet, and the most amia
ble people of Rome in her palace, engaged in car
rying out the greatest projects for her throne, she
obtained a somewhat well-merited celebrity. Un
der the reign of her son, she had the same influ
ence as under her husband. But though she had
received so many great gifts, yet as she did not
possess that which should be the first of her sex,
and that her philosophy did not bring with it mo
rality, she was more boasted of than respected;
and her memory is more brilliant than venerated.!
A lady of distinguished birth brought her two
daughters to Ninon de Lenclos ; her visit was
finished, and she was about to take her departure;
Ninon, taking her on one side, said to her:—
u Madame, you have done me much honor in
bringing to me your daughters; but their birth,
their fortune, and their beauty entitle them to
honorable and advantageous connections; in
coming to me they may do themselves injury.v —
* Barry Cornwall,
t Essay on the Character, Manners, and Mental QualiScations at
Woman,
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And yet Ninon had exhibited pro: fs c a rare pro
bity. She was possessed of as much elevation of
soul as wit and beauty. She often collected
around her the greatest men of the a g e ; the Condes, the Turennes, Vivonne, Villarceaux, Moliere,
La Fontaine, etc. Voltaire was presented to her
when very young.* But she did not possess the
proper morality of her sex. The generous remark
which she made to the lady who had brought her
daughters, proves she knew how important, and
what a delicate thing, is the reputation of women,
although she had taken but little care of her own;
and it is with reason that Madame de Maintenon
says in one of her letters,—“ nothing requires
more skill to preserve an irreproachable character.”
All the policy of women, indeed, appears to me
contained in these few words. It may be replied
in favor of Ninon, that she only made this obser
vation to this lady because her house was frequent
ed by a great number of m e n . But did not Mesdames Sevigne, De la Fayette, La Sabliere, also
admit into their social circles Rochefoucault, La
Fare, La Fontaine, Racine, and many other most
amiable men; and yet would they have anticipa
ted that young gH s must be ruined by merely
being presented to them ?—No, certainly not.
And you would neither be compromised or thought
little of in the society of men who were distin
guished for morality.
It is impossible to deny i t ; Ninon felt truly that
her own morals could not merit esteem ; and that
the thousand amiable qualities which she did pos*
sess could not make up for that failing.f
'Condorcet—Life of Voltaire.
tlf we may judge from a leite! o'* i'vr,‘in, inserted in the works of
Saidt Eircmont, she found no more h a p l e s s in the mode oflife sii#
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It is said that the Marchioness of Lambert had
this celebrated woman present in her mind when
she said to her daughter, in the little treatise enti
tled u Advice to My Daughter,7’—“ You have two
inflexible tribunals before whom you must con
stantly appear—Conscience and the World. You
may escape the world, but you will not escape
your conscience : to yourself you owe the testi
mony of your honor.77
Young people, then, cannot attach themselves
too strongly to chastity, which gives them the
right of self-esteem, which renders them so amia
ble, which procures for them the highest conside
ration ; and, on the contrary, avoid all that even
for a moment would expose their morals to corrup
tion. Chastity is secret m odesty; forgetfulness
of it leads to that of all modesty ■ and those men
whose judgment from the earliest ages has had
the greatest weight, have ever spoken of it as the
most honoral ’e and sacred thing. Aristotle, Ga
len, Plutarch, Yaleriola, who were all philoso
phers, historians, or physicians, all agree in say
ing, that where it exists in young men, it appears
to indicate a particularly honorable feeling; that
it is a proof of a nature full of promise for the
future ; others call it the armament of life; and
Cicero, the guardian of all the virtues.
A king of France said, that if honor was ban
ished from all the rest of the earth, it ought to be
found in the heart of kings.* It appears to me
that it may also be said, “ If chastity could aban*
bad adopted, than esteem. She confesses, in this letter, that she was
never happy; and, to give greater assurance of it, she add*—“ 1/
euch a life had been proposed to me, I would have hung myself.”
* An expression said to be very common with John, King cf
France, surnamed the Good.
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Ion the rest of the earth, it ought to be most
surely discovered among wornin.* It must also
be allowed, that if among men the point of honor
consists in valor and probity, it consists among
women in decency arid chastity.
But I pause here • I have spoken enough of es
teem to persons to whom it will be accorded in
the highest degree, and of decency, to decency
itself.
M cannot avoid, in this place recording a most remarkable attach
ment to modesty, exceedingly honorable to the female character. I
was called, in 1815, to a young girl attacked with gastritis, which
kad been preceded by a sudden cessation of the flow of milk. The
disease advanced so rapidly towards an unfavorable termination,
notwithstanding all the prudence and zeal with which it was com
batted by myself and colleagues, that in a very few days the patient
could not rise or be raised; black and dry tongue came on, and she
bud no longer strength to open her eyes or put out her tongue. She
lay on her hack, made no reply to any one, appeared to hear noth
ing; the sensibility of the skin was almost extinguished. With the
intention of rousing her, and of recalling life—so ready to escape—
by exciting the last sparks which might yet remain, 1 advised the
application of rapidly acting blisters on the legs, the inside of the
thighs, and the soles of the feet. They were first placed on the legs;
the patient appeared utterly indifferent to them; they produced no
appreciable effect. We prepared to place fresh ones on the second
region to which I have above alluded, namely, the thighs: the bodylinen which covered them was raised, in order that the blistering
plasters might be applied.—How was I struck with astonishment!
This patient, who for many days appeared to hear nothing, who
bud not the power to raise her eyelids, who constantly remained in
one position, in whom even the skin only retained a semi-vitality-^under the action of the rubefacients which were brought iuto con
tact with it,—this patient contracted her fingers immediately over
that part of her clothing on which they were resting, held it fast,
opposed several times her weak hand to those which desired to call
her back to life. This most unexpected circumstance recalled hopo
loom hearts; wc perceived, with joy, these feeble movements of
our patient, the only ones she had exhibited for many days: we
took every precaution relative to the fear she thus silently expressed,
and yet we were compelled to carry out the plan of treatment, ib
the h«pe of saving her. But we deceived ourselves ; there abso
lutely remained in this interesting state, nothing but the feeling of
modesty; that alone had outlived ail others: the fresh blisters found
to vital spark to rally; when removed, a very slight redness only
of the skin had been produced. This was in the evening; the noxi
fay, at dawn, the patient was no more.
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LETTER XXIV.
R eligion , no less than reason, condemns the labits

of solitudinarians. She requires the constant exer
cise of all the virtues. The habits spoken of are
but the results of the most horrible and condemnaDie weaknesses.
Religion requires of every one to preserve, as far
as depends on ourselves, the gift of life which has
been made to us by the Author of Nature. When
it occurs that a young person, dying from a per
severance in these vicious habits, leaves her friends
to deplore her death, brought on by her own free
will, I fancy I hear the Author of Nature, when
this unfortunate girl appears at his tribunal, ask of
her what had become of the innocence and purity
with which He had adorned her, as well as with
the charms which he had been willing to give her
with so much munificence ?
All tilings, even to her funeral obsequies, appear
to speak loudly of the penalty reserved for such
habits : not that we need add to the vengeance of
Nature—she has been severe enough already; but
truth appears to interdict the crown of lilies and
white roses always destined for the tomb of virgini
ty. We may not even depose upon her last resting
place the branch of myrtle destined for the tomb of
the youthful bride—for she has never known mar
riage. A gloomy scabiuo growing beside it as
though out of pity, will announce perhaps that a
single tear may be shed for her.
Happy the girl who is truly pious and truly wise:
the future will smile on her, even as the present.
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LETTER XXV.
i he y^u^ful solitudinarian, then, kncws no hap
piness. Eve:y day does she wancer farther from
it. Once deprived of all the gifts of Nature—when
once there is no return to cure nor to the restraint
of the will, and there is a limit to both—how can
she be happy ? Can it be in making herself the
pride and ornament of her family ? No ! for she
lias neither wealth, beauty, mental accomplish
ments, nor virtue. Can it be by exemplary piety?
She possesses not sufficient to sacrifice the weakness
so dangerous to herself. Her vice is the god which
entirely occupies her thoughts. Can it be by a
brilliant alliance ? What man of worth would deign
to seek her, ill and bowed down by infirmities ? Is
it reserved to her to give birth to lovely children ?
No! for if, before she falls a sacrifice to her fatal
passion, a husband should demand of her the hap
piness of becoming a father, he will in all proba
bility but have the misery of being so, a misery
which she must also feel, for the same day will
shine upon the birth and the sad destiny of her
children—too weak to struggle against the new
elements amidst which they will henceforth have
to struggle, or at least to live exempt from infirmi
ties.*
* It is well known that tho fundamental idea of the system of
Brown, that everything in Nature is exciting, physiologically speak
ing ; that life is but the product of the excitation of living beings by
the matter amidst which they exist: from wh'ch lie was inclined to
believe, that doubtless there was sometimes a want, sometimes an ex
cess of excitation, from which sprung .all disease ; a sublime concep
tion, but one to which the author, not knowing how to preserve the
just medium, did not give that impulse which he might have done.
Nevertheless, that very judicious observer, M. Chaussier, has lately
made somo observation in the Hospital La Maternite, to which ha

11*
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What signs, as I have already told you, had, it
is true, given fear to your parents (you who are so
you might one clay be reduced
to such a state of misery. But was not this fear
but the result of error ? On the contrary, you will
in your turn fulfill with all that satisfaction that
follows them, the duties of a loving and watchful
mother. •
44 Ere yet her child has drawn its earliest breath,
A mother’s love begins—it glows till death ;
Lives before life, with death not dies, but seems
The very substance of immortal dreams.”

But what evils would have followed such a
fault ! How dearly would it have cost you ! What
other maternal pleasures do not exist, which you
could not have tasted! To the gift of life which you
would have made to your child, how could you have
added that of a strengthening and salutary nour
ishment ? What bosom, what proper milk could you
have offered him, what strength could you have
communicated to him. who .were yourself always
is physician, which may throw much light upon the ideas of Brown,
particularly relative to newly-born children. This learned professor
has remarked, that of those children who die a short time after their
birth, the greater number die of peripneumonia, occasioned by the
novel impression of the air on their lungs, too delicate not to be affect
ed, whatever precautions m aybe taken in this respect.
Hippocrates, or the author of tlie book 44 Or.i the Seventh Month of
Pregnancy,” well observes that the greater number of children who
arc born at this age do not live ; because, not being sufficiently devel
oped nor sufficiently strong, they suffer more than others from tho
change m passing into tho air, and that they have yet to suffer ihcevilof
forty days, which kills many of those born at the proper period. The
author of the same book also remarks, that at eight months finishes an
inllaiinnatory slate both of mother and child. But the author of the
“ Coatjiies ” also says, in his appendix to the eleventh volume, that they
do not suffer from the pleurisy, pneumonia, and other maladies, before
the age o! puberty, and that they need not be feared before that period*
Truth and ^rror have both their parts in these . assertions. The
(earned professor whom I have just named lias judges! the question.
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suffering ? Whilst wo observe virtuous mothers
acquire, during lactation, charms which they did
not possess before,* as though Nature had reserved
them to make to them one day the amiable and
just recompense for their excellent conduct and
tenderness. Under such an error, you could not
have poured out your love for your offspring in ten
der caresses; without virtue or merit of your own.
how could you have brought them up ? Finally,
if nothing of this kind could have destroyed in you
the feelings of a good mother, of a good wife, you
would have been indeed to be pitied, since the
very means of accomplishment was denied you.
Not only would you have deprived, by your
crime, and by the destruction of your health, these
innocent objects of your life, from long enjoying
the blessing of life ; but ynu yourself, already bear
ing in your bosom a disease of your lungs, d'eathj
pale death marching with you to the temple of
Hymen, beneath pompous habits, to the torch of
this god, to this garland so flattering to the hearts
of mothers, would have added his in ferable symp*
toms ; and in despair, having scarcely the time t«
press you to his arms, your husband, his eyes filled
with tears, his hands still clasping the flowers ir
tended for quite another use, your husband, your
unhappy husband, would have been cornpelle 1 to
exclaim over your tomb, his breast heaving with
sighs, his eyes turned towards heaven—
u I thought to sing a song of joy,
But all my joy is flown ;
Thus docs the hiding blast destroy,
The rose too early blown.
It loads the uic with odorous breath,
Beneath the cheering s u n ;
* Ilugucs Sif i l l : “ Guide to Mothers.”
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But night’s cold winds assure its death*,
When this bright course is run.”*

But this mournful hymn, though well woithy of
you, will not yet be heard ; nuptials which will bs
celebrated under happier auspices, where reason)
the graces, and happiness will for ever bind Hy
men and Love with bands of flowers ; delipious
nuptials await you; your husband, like Pliny, will
write to the authors of your mutual felicity, that is
to say, from the parents from whom he will have
received you— 11 We thank you—I, that she is my
wife; she, that I am her husband ; both, that you
have united two persons formed for one another.”-)
Your husband too, will never have experienced from
you any other grief than that of having lost you;
if, after a long wedded life you go first to await him
in eternity.
But if those, who like you, have been so favored
by Nature; have nevertheless, need of so much
wisdom and good qualities, both of head and heart,
how much ought they who appear, on the contra
ry. to have been forgotten ; to be, so to speak,
orphans of Nature, ought they not to endeavor to
obtain from constant watchfulness those charms
and those means of pleasing which have been re"
fused them.
Socrates was accustomed to advise those young
men who gazed at themselves in mirrors, if they
were ugly, to alter that by virtue ; and, if they
were handsome, not to soil their beauty by vice.
And in the same way it would be honest,” says
Plutarch. if the married woman, when she holds
her mirror in her hand would thus speak to her
* Grisset—Epistle to a lady to console lior for the loss of a pioia
daughter.
t riiny the younger to Ins aunt, Letter 19. Book IV
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self if she be plain— 1 What should T have been
if I had been wicked also ?’ And if she be hand*
some, cWhat would have been mv value if 1 had
not been noble and chaste.7 For if plainness of
features is loved for its grace and good morals,
that is much more honor than if it were for beauty.”
u If friendship/7 as the Marchioness Lambert hag
said, u is the reward of virtuous love, marriage is,
in general, if not always, the recompense of vir
tuous youth.77
Esteem as frequently draws tighter the bonds of
that happy social compact (marriage) as immorali
ty breaks them. Daily may we see women, de
prived of the advantages of beauty, inspire strong
and double passions, because they deserve and give
rise to esteem, and thus justify that lovely sentiment
of one of the ancients, ^ Zeuxis, would have pre
sented me with a perfect beauty, the masterpiece
of his pencil, but I love better to contemplate the
virtue of a woman.*
11 You are not born without agreeable qualities,77
said the Marchioness Lambert to her daughter,
“but you are not a beauty, this should induce you
to make a provision of merit.77
The women then who have not received grace,
or wisdom, or charms of face, nor the precious fas
cinations of virtue and morality are as much to be
pitied as those who are only beautiful.
It has been remarked that after a certain age,
women live much longer than men.f Those who
'♦Xenophon, Aconom, Words of Ischomachus to Scc-atcs.
t Although the village of Clery, in Clcrmoutois, contained only
twenty-five inhabitants, there were at tho close of the year 1703,
twelve persons in good health, who between them reckoned nine
hundred and ninety three years tjvo months. Of these there wore
three men and nine woman.”—Journal Encyclopcdique.—Seo Rich*
eraad’c Phisoiogy, voj. 2.
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escape the dangers which ordinarily accompany
that age, may almost rely on about eighty years.
Now, if a young girl whose morals become corrupt
at eighteen or twenty years does not fall beneath
them, or drag out a weary existence, overburdened
with infirmities, for the sixty years which may
belong to her she must thank destiny, for her laws
have been changed for her.
I shall terminate all that I proposed to say to you
in these letters on the dangers of vicious habits,
with that illustrious homage rendered to morality
of all kind by the Presidentess de Brission, in her
eulogium of Madame de Sevigne. 11 How easy is
it,?? says the lady orator, u to be happy with
simple manners, and how sweet it is to find hap
piness in the love of our duties, in study, in toil
Amiable sex ! who pass* jrour lives in a dissipa
tion miscalled pleasure, and who destroy your
sensibility by exhausting all frivolous amusements.
Are you ignorant that there is a bright and sacred
joy which ever satisfies the soul and never dis
gusts, the joy of self-esteem.
Ah, if ever you
shut yourself up in a circle of fruitless distrac
tions or capricious opinions, you will lose your
best rights and your empire will be destroyed.
Aspire, rather, at the same time, to give a ton©
to manners, customs, and tastes. Observation, my
young patient, will show you the excellence of
such advice.;;*
* Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, th a t philosophic emperor, whoso
rank and power gave him so excellent an opportunity of appreciating
what is called h a p p i n e s s of voluptuarians and real joys, which ara
the offspring of virtue and sim plicity of manners. This prince, who
■was himself so virtuous, to whom the love and gratitude of the Roman
people erected a temple, and of whom it was asserted that his friends
divided his tablets at his death, whose leaves were regarded as pre
cious and sacred relics. Marcus Aurelius conceived simplicity of
manners and chastity,so im portant to happiness, that the finest axiom
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LETTERS TO MADAME * * * *
LETTER

I.

It is not sufficient, as you tell me, IQ
have saved from a great danger one of your daughM adam e,—

relative thereunto, meet us every moment in his u Collection of

Thoughts*91

“ Tho love of pleasure is often an illusion to u s ; but examino
well, if we do not derive more satisfaction from nobility and tran
quility of the soul, liberty, simplicity, and sanctity of manners.”—*
Chapter 18.
“ Ornament your soul with humility, chastity, and indifference to
everythingi neither good nor bad.”—Chap. 27, par. 1.
“ Vou will soon die, and yen have not yet attained morality.”—
Ibid. par. 6.
“Silence your imagination, restrain your desires, avoid covctuous
ness, let your heart be master over itself.”—Ibid. par. 12.
“Let no man be able to say of you that you are not humble nor
honorable. Give the lie to whom shall entertain such an opinon; for
all depends on yourself. Should any persuade you to renounce hu
mility or should prevent you from being good, only muster up a strong
resolution rather to renounce life than virtue; for reason permits
nothing else.”—Ibid. par. 10*
“ Avoid thinking yourself superior to all law, like the vicious em
perors; take care you are not wrecked ; there are too many exam
ples. Persist then in desiring to be humble, good, moral, grave,
an enemy to foolish jesting, just, religious, benevolent, humane and
firm in the practice of your duties ; make constant efforts to be
come what philosophy will render you. Venerate the gods and be
serviceable to men, life is short, the only advantage in living on earth
is iu living there ia sauctity and being of utility to society.”—Ibid,
par. 22.
“ Purify your imagination.”—Pair. 33.
“They slay, they massacre, they curse their emperors. Will this
prevent me from preserving a pure heart, wisdom, moderation and
justice; just as a stream of pure and clear water, which a passer-by
chooses to curse, continues still to offer a salutary draught to him.
What would you do to be able to have within yourself an imperish
able stream of happiness. You will have it if you ever cultivate in
your heart a love of liberty, of benevolence, of simplicity and chastily,”—Clinj). 29, par. 11.
“ Yes, what is respected most in this life is vanity, littleness, fashion.
Faith, chastity, justice, truth, have quitted the earth and winged their
*ay to heaven ‘Chap. 33, par. 20.
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ters; you ask me now, how yon can for the future
prevent a similar evil from attending your other
childreL ?
This solicitude i3 honorable to you. Nothing
more merits praise than the attention of a mother
to keep and to bring up her children in the way of
virtue. No; it is not sufficient to love them: you
must be vigilant; your love must shed a light upon
your duty; and the latter, in its turn, must aid your
love.
I shall on this subject give you all the advice in
my power.
The vice to which we refer frequently commences
at a very early age, that is to say, sometimes exists
in young girls who would appear most unlikely
subjects for it.
Manv• ages
back,/ the
father of medicine remarked
•-/
,
that children were subject to a species of itching,
or burning of the sexual organs. \ H e even noticed
it as one of the peculiarities of their age.*
I have heard it said by a very high physician,
that imprudent nurses, who were ignorant of the
danger of these unnatural irritations, had often
declared to him that, taking advantage of this fact
noticed by the father of medicine, they frequently
had recourse to such practices to still the cries of
their little charges.
Sabatier, whom Petit justly calls the Nestor of
the French surgery, and to whom he had written,
when he proposed to direct the attention of young
people to the tomb of Monte Cindre, to entreat him
* After having detailed the affections of children
an early ago.
Hippocrates says, “ Semioribus antem Gcntibus, tousilla, vcrlicuu
in occipitio, intro luxationes, anlielationes calculorum generationes,
lumbrici rotundi, ascarides, scrrucae, trimorcs glandularum circa
nures oblongi, satyriasmi, sturruce et alia tubcrcula, mnxime veil
predicta.
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to acquaint him with the observations with which
bis long career in the art of cure had furnished him,
touching solitary habits. Sabatier, I say, replied
thus, amongst other things, to P e tit: u The most
frequent and terrible results of this vice, that I have
seen, have been curvatures and distortions of the
spine. My opinion has always been regarded as
erroneous, on account of the youth of the sufferers;
I know, from many recent confessions, that many
have given way to it before the sixth year of their
age.5’ And he adds, that a young girl of this age,
presented him with a frightful example thereof.
This young girl, twice cured by Doctor Moulot,
and who at length fell a victim, was eight years
aid. (Preceding Letters.)
According to Doctor Campe, there died of this
cause in the town o f ----- , a child of nine years,
after having become also blind.
Tissot cites many very young victims.
Professor Moreau says, that he has had the
opportunity of observing two little girls, of seven
years, whom a culpable negligence had left to
indulge in solitary excitement, whose frequency
and excess ultimately brought on exhaustion and
consumption.
Lastly, I have myself seen, in the children’s
hospital at Paris, in 1812, a little girl of seven
years old, who gave herself up to this habit, to the
greatest extent. She was deprived of nearly all
her intellectual faculties.
Age, therefore, must not deceive you. There is
no age, in fact, which may not present us with
examples of this imprudence. It is frequently
observed in adolescence, at the period when nature
is laboring for the development of the body ; and
again, when secretly she is preparing the organs
12
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of fecundity; and how pernicious it must be m
these two last instances. We obseive this in youth
and the following ages.
Its first cause is in the natural constitution; it is
truly in them a physical failing. With others, it is
an acquired depravity ; it is a fault converted into
a habit, and, consequently, into a vice.
With others, again, this imprudence is the result
of a disease more powerful than reason, and in this
case, perhaps, only deserves the name of weakness.
Lastly, there are those with wThom this excess
becomes the most deplorable, as well as the most
humiliating of all evils, by whom it has been spon
taneously sought, or brought on by chance causes.
In all cases, however, what is it but a species of
madness ? But, whatever name we may apply to
this great evil, it is a matter of moment to prevent
or stop it.
You have not waited for this advice, so much
are you attracted by the liveliest motives; and you
have made to yourself these austere reflections:—
that the indifferent and careless mother, who
neglects those things which one day may be of
the greatest importance to the morality of her
daughter, is the indirect cause of her destruction,
and, if the expression may be allowed, makes tha
first attempt against her honor.
Alas ! if filial piety does not recognise the neces
sity of respecting and cherishing their parents,
when they are rather to be pitied than blamed, do
not those, who by a culpable carelessness allow
their children to fall into a vice which must ruin
them, expose themselves one day to hear the des
pairing cry of their child, who perished from the
crime :— u Woe to her who destroyed me ! woe to
her that destroyed me
* Provencal Boirees,
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“ How barbarous !” will another unfortunate more
calmly exclaim ; “ the parents, ihe masters, the
friends, who did not warn me of the danger to
which this vice leads.
It is so indisputable a fact, that the happiness
of children depends on the attention paid to keep
them in innocence and virtue ; that we frequently
hear in society, young persons, who were born to
be estimable women, complain, and express the
greatest regret at their neglect of knowledge and
morality after the loss of the mother, who would,
doubtless, have inculcated their laws, and exclaim
that they lost all when they lost their mother.
I have heard such a complaint. I have heard it
from the mouth of a young lady, twenty-two
years of age : “ Alas ! my mother, my poor m other;
1 lost all when I lost my m other!” exclaimed
6he; confessing by these words that, had Heaven
preserved her, she would have watched over, and
kept her from a crime which had in fact decided
her doom.
Is it criminal thus to regret virtue ? A mother,
negligent on this point, is so much the more rep
rehensible since, generally, everything smites
against
the innocence of her daughter:
her heart,/
O
T
her inexperience, and perfidious advice.
The loss of that gem of price, innocence, or
virtue, always follows closely on the habit con
cerning which you seek my advice, that you may
watch, like a worthy mother, over the purity of
your children. It lights up in young persons the
most imperious and tempestuous passions. It, in
a measure, brings puberty in infancy, and what a
future is promised by such a derangement of ages !*
C

* Letters published by Dr. Dcuissin Dul reuil.
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That of possessing no youth, as I h a\e already
shown; after having had no infarty. that of eter
nal celibacy, or the not less horrid, e destiny of
being infallibly the victims of husbands who do
not love them,• for the reason that thev* are without
charm or attraction for him. For, according to
the very just reflections of a learned physician :
u In order that a woman shall be the true com
panion of man, that she may ensure to herself that
loving empire over her family, which nature wills
that she should have, it is necessary that all her
faculties should have had the opportunity of ma
turing themselves by observation, by experience,
and by reflection; it is necessary that by nature
she should have gone over all that chain of im
pressions, whose entire forms, if I may so express
myself, the true provision for the voyage of life.
Without this, passing from a premature adoles
cence to an old age still more premature, there is
scarcely any interval between the childishness of
the first age and that of the la s t; and in both she
is equally a stranger to the true blessings of life;
she only knows its bitterness and sorrow.”*
The natural arrival of puberty, on the contrary,
leaves to the body both the time and means to
perfect itself, to offer itself such as it should be
found, an^ to bring with it, as a recompense,
vigor, energy, and, so to speak, a f r e s h n e s s o f f e e l i n g (another expression of the philosopher I have
just quoted), from which the whole life obtains ita
happiness.
* Cabanis.—Connection between the physical and moral in man

/
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L E T T E R IX.

The signs which would betray the habh of im
proper irritation in children of a tender age, have
mat, I believe, attracted much the attention of
physicians, and the effects of such irritation on
such y o u n g subjects is not generally known. The
precaution of occasionally visiting these tender
beings during their sleep, and the forbidding nurses
or servants, to whom they are entrusted, to allow
them, under any pretence, to irritate themselves in
the manner of which I shall speak : such are near
ly the only means for preventing in their origin a
1habit which, insignificant in appearance at first,
may in the end produce the most melancholy con
sequences.
But the same is not the case in the more ad
vanced stages of life; numberless signs announce
the fatal habits ; its results are as evident as they
are terrible ; and the difficulty of its cure demands
much care and much art. Warm climates, a toe
liberal diet, an unoccupied life, and c e r t a i n t e m 
p e r a m e n t s , predispose to it.
Peculiarity of constitution, the mode of life, and
temperament, are the fields for all the passions.
They there are sown, there they abound, there
they develope with all their energy, or only show
themselves there rarely or feebly, according to
whether their soil is or is not propitious
The effects of this natural law may in truth be
advantageously modified by' education, religion,
habit and the example of virtue, and by a proper
mode of living, but this law exists none the less.
Three species of temperament appear particu
larly to dispose to the most seductive as well as
12*
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the most dangerous of the passions, and conse
quently to ils excesses, its errors, and consequently
the error of solitude.
The first is in the female, (of whom I particu
larly speak here); and is that which physicians
have named the uterine temperament. This tem
perament results from the influence of the organ
of gestation over the physical and moral habits—
particular predilections, sometimes only give us
notice of it.
The second, is the sanguine bilious tempera
ment : the third, the sanguine melancholic.
Beauty or plainness, tallness or shortness of
stature are not particularly peculiar to either o f
these two latter temperaments. With regard to
the signs which characterise them, (I only speak
of females), the female of sanguine bilious tem
perament, has blonde or chesnut hair, blue or light
brown eyes, a quick and bold gaze, full face,
cheeks and lips highly colored, teeth good and
well disposed and covered with so pure an enamel
as nothing seems to tarnish ] the bosom is well
formed and developed without being too much so ;
her body and limbs unite flexibility with strength,
her hips are far apart, her physiognomy announ
ces health, vivacity, gaiety, candor, generosity,
wit, and the love of pleasure ; but at the same
time an aptitude for useful afld serious occupa
tions ; but little disposition for grief, and power to
support it, without, however, being insensible to
it, if she finds that she must meet it.
Thus, by the happy alliance that nature has
made in her advantages of the simple b'lious tem
perament with those of the simple sanguine, the
virtues, the most important to society, the conditions most necessary for her happiness form her
portion.
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The female or young girl destined to live undei
the influence of the sanguine melancholic temper
ament, has received from nature, brown or black
hair, eyebrows and large eyes also either brown
or black. The eyes are usually somewhat set in
their orbits, and not prominent or on a level with
the face. The color of the features is much les3
than in the preceding case ; her skin seems of a
mere loose tissue, of a less lively tint, sometimes
of the color of milk, which contains a certain
quantity of water, at other times, somewhat dull,
her face is rather thin than full and oftener oval
than round, ordinarily, she has neither too much
or too little of embonpoint, nevertheless, her
bosom is usually more fully developed ; the periodi
cal evacuations are longer and more abundant with
her than with those of the sanguine bilious tem
perament, because, according to physicians, she
perspires more than the la tte r; she is as witty as
the other, but she makes use of this gift less fre
quently and less familiarly. Genius with her is
often united to w it; on her countenance we may
read that she possesses both ; we read too, there,
the elevation of feeling and the predominance of
reason, and her heart, in fact, generally possess
them. She has graces, but they are of noble qual
ity, more severe than lively, more reserved and
sentimental than brilliant, very sensitive, very irri
table ; modesty, circumspection and high feeling
always accompany h e r; nothing appears to her a
greater happiness than to love and to be lored with
all the powers of the soul, without end or change;
6he is fidelity itself, she is all love and yet there
are none who so tardily give away their affections,
or are so wary of confidence ; none fear to be de
ceived or abandoned more than sh e ; none would

1
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be more deeply nor more profoundly affected. In
grief, her sorrows are more silent than expressed,
her gaze pierces the very depths of her heart.
Without principle, without education, or in the
road to vice ; a person of this character does not
pause at ordinary faults—on the other hand when
favored by a virtuous eduction she is not half
virtuous, she is the honor of humanity.
But how dearly does nature sell to her these
great advantages. If reason or other favorable
circumstances do not promptly come to her aid in
the various adversities of life, no one more easily
suffers the violent attacks of despair. If she be
not properly educated in religion on one more easily
passes the limits of veritable piety; lastly, no kind
of organization appears more likely to produce the
vice of which I am writing, than this sanguine
melancholic temperament.
Nevertheless, nature, without ceasing to be tho
same, presents itself under so many forms, that we
frequently cannot recognise it without a constant
habit of observation.
Assisted by fatal circumstances, the solitary vice
may adso take its victims from amongst those of
other temperaments than those I have just des
cribed ; certain climates, the mode of living, some
species of temperament, are in truth causes which
may predispose to dangerous secret habits; although
these causes may be insufficient of themselves to
produce them ; but there are others who give the
fatal im pulse; these are the corrupt advisers, tho
criminal seducer of miserable wretches, who are
themselves a prey to them, and whose destiny ap
pears to be corrupt, and to be corrupted.
But from whatever cause the crime originates
these are the ordinary signs by which we may re
cognise them.
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The young girl who gives way to it loses her
color, grows emaciated, does not increase in pro
portion to her age ; from time to time she com
plains of pains in the chest, stomach, and back; of
lassitude, without there being any known cause to
give rise to such symptoms. She grows weak, her
color alters more and more • her eyes, mouth, her
walk, her mode of speaking, all her features, all
Kqr carriage in fact bespeak languor and indif
ference. Menstruation comes on either too much
or too little, amidst nervous affections, and other
serious derangements of health, with which it
would not have been accompanied if the patient
had been moral in her conduct; the periods cf this
periodical evacuation are prolonged or become too
frequent, sometimes, they are changed into true
haemorrhages, and generally are much more in
quantity than ordinarily. From this may result in
a longer or shorter period of time, an habitual
deranged state of the womb, and consquently a
sufficient cause for all the affections or accidents to
which this organ is liable.* Some solitudinarians
have nervous affections, blue devils, pains in the
lower part of the belly, and the w hites; their eyes
appear sunk ; they are encircled with a black ring :
sometimes they approach to that state which we
call s t r a b i s m u s , or appear improperly turned from
the alteration of the nerves which are distributed
to the muscles which move them—in fact they
partially squint; all their face assumes a sombre
aspect, an old and care-worn expression; from
* Alphonse Servi, remarks in his excellent Treatise on the Loss cj
Bloody that when menstruation is excessive in young girls, it is of
great importance not to allow this affection to establish itself; for
that it may in the end, be productive of sterility or abortion.—Lcs~
on the Loss o f Blood, page 1, and s&q.
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weakness they cannot hold themse.ves upright,
at other times their body does really curve, at first
insensibly, but afterwards very manifestly; they
have fever, their hands are almost always damp
with perspiration, burning, or else icy cold; in the
end they become dry, cracky, trembling and with
out power; their arms are characterised by the
same peculiarities; the skin is rigid and crepitant;
they daily lose that soft and elastic roundness
which one feels in touching the skin of persons
who enjoy health; they are often also bathed in
perspiration during the whole night.
The teeth of some break ; the enamel looks as if
it were cracked, or it is broken into small notches
like those of a fine saw, results of their close
pressure and grinding one against another, oc
casioned by the convulsions which almost always
accompany the acts of solitary indulgence.
This grinding of the teeth, sometimes takes place
with a very great noise. One of the patients whose
history I have reported in the former letters, and
whom I shall designate under the title of the bath
patient, exhibited this peculiarity in an extreme
degree, in the convulsions which came on every
moment, that one could not listen to it without
shivering.
Everything bespeaks in these persons exhaustion,
and is indicative of sadness, ennui, and disgust;
they are tim id; but it is not the amiable timidity
of modesty and chastity, which is very different
from what they display.
The timidity natural to a young person is an
ornament to her; theirs overwhelms them; they
are more confused than timid, nothing pleases or
interests them, neither the society of their relations
or companions, nor dancing, nor the occupations of
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their sex and age. I. epose, indolence, and so'iitude,
of which they are ai once the sad lovers and vic
tims, alone have charms lor them. Not only do we
not observe in them a desire for marriage, but on
the contrary, we remark a prejudice against that
happy state so conformable to the laws of nature,
and the weakness of women who appear so much
to need support. Numberless pustules sometimes
make their appearance and inscribe in hideous
characters their passions on their brow, when one
would only expect to read soft modesty and decent
amiability.
They frequently avoid the gaze of visitors; they
are often embarrassed when one suddenly ap
proaches them.
There are others on the contrary in whom this
habit inspires a determined love for the most dis
sipated life and who plunge into the most fearful
lebaucheiies.
These unhappy persons do not certainly ahvay9
present all the symptoms I have enumerated.
There are many, as is the case in other diseases,
who do not exhibit always, or in so marked a man
ner, all the symptoms of this morbid state into
which they are not a whit the less brought; but the
appearance of the symptoms, the long catalogue of
which 1 have just traced, ought to be sufficient to
call the attention of a mother who knows the ex
tent of her Holy M inistry; and her vigilance will
soon tell her whether her daughter is still virtuous.
But I ought not to omit to say also, that though
solitary vice can give rise to the alterations of
jealth and present all the symptoms which I have
named, they may also be the result of many a£
fections, altogether independent of this predilec
tion. Convulsions determined by worms, natural
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attacks of hysteria, and many other causes can for
example be the cause of rupture and grinding of
the teeth, or of inequalities in their edges; but
some notice should always be taken of them until
we are assured of their true cause.
A mother cannot therefore have too much prodence in verifying her suspicions, by herself watch
ing Iter daughter, or consulting a physician.
Sometimes a disease and the fatal habit may to
gether threaten the life of a young girl; the dange?
is then still greater—let her parents hasten to reme
dy both the disease and the habit, or else let them
prepare her funeral.
This complication has often been the cause of
the inutility of medical skill and fruitless regrets.
But if the fatal habit exist—how may we succeed
in destroying it. I will reply to this question in
succeeding letters

LETT ER III.
I s h a l l only speak in this place, Madame, of the

moral and hygeinic means, by the aid of which the
mother of a family may save her daughter from
the peril in which I have supposed her to be; for
these are the only means to which she can conve
niently have recourse. From what I have abeady
told you ia one of my preceding letters, as the
kind of constitution w ith which a young girl ia
gifted, may prove the first cause of her passion, it
is important in the first place to get her under the
most favorable conditions for the design conceived.
In fact, if the young solitudinarian is particularly
remarkable for one of the temperaments I have des*
eribed, if shs owe her error to that, what can we
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reasonably expect from moiality alone, against a
passion, or, to speak more correctly, against ail
affection whose source is in, and may be exclusive
ly in, the physical organization? We may employ
in vain, to obtain the desired result, observations,
reproaches and entreaties of all kinds ; in vain in
such entreaties may we cite the most convincing
examples ; if we do not endeavor to quiet the fluids,
to bring back the sensibility of the nerves to a
more moderate type, the passion will certainly rema'u, spite of all the moral powers called in to oppops i.*
1 do not deny, that religion and morality may
exercise the most powerful and useful influence on
the passions; but I beseech you to remark, that
religion and morality will most generally be power
less, if medicine—to which, besides, morality is so
closely united—did not prepare the way for their
inumph, by first giving her advice as to the mode
of modifying the temperament.
* Arc not tlio different physical constitutions and the different moal qualities of man, at the different epochs of his life, incontestible
proofs of the influence of organization on the origin of llic jxassions.
Feeble and lymphatic infancy is timid and without virtue; fiery
youth is affectionate and courageous ; mature age, called the age of
consistency, is judicious and ambitious; cold old age observes and
judges; the patriarch, arrived at the extreme of life, withered and
debilitated, is as fearful and as unfitted for the labor of the mind as
infancy. We rarely view men with such privileges as F abodes,
Saint Evremond, FontenelJe, and Voltaire. The gre?\^ss of soul
which distinguished these men is no more the due of t\c centenarian
than vigor <f body. I do not believe, either, that wc have ever seeo
two examples like that of the King of Portugal, who, in person, at tho
n^rc of ninety, gained a victory in which fifty thousand of his enemies
for ever bit the dust. A man was yesterday a sage, to-day he is a
fanatic; and why? A burning bilious fever has seized him. or per*
haps a vary small portion of one of the membranes is slightly inject
el, and this injection cannot be even seen after death. (Vepfer do
Apoplcxia, Morgagini, Kpistle 7.) And lastly, how often has bee i e*
tahlished the dependence of the passions and habits on constitution
Mice the immortal •* Treatise on Air Water, ard Localities,” up ^
tur own days.
'
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We cannot easily change a primitive org/intza
tion, but we may hope to amend it by time and
necessary care ; and we have always this advantange, in doing what is necessary, that if we do
not evidently change a constitution already vicious
we may at least set some bounds to its influence
and excitements.
The different antiphrodisacs, so puffed up by some
persons, have rather been vaunted, by credulity
than from prudence and experience. They do not
moderate the temperament, they destroy it; they
do not regulate Nature, they stifle her. If we
have recourse to them, save to prevent very great
evils, their use may give rise to others no less se
rious.
When, then, in a young solitudinarian, all an
nounces that predominance of the uterine, sanguinobilious, or sanguino-melancholic disposition, we
ought to renounce almost absolutely the employ
ment of the dangerous preparations of lead, opium,
aconite, hemlock, and all of this class. These sub
stances act through the brain, exercising over it, the
heart, and the general system, the most noxious in
fluence.
Bleeding, judiciously employed—that is to say,
if the patient be not too much weakened, or low
—may prove an useful auxiliary to simple hygei.nic means, but the necessity or inutility of its em
ployment can only be decided Dy physicians.
The diet of such an individual should be bread,
a little fresh, containing if possible some rye
flour; mild, diluent, and refreshing vegetables, such
as spinage, beet-root, sorrel, roots of scoroma, rad
ishes, &c.; melons, gourds; fruits perfectly ripe,
such as cherries, plums, pears, red gooseberries, or
anges, should, in their seasons, form part of their
diet.
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She should drink, frequently during the day,
water containing a sufficient quantity o f syrups o f
6ome of these fruits, and particularly the syrup of
gooseberry, orange, anil citron : buttermilk, also,
from the cow, in every pint o f w hich should be put
twenty grains o f nitre-nitrate o f potash ; occasional
ly. some orgeat, em ulsions prepared without heat
from seeds, and sufficiently flavored w ith acidula
ted syrups o f citron, gooseberry, and pom egranate.
The ordinary drink at m eals should be a cold
and light infusion o f liquorice-root water sligh tly
sweetened, or spring water alone. She should ab
stain from eating acid vegetab les, such as celery,
cabbage, artichokes, asparagus, as w ell as some
other vegetable substances in w hich this property
exists; such, for exam p le, as mustard, &c.
Among fruits, she should avoid peaches, and
strawberries; o f roots, garlic, onion, black iruffies,
skirret. She should also abstain from fish, sh ell
fish, craw-fish, crabs, and other Crustacea.
Nevertheless, as too frugal and too temperate a
diet will not suit ex clu siv ely a person necessarily
already enfeebled by so powerful a cause o f d is
ease and exhaustion ; and as, moreover, too d eb ili
tating and too severe a diet, far from extinguishin g
the passions or regulating the im agination, often
only produces opposite effects, in increasing the
action of the brain— som e animal substances m ust
be added to the above diet— even b eef itself; but
generally roast or boiled white m eats would be pre
ferred, such as lam b, veal, chicken ; nevertheless,
proportionately, to the vegetable substances w hich
the patient takes, which should be much more in
quantity than the former.
She must particularly abstain from all the m eats
called b l a c k , from gam e kept loo lo n g ; for they
aie acrid, strong, and irritating.
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principal effect w h ich w e seek in these
cases is to soothe and calm , it m ay readily he
conceived that w e ought not in an y w ay to per
mit the use o f spirituous liquors, coffee, nor any
aromatic substance, and nothing o f the kind should
enter into the preparation o f their dishes.
In general, the diet o f all young girls, however
pure m ay be their morals, and w hatever may be
the nature o f their constitution, (their age being
that o f puberty, and they b ein g in the plenitude of
their functions and vigor o f health) should be full
and sufficient, rather than d e lic a te ; temperate,
rather than stim u la n t; unless th*>y are naturally
debilitated or invalids. A sim p le and well-regu
lated mode of living is not only o f great impor
tance in d isea se; it is so in e v e r y position of life.
For, if it assists in restoring 1wealth when it ia
lost, it also preserves it w hen it i ? possessed.
I f it produce a return to mo a li t y when it is
neglected, it preserves it before i ; is destroyed.
It gives firmness to and recals reason, just as 4.
prevents or disperses m adness in a patient.
. l i Let those who d en y ,” observes one of the
princes o f m edicine, “ that the difference of diet
renders some tem perate, others d isso lu te; some
chaste, others incontinent ; som e mild, others
quarrelsome ; som e diffident, others arrogant; let
those, I say, who deny this truth com e to m e; let
them follow m y advice in eating and drinking, and
I promise them that from it they shall draw great
assistance for moral philosophy ; th ey shall feel
their m ental faculties increase, they shall acquiro
more genius, better m em ory, more prudence, and
more diligen ce.” *
A s
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should, as often as p ossib le, take a bath, for about
half an hour, o f tepid w ater, or o f water simply
with the chill off. and particularly in rivers, when
situation and season w ill permit.
The water o f the bath, by d issolvin g and carrying
off the saline particles, as w ell as other organic mat
ter which both the in sen sib le and visible perspiration
deposits on the pores and exhalent and absorbent
orifices of the skin, thus takes from them a cause o f
irritation which, sym p ath etically, m ight excite other
organs. In this w ay, baths are not less preservers
of chastity than they are the first o f cosm etics.
The patients, how ever, should not take cold
baths if they cough, and if they feel pains in the
chest:• they
J should take them at long intervals if
they produce such effects, or replace them by b a t h s
of about 95 or 96 Fahrenheit.
“ Tepid baths m ay be productive of a result as
advantageous as prompt, (says a physician who
specially em ployed h im se lf in ascertaining the
advantages o f baths for fem ales) that of dissipa
ting, as though by an enchantment; a nervous state
amidst which the econom y seem s to be preparing
in secret the storm o f passion. And,” he contin
ues, “ when h esitatin g between the suggestions
of voluptuousness and the honors o f virtue, the
young girl with her pallid tint, her discolored lips,
her eyes m oistened w ith involuntary tears, seeks
Eolitm'e and y ields to m elancholy reveries; a long
tepid bath w eakens the causes or this organiza
tion, moderates rather than opposes the prematurely
excited powers, until, in accordance with duty,
movlesty permits her yield in g to the most d eligh t
ful and tender o f all the passions
/

o

* Marie <lc S ain t-U rs lin — Letters of a Physician concerning tbo
influence of the lit ers o f W om en on their Manners and Health* and
t'lo necessity oi the habitual use o/'Oaths.
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should, as often as p ossib le, take a bath, for about
half an hour, o f tepid w ater, or o f w ater sim ply
with the chill off, and particularly in rivers, when
situation and season w ill perm it.
The water o f the bath, by d issolvin g and carrying
olTthe saline particles, as w ell as other organic mat
ter which both the in sen sib le and visible perspiration
deposits on the pores anti exhalent and absorbent
orifices of the skin, thus tak es from them a cause o f
irritation which, sym p ath etically, m ight excite other
organs. In this w ay, baths are not less preservers
of chastity than th ey are the first o f cosm etics.
The patients, how ever, should not take cold
baths if they cou gh , and if they feel pains in the
chest *: they
should take them at Ions;
intervals if
J
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t h e y produce such e f f e c t s , o r replace them by baths
of about 95 or 96 Fahrenheit.
“ Tepid baths m ay be productive o f a result as
advantageous as prompt, (says a physician who
specially em ployed h im se lf in ascertaining the
advantages o f baths for fem ales) that of dissipa
ting. as though by an enchantm ent, a nervous state
amidst which the econom y seem s to be preparing
in secret the storm o f passion. And,” he contin
ues, “ when h esita tin g betw een the suggestions
of voluptuousness and the honors o f virtue, the
young girl with her pallid tint, her discolored lips,
her eyes m oistened w ith involuntary tears, seeks
solitude and y ield s to m elancholy reveries; a long
tepid bath w eakens the causes o*’ this organiza
tion, moderates rather than opposes the prematurely
excited powers, until, in accordance with duty,
modesty permits her y ield in g to the most d eligh t
ful and tender o f all the passions
* Marie <!c Saint-Urflin — Letters of a Physician concerning tbo
iiiHueiicc of the ilress of W o m en on their Munuers aud Health, imd
t’jo necessity oi the habitual use o/'Bathe.
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The eflect o f these m eans would bo considers
bly strengthened by the application o f a ft /
leeches to the seat o f the irritation, previously o
the use of the bath ; and w here no inflammati * y
symptom s have as yet exh ib ited th em selves, eitner
in the chest or other sen sitiv e part, the patient
should be induced to take g e n tle exercise in the
open air, which has an eq u ally beneficial influence
on the mind and health : and it appears to me,
that these two latter rem ed ies— the bath and ex
ercise,— tend strongly to the preservation o f good
m orals; as it m ay be recollected, that the chaste
Susanna is represented at her bath, and that god
dess, also, who am ong the ancients w as said to
preside over chastity, is gen erally drawn, either
in the enjoyment o f the chace or partaking with
her nymphs in the pleasure o f the bath.
A change o f clim ate, also, w here attainable,
should not be om itted, particularly if the one to
w hic.\ the patient has been accustom ed should
have \een a warm one, and con seq u en tly disposed
to ext te the passions.
Hipj. cerates, who, after a lapse o f twenty-two
centurif 6, is still regarded as the c h ie f o f physi
cians, he v remarked, that childhood is of longer
duration, and puberty more g rea tly protracted,
where hot w inds do not prevail, and where the
breeze is co^'l in spring and autum n ; but that the
eastern clim es tend to raise im m oderate passions.*
* In warm climates, puberty comes on at a very early age. Naho»
met married F a tim a when she was only eight year# of uge, and at
nine sho was a mother. A common o ccu rren ce in the eastern re
gions.—Annale8 des Voyages.
According to some medical authorities, the furor uterus and un
ceasing erections appertain only to eastern clim ates; and CabanU
reports, that suoli diseases are very frequent in hot and dry couni
tries, while they are never met with in moist and cool ones.—Jlap
port du Physitjue ct du Moral luducnco des C l im a U s .
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Finally, those you n g persons w hom it m ay be
presumed are subject to violent excitem ent, or
who may have already experienced their effects—
particularly the s o l i t a r y ,— ought not to s cep on
feather beds, for such in d u lgen ce induces and en
courages lascivious feelin gs.
Their beds, on the contrary, should be as hard
as they can w ell bear, stuffed, indeed, with horse
hair, or straw, and this alm ost im m ediately in
contact with their bodies. It should be large, so
as to enable them frequently to change their po
sition; and, by such m ean s, avoiding a prejudi
cial heat. T his precaution is neither so ridicu
lous nor minute as m ay at first appear, since it
has been recom m ended by the m ost celebrated
physicians. A cool bed strengthens, w hile a warm
one enervates. And, la stly , invalids o f this de
scription should rem ain in bed as short a time as
possible.

LETTER

IV.

Ringworms, and sundry other cutaneous disorders,
as well as those affecting the mucous membranes,
with which and the external skin there is a very
great affinity, sometimes engender passions of a
factitious and exciting nature, utterly independent
of the mind, and consequently produce, occasion
ally, those secret habits among young women,
who but for that, would be exceedingly chaste.
I have met with more than one example of this
description, and even some women, advanced in
years, and divested of those feelings which attach
ed them in youth, have complained of tnese irrita
tions, when it has happened that their skins have
been subjected to sim ilar disorders.
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Pains should be taken to ascertain w hether such
affections tv ist in a girl w hose morals have been
vitiated, or should she ever have been subjected to
them, if she has only been partially cured, and in
all such cases, the rem edy ought to be directed
solely to their entire rem oval, and the virtuous
morals o f the patient would add greatly to the
efficacy o f the prescription.
For this purpose,
leeches m ight be su ccessfu lly applied where the
inflammation is v io le n t; a bath m ight be used of
a moderate heat, in w hich also, a sm all quantity
of sulphur of potash m ight be beneficially infused J
also the frequent use o f m ild lotions, together with
a diet of aperient v egetab les, such as spinach,
beet-root, chicory, chervil, and w atercresses, all
of which are anti-scorbutics; and form an admira
ble substitute for m edicine. C hange o f air too, and
if necessary, o f country; attention to the clothes
best fitted to perspiration ; exercise, and those
am usem ents most agreeable to the mind, are
admirable elem ents in the art o f healing these
diseases.
A secret im pulse to imprudent excitem ents is
som etim es to be accounted for, in irregular men
struations, where the hemorrhoidal flow is re
st rained ; in the acid and stim u latin g ichor of the
w hites; or in som e peculiar internal disorganiza
tion, all w hich, how ever, have yielded to tho pro
per treatment o f these various accidents. It is,
however, essential in all such derangem ent to take
•the advice o f the best p h ysician s, as they require
different m odes o f treatm ent, and such as the quack
is unable to prescribe, not only on account o f their
various natures, but also by reason o f their causes
and results; as for instance, in ju dging o f ring
worms, it is necessary to determ ine whether they
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owe their origin to a scrofulous or scorbutic habit
of the body, &c.
These observations on the dispositions which may
lead to secret habits, and on the regim en to be ob
served in the effort to alloy such dispositions, as
also in reference to those excitem ents from which
such habits som etim es spring,— these remarks, I
repeat, are nearly all that lie within the province
of the medical man to acquaint a mother with. But
there is still another class o f considerations that
belong solely to her, and which are not a whit less
important than those I have been discussing, but
these m ust form the subject o f subsequent letters.

LETTER

V.

W hile w e are bestow ing the best attention on the
temperament, the regim en, and the particular affec
tions (should any exist) o f the young solitary, the
chief rem edy w hich it is advisable to impress on
her, is that she should form a resolution to resist
secret excitem ent, and avoid those impure thoughts
that so constanly beset her; as without such a
determination, all other efforts would be vain. Oh,
may she form and adhere to such resolution; she
would be sure o f her reward; and what triumph
can be so worthy o f a young girl, as that o f
chastity.
The mother h erself must supply the next n e c e s
sary description o f aid on a point wherein she is the
best and most powerful a-biler, nam ely, in the
marriage o f her daughter; and it is devoutly to be
wished that she may be enabled to effect this if the
decay of the young patient be not already too far
advanced, and if she be yet free from ary serious
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3rff animation o f the chest, or any other organic affec

tion arising from such deplorable habits. Marriage
v/ould offer a desirable refuge to her if she be capa
ble o f attaching h erself to a husband. And the
parent who loves her child ought to do all in her
power to promote such a union, provided there be
a fair promise o f happiness, and that it would bear
the approving test o f reason. If the best o f our
physicians so f r e q u e n t l y r e c o m m e n d e d this, how
much more is it to the interest o f the mother to
prescribe it. Should, how ever, the union o f the
daughter be impracticable, it would then be a
parental duty to point out to the unhappy child
Low extrem ely pernicious and immoral is the
1 course she has been pursuing, and that it is not
only an error but a heinous crime in her to give
way to such indulgences, forbidden alike both b
decency and reason.
W hen such a vice has so far possessed itself of
the faculties of those who indulge in it, they ought
never to be left alone, until tim e and the strictest
vigliance shall have triumphed over their punish'
ments. There are numerous instances wherein this
constant attention anil unceasing solicitude have been
crowned with success, and w e have seen anxious
mothers sharing their beds w ith their daughters
already on the high road to the grave from such
fatal indulgences, by which m eans alone, they lave
been 'snatched from death. T he trial is doubtlessly
one o f difficulty, but it has had the desired effect, as
ihe fo.low ing case selected from m any will attest.
“ M i s s --------- , a young lady fifteen years of age,
•had, w hile under her father’s roof, fallen insensibly
s o r t o f im becile indioey, w h ile the cause of
am ity had not even been su sp ected ; she
ly
her ruddy hue o f health, together
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with the spirits and v iv a city so com m on to girls o f
her age. Her parents placet’ her at a boarding*
school, in the vain hope that her intellectual
faculties m igh t be restored in the society and
companionship o f her schoolfellow s, anti the gover
ness was instructed that the parents’ object w as
not so m uch the attainm ent o f further scholastic
acquirements for their daughter, as her being
brought forward w ith that lady-like carriage and
bearing as m igh t enable them to present her to
society; but alas, such m oderate desires, aided by
all the cares o f the m istress o f the establishm ent,
herself a w om an o f the world, w ere not, lor so m e
time, to be realized ; the en ergies o f the young lady
became d aily more w eakened and obscure; w hen
all o f a sudden the governess discovered that her
young pupil w as im bued w ith a secret anti pernicious
vice. She shuddered at the consequences, and trem 
bled for the fate o f her other pupils. From this
moment, how ever, she determ ined on sleep in g w ith
her young invalid, and never in d ay-tim e suffered
her to be absent from her, under any pretence, for
a m om en t; she reasoned w ith her in a friendly m an
ner, but with great firm ness, and pointed out the
danger she w as rushing into. Her solicitude w as
not altogether u n availin g, and she still hoped that
recovery w a s p o ssib le ; and indeed, after a few
months exercise o f these unceasing precautions,
the anxious parents w ere enabled to introduce into
Bor' Pty, not m erely a com m on place young lady,
bin a woman really endow ed with mind, w ith health
and reason, in short a truly am iable wom an.
Tne mother o f such a 'virl should not only be aa
it were a part o f her wardrobe, but actu ally her
Eliadow; w hen any dangei threatens the young off
spring of the fow l, she does not confine h erself to
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vain terrors, but actually protects them under the
covering of her wings.
After the happy results of the watchfulness of
which I have just given an instance, the best
method that maternal tenderness could adopt,
would be a gentle persuasion to prevent any
further attack of so dangerous an enemy; and the
mother indeed is the only person that could reasop
effectually with her daughter, as it is not likely that
such a subject could be mooted by any one else.
It frequently happens that girls of highly sus
ceptible dispositions and lively imaginations be
come the victims of solitary habits, and in such
cases it is highly necessary that the mother
should be particularly watchful, and should the
child be virtuous, the danger of her falling into
such a vice might easily be prevented by the pa
rents pointing out the sin and indecency of it ; and
in using the language of Buffon, tell her u that she
is constantly working and doing everything, or
rather leaving nothing undone that may tend to
her own ruin.” Mallebranche, too, has described
this sin as the u domestic madness.”
When this fatal error has been produced by the
senses alone, it has at least a limit in the senses;
but when once it takes hold of the imagination, it
has no bounds. The senses leave some intervals
of repose ; but the imagination knows no relaxa
tion.
The young solitary should moreover avoid all
retirement either in doors or out. Those lovely
and retired solitudes formed by the hand of nature
in the midst of flowery valleys or thick shrubberries are not intended for her. They have too
gieat an effect on the imagination for her to trust
to without imminent danger, and instead of find-
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jng the virtue there, that she is in seaich after, it
is more than probable she would lose the little she
has left. It is the wjse alone that safely meditate
in these natural and unfrequented shades, which
are only made for the strong-minded, and the use
of those delightful promenades, and sequestered
vales, must not be allowed to those young per
sons who have not aequhed the mastery of their
passions.
L E T T E R V I.

anxiety o f a fond mother is naturally awaken
ed, if she does not daily read contentment and
happiness in the countenances of her daughters.
Has she not sometimes perceived in the face of
one a melancholy and secret sorrow which she
seems afraid to trust to her, despite her prayers
and tender feelings to unburthen the cause o f,
opening at the same time her arms and bosom to
console her. Her stealthy tears will tell her that
she errs, that she is unhappy, or that she is unwise;
that she is unwise do I say, doubtless she desires
to be otherwise, and reproaches herself for not be
ing so ; can she be blamed for yielding to her
weakness,* she has made an open confession o f
her folly, and yet she persists in giving way to it.
The more one meditates on nature, the more one
Tue

*Onc cannot help Regarding thus propensity as the too frequently
involuntary action of the soul, of which Sanvagos reports mi instance.
A young girl under ihc dominion of an excessive feel.ujr for solitary
flnbits, was herself aware of both the shame and the danger of it.
She *vrc*. I* he? confessional, and on her knees opened the whole of
her conduct to the confessor, and implored forgiveness on the pro*
nr^e of sincere repentance; she soon however forgot her vow, und
hi her bewilderment fell deeper in her sin.
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feels convinced that it is no fault of hev’s, if man*
kind he not happy ; she has abundantly proposed
it and furnished ample means for its enjoyment.
All the elements of happiness are to he found in
her system ; she therefore is not to he blamed; it
is we ourselves who judge her too harshly. Had
she n o t created mankind weak, and filled him with
the apprehension of disease, eager as he is for
enjoyment, intemperance would speedily have de
veloped passions that he would not have been able
to master. Vices are now engendered by irregu
lar desires, and disordered imagination ; these
must be obviated, and man still left free from the
influence of “ Ennui
nature therefore formed
him for labor and toil.
How reasonably Voltaire expresses himself, when
he says:—
14How oft is toil the source of pleasure,
I pity him o’erpressed with leisure.”

Next to temperance and soft persuasion, it ap
pears to me that C£w orkJ? is the fittest remedy,
either to restore to, or to preserve young people in
*—virtue and happiness, however high their rank
may be : this labor ought to be daily, moderate,
and properly regulated. Daily, in order that one
may get into the quiet habit of i t ; moderate, that
is to say, sufficient, so as to leave no room for
lassitude, and still to keep one from being dis
gusted with i t ; and well regulated, since it is a
maxim of both ancient and modern philosophers,
that the soul is well pleased with order. We
ought specially to inspire the y o u n g melaneholist
(for solitary vice is a species of melancholy, and
<31 the most fatal description) with the taste for,
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and habit of, daily to il; the object of which might
be, as far as possible, of a useful and agreeable
nature, as for instance, botany, embroidery, and
light dressmaking. Such a use of her time would
be of great assistance to her, since nothing is so
pernicious to the youthful mind as indolence,
which speedily places it on the very precipice of
vice. In my opinion, says a very learned Swiss
physician, the celebrated Zimmerman, (in bis ex
cellent treatise on solitude.) a quiet and moderate
activity where the weakness of the nerves has en
gendered disgust and apathy, is the surest and
most effectual method of counteracting lassitude,
ill-temper, and melancholy. De Lille, also, has
well observed, that the mind is rendered happy
and independent by a prudent care, assisted by
light labor: that too much leisure vexes and wea
ries, and stirs up a host of tumultuous passions;
that toil calms our sorrow and overcomes our
vices, while it strengthens our pleasures and con
firms our virtue ; and I might further add, that it
was while in his corn fields, that Ruth succeeded
inobtaining the love of Boaz. Those pastimes and
recreations to which the female mind has a ten
dency, might also be followed with advantage,
such as the study of languages, polite literature,
history, oratory, poetry, music, and painting. But,
in directing the tastes of the young invalids to
their pursuits, care should be taken, as Fenelon
advises, in his “ Nobie and Sublime,55 not to place
before them any examples of a languishing and
rohintuous tendency, for fear of adding fuel to a
minu already kindled by the torch of adverse pas
Bions. Consequently, such masters as Albari, and
painters of a similar description, should be av aided,
while Raphael and Poussin might safely form
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their study, together with Redoaie and Wae/is
deuouk, for landscape, fruit, and flowers.
But above all things the pioper selection of
music requires the greatest care on the part of
those who are interested in subverting the pecu
liar disposition of which we are now treating; as
were the choice of musical pieces of a melancholy
nature, it would strengthen and establish in the
mind of the solitary victim, all those low spirited
and debilitating feelings under which she is
already suffering ! were it tender and voluptuous,
it would be unbecoming to the education of the
young, which should always be based on decency
and reason, and would moreover be sure to hasten
the evil we are desirous of destroying by exerting
both mind and body, and feeding their lever, which
we ought to starve.
A certain musician was forbidden by the Ephori
to play on a particular string of his lyre, that
evoked a peculiar kind of languishing notes, and
which had a tendency to corrupt the m ind; some
historians have even stated that he was banished
for having touched this chord.
While music, however, if injudiciously selected,
may have a pernicious effect, on the other hand,
when it is of a noble, sublime, fresh, and lively
character, the greatest advantages will result from
it, and greatly aid the benefit sought for in our
present considerations.
Generally speaking, there is no art, no science,
and no occupation, equal to agreeable music, which
has the charm of dispelling gross ideas, and siiDstituling those of an opposite character; we might
almost liken it to a sort of Proteus, which, capable
of a thousand varying shapes, and possessing, in an
irresistible manner, the language of every passion
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whether delightful or painful, fii .tls its way to the
inmost recesses of the soul, and raising this or that
feeling, or this or that idea, excites or soothes, sad
dens. or enlivens: in a word, works upon our
thoughts and feelings ju st as it pleases. There
are few persons who have not experienced these ef
fects, or have not witnessed them in others; and
how strong must be the power of music when it is
so capable of controlling the mind, charming the
very nature of its thoughts, and frequently silencing,
if not dispelling, pain itself.*'
But one of the principal objects which we ought
to propose to ourselves, in the moral treatment of
melancholy in general, is to divert the mind of the
patient from the vicious direction which the dis
ease has created on it; and no change of idea and
thought can be so salutary as that which would
Tesult from the choice of such music as I have just
pointed out, varying from the noble and sublime,
to the soft and liv ely ; but in no case to be suffer
ed to touch upon the passion we desire to over
come: so that, in time, oblivion of the passion
* Many authors and examples might ho quoted to show tl;*n amaz
Sii" influence of music. Dutrivai, the treasurer of France, who died
at Montpellier, fur.iisl' s us with a remarkable instance of the power
of music over pain. He had hern for a long time a dreadful sufferer
from nn ulcer in his leg, from the agony of which lie could find no
relief but in music, that invariably sent him to sleep. When on his
dcath-hed, by way of soothing his last moments, the mass (dr the dead
was celebrated in his chamber, he himself selected the parts; and thus
he quitted life without pain........... Ernest, Duke of Bavaria, also, who
had been lor years a martyr to the gout, so much so that he was
obliged to relinquish nil public duties,—devoted himself entirely to
music, ami found in the study of it a cessation from those dreadful
pains to which lie had been so long subjected. . . . Professor .Moreau
de la Sarlhe mentions an imtanec of bis having cured a patient of a
melancholy of very long standing, and which burl reached a period
of high mental alienation, owing to a disappointment in love, by
merely playing on a harp, the patient remaining in a bath during th«
Susie.

*
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might be produced. Light and pleasing airs
would seem favorable to persons atllicted with a
melancholy temperament; or melancholy affections ;
and would act on them as a specific, or, if I might
so say, as a kind of vital air, which as soon as they
tasted the delights of, the waters of oblivion would
flow through their souls, and efface all their pains,
leaving nothing in their stead but flowers, and a
laughing imagery, and they would at once fancy
themselves suddenly metamorphosed into new crea
tures : and, indeed we may have observed that,
wherever melancholy patients have been made to
be gay and lively, they carry these opposite feel
ings
extent.
o to their highest
O
It is only those of an exquisite sensibility who are
capable of appreciating all the charms of music,
and we know that none are more sensitive than
melancholy patients. Bourdelot, likewise, in his
history of music, has affirmed, that a celebrated
physician
declared to him./ that,/ bv» means of this
^ .
art, he had completely cured a lady of rank, who
had been driven mad by a disappointment in love.
Potnme, also, a physician of Arles, has published
the case of a young girl who was never free from
hysterics, and whose bodily and mental health were
perfectly restored by the same means ; and transac
tions of the Society of Alls, at Paris, relate many
similar instances.
Music not only possesses the advantages of re
moving from the minds of those young persons
afliicted with the delirium of solitary vice, the per
nicious ideas that are constantly delivering them
up to the propensity that is secretly destroying
them—of restoring them to the enjoy mein of a.l
their faculties—and being singularly applicable in
the proper direction of them, but it also engenders
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the love of virtue, and regulates thn'i tastes in the
pursuit of it, so much so, indeed, that it hold’s a
high place in our temples, both as the interpreter
and the charm of prayer, having in all ages been
consecrated to these uses. The ancients employed
it especially in the encouragement and support of
all the separate virtues—courage, honor, coolness,
reason,• moderation,/ kindness,/ c*
gentleness,/ and even
1 chastity, and why, indeed, should not such noble at
tributes be conceded to it?
Pythagoras, one of the greatest men of antiqui
ty, had a high regard for music., which exercised
an almost divine influence over him./ and lie considered it so necessary in soothing and regulating
the passions, that lie required his pupils to begin
and finish the day with it, but heat the same tiino
required that it should be accompanied by songs of
u virtuous tendency.
With respect to the application of the art of paint
ing and design in the case of young persons who
have been led away by solitary vice, I should give
the same precepts as regards music. All those
subjects that have a direction to indolence or vo
luptuousness should be carefully avoided : flowers,
landscapes, moral or historical pictures, might ju 
diciously be selected as furnishing iit employment
for the crayon or the pencil in distracting the mind
from the dreadful mania.
Those pursuits and studies which require a tol
erable degree of exercise to carry them out, are
peculiarly fitted to assist the hints above given. ‘
as for instance, the study of entomology, botany,
or mineralogy, when the weather and season admit of them, as the exercise which is combined
with such pursuits gives employment to the mind
as well as to die body, and furnishes strength to
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both, and while it produces new impressions, it
chancres and eradicates all those evil and immoral
ones that quiet and indolence have given birth to.
The study of botany, for instance, followed up
in fine weather, in a lovely situation, and in the
company of gay, lively, good tempered, and
well educated associates, with whom the rela*
tions of the invalid may occasionally inter
mingle, offers resources that very few others can
supply. The exercise it requires is sufficiently
prolonged, and the pure morning air, either in the
woods or on the hills, is particularly refreshing,
filling the mind and soul, especially in youth, with
delicious feelings of happiness, and liberty, and
infusing a freshness and purity of thought without
parallel. What can be more delightful than the
opening of a fine day, the awakening of the plants
and flowers, their early perfume, the forgetfulness
of the crowded town, the various hues of the landscape, the discovery and examination of objects,
their characters and the choice of them, together
with the classifying those plants and insects that
have escaped previous attention and are not yet
included either in the book or the picture, and with
which you propose to enrich them, some of the
party relating anecdotes while walking, others
stopping to admire a beautiful prospect, here a
valley, and there a stupendous precipice, the appe
tite excited and allayed at convenient opportunities,
a fountain offering at the same time pure and re
freshing draughts, and interesting objects of re
search : a stream well stocked with fish, and last
of all, the return home, to enjoy sleep without
dreaming, which though long appears short, pro
duced by these agreeable occupations, and undis
turbed by any distracting reflections. What a
source of innocence and happiness is this !
/
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It would by wise, therefore, vhenever the oppor
tunity permitted it, to enable those young persons,
whom we might be desirous of curing of tins bane
ful propensity, to devote themselves to these pur
suits in the manner I have pointed out : not in
closets with dried flowers or pictures, but in the
open air, in the fields, the places where the plants
and flowers themselves are growing. And we
should most likely then very soon find these young
melancholists playfully descending the hills with
improved health, better morals, and higher spirits;
the happy fruits of the pure air they have been
inhaling, ami the gentle exercise they have in
dulged in. Women ought indeed to make botany
one of their choicest studies, as it would pre
serve them from many inconvenient diseases, and
strengthen them without further labor than their
ordinary exercise.
Gardening on a moderate scale is very salutary
for such patients as also for young persons of less
blaineable morals, but let it be understood they
must actually cultivate the ground, expending
time and labor so as to exercise their courage; the
produce may be bestowed in charily.
I am persuaded that almost any solitary sinner,
who is still susceptible of pleasures in this kind of
life, may be radically cured both physically and
moially in a very short time.
Application to any art will counterpoise the
greatest moral afflictions. Each vanquished dif
ficulty gives pleasure, the soul contemplates with
satisfaction its finished labor, and reposes in calm
content. The pleasures of the heart are attainable
by all who are free, tranquil, and loving, such are
always self-satisfied and well-disposed to others,
flow far preferable is the happiness of a country
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life to the deceiving felicity of palaces and the
most brilliant circles ! Lassitude is unknown in
the Alpine vallies where innocence abides, and
which strangers quit with tears.
But how can young ladies become habituated to
such a mode of life, it will be asked ? may women
live by i t : they were instructed from infancy, which
is a state much feebler than that of the young
patients for whom I am now prescribing.
Labor was, however, to these rustic women, an
education to which they were early subjected,
This is true, and how were they thus inured to
rural labor? by a daily task adequate to their
strength being exacted from them. Patients should
be treated thus : a little fatigue must not be minded,
they will bear it with sufficient intermissions of
labor* they must be interested and fatigued that
their intelligence and courage may be at once ex
ercised, and their bodies disposed for sleep at tho
end of the day’s labor, so that the need of rest may
overcome the seductions of the fatal habit. The
development of the physical and moral powers is
to be found in a little pain and fatigue, which are
the elements of happiness both in youth and the
rest of life.
Few mothers would consent that their daughters
should expose themselves to the weather so as to
render their skin coarse, or should harden their
hands even for the sake of increased health and
vigor; they dread the loss of certain feeble attrac
tions, not considering that delicacy is akin to disease,
and that health, which is indispensable to beauty,
is allied to strength in robust exercises, and is the
source of sound ami hardy generations. A delicate
woman is often pretty at the expense of true beauty,
which is rather combined with strength than deli*
CP
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6acy. Besides, are not the beauties i f the mind
worthy of regard? and certainly the mind would
be benefited by the mode of life which I advise.
Agricultural life is a succession of immediate re
lations between God and man, a school of piety,
simplicity, moderation, and love of labor. The
Bofiest passions which truly constitute our felicity
have their birth amid fruits and flowers, whereas
those which are the torments of our hearts infest
eilies with idleness, ambition, luxury, and imagi
nary pleasures.
Moreover, I here only propose a mode of cure for
a dangerous disease and h ab it: the habit once sur
mounted and the disease healed, the patients are
free to live as they please, and drop the use of the
remedy.
Excursions on the water will be found very advaii
tageous to young persons afflicted with melancholy,
they might even be taught to manage a boat and
engaged to exercise their strength and skill with
much benefit to their health upon the water.
As much may be said of other exercises. Excur
sions in the country also will be very beneficial in
botanical researches, for instance, whicli interest
ing study, under wise guidance, will divert and
instruct the mind and avert it from ideas of a
dangerous tendency; for the mind requires care as
well as the body, and ideas must be studied in the
former no less than the humors and vital disposi
tions in the latter.
Excursions on foot, or horseback, all kinds of
exercises, needle work, drawing, music, botany,
garden work, boating.—these and the like occupa
tions will be found equally efficacious and interest
ing
o in diverting
o the miserable victims from their
accu ‘sed habit.
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But there is another order of occupations in which
the solitarily vicious may find correctives of their
passion, and this order belongs more especially to
the mind. The simplest, the most important of
these is reading. History interests all ages, and
the knowledge it gives is of the most useful kind
1 would recommend such history as Roll in’s, where
entertainment is mingled with instruction. The
poets also afford an infinite scope to an ardent
imagination, anil books of travels seldom fail to
excite a wholesome curiosity and awaken the in
telligence to the occurrences of the world ; a most
important effect where the faculties have been
absorbed in solitary indulgence.
After reading comes composition. Some of the
victims of Onanism may be possessed of natural
talent to qualify them to enter the lists of literature.
Let such ambition where it exists be stimulated;
let them write, whether there be any chance of
their works being printed or read, still let them
write, for nothing more than composition tends to
detach the mind from objects foreign to this one
favorite pursuit.
I not only advise these pursuits as a means of
employing the time of young women addicted to
melancholy', and solitary vices, but I would have
them urged to enter into them with passion and
ardor. One passion must drive out another, and no
ordinary inclination or half listless efforts will pre
vail against the most imperious and fatal of all
habits. The art of the physician is shown here in
substituting one passion for another. Pope, Bonnet,
and Zimmerman, have wisely said the passions are
favorable winds by which man may guide his vessel
on the ocean of life, but he must waten them or he
will be in danger of shipwreck.
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Yet there is a period o f exhaustion and we.tr of
nature when the victims of solitude are insensible
to any external charm. If the arts fail to excite
their admiration, or books to awaken interest, or
poetry enthusiasm, I fear the evil is without
remedy.
But if the mind be sensible tc art or beauty, I
will never despair, but endeavor to strengthen these
salutary sensations and profit by what remains of
life. A devoted attachment to books, music, or
painting, is one of the most hopeful signs in such
cases.
How wonderful is the influence of books on the
intelligence and the health of individuals ! Pe
trarch became ill when he ceased reading and
writing. One of his friends, the Bishop of Cavaillon, fearing the intensity of his studies might
injure his health, asked him for the key of his
library. Petrarch gave it without suspicion, when
the bishop locked the door and said, I forbid you
to read or write for ten days.” Petrarch obeyed,
the first day seemed to him longer than a year,
the second he suffered with a headache, and on
the third he was attacked with fever. The bishop
alarmed at his condition, restored him his key and
his health with it.
But we must be cautious what books we place
in the hands of our patients, whose maladies, es
pecially of the imagination, may be terribly en
hanced by the suggestions of certain ideas. Then
I would positively prohibit all romarze, and ama
tory tales or poems, which would, to persons of
susceptible and weakened imagination, be like fire
to flax. Let all seducing pictures and representa
tions of the amatory passions be therefore ban
ished from the reading-room of my asylum.
15
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The same line of argument will apply t i the
eelection of books for young women of sound mind
and incorrupt habits. The choice of books should
be ever exercised with discernment, if not with
austerity. Be it remembered, that virginity is of
the mind as well as of the body, being no less
moral than physical, and consisting as much Lc
purity of thought as in chastity of person :—
“ Anle viruin corpus spiritus ante Deum.”

I will conclude this advice by observing, that
great attention must be paid to diet, which must
always be a-nalagous with the habits of life, or
occupation, as well as suited to the condition of
the patient.
L E T T E R V II.
N o t h i n g i s more important, if we wish to secure

our children from bad habits, than to pay attention
to the society which they frequent, for they are
no less certain to be taught evil by the bad than
to learn to conduct themselves worthily from the
good. Onanism is an acquired vice, and parents
should be especially careful of the morals of their
servants, also how they entrust their children to
them. Maid-servants have often corrupted their
young mistresses, and initiated them into the most
horrible practices.
As certain inertness of character is a peculiarity
of persons addicted to solitary indulgence, be es
pecially careful that those to whose society yov
entrust your children be possessed of a bold, noble,
and enterprising nature, which will to a great do
gree guarantee their freedom from this vice.
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Religion may be called on for succor in a disease
as much of the mind as the body. C{ Wrap your
self in the mantle of religion,” said a mother to
her daughter, “ and it will be your protection
against the weakness of youth and the perils of
age.” Women, especially those of a melancholy
turn, are generally religiously disposed, which may
thus be taken advantage of, by opposing religion
to their passion; and indeed, experience warrants
onr cone usion that many, out of regard to religion,
have been induced to sacrifice their solitary indul
gence.
L E T T E R V III.

Religion, when invoked with confidence and
wisdom seems indeed seldom to have disappointed
the hopes of repentant, solitary sinners.
The collection of letters I have made affords
numerous examples. u Such, sir,” one of these
individuals writes to Or. Doussin Debreuil, u are
the evils which an afflicted patient requests you
to heal.' Her constitution was good, and she owes
her life only to religious principles, which could
uot indeed repress her fatal habit, in lime to avert
such consequences, that she can never hope for a
perfect restoration.”
Very many others have not had courage to sup
port a melancholy existence, and have crowned
their crimes with suicide. These words are found
in the second le tte r:—
“ I should often have yielded to the temptation
of terminating my miserable existence, if reason
and religion, whi^h only console me, had not pre
vented me.”
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We remark, ia another instance, that the voles
of religion was more powerful in the heart of one
of Ihe^e victims to a miserable propensity than
that of Nature herself :—
u III ligiou.”
says she, u alone enabled me to
gain a victory over my senses, which the love of
life could not do.”
Dr. Bertrand, having often been struck with the
alterations of such patients in lace and general
appearance, had effigies made of them in wax, that
the frightful deformity might terrify and deter
others from the practice. I have been told that
nothing could be imagined more distressing than
the spectacle he thus prepared ; and, certainly,
the idea was one of a friend to humanity.
A young woman whcJ had seen this collection
was much struck, yet she owned that she owed
her return to reason and the preservation of her
life to the terrible impression made on her mind
by the sight, aided by the influence of religion,
without which it would not have succeeded. These
are her words :—
“ The frightful spectacle shown me by Dr. Ber
trand much shocked me ; but my wretched pas
sion had so possessed my mind, that had it not
been for religion, whose aid I sought, I could not
have renounced it.”
We mav here observe,/ that if religion
effected
o
the cure, the terrible example offered diove tho
patient to religion.
Tissot gives many examples of similar cures.
In fact, no one can doubt but that a profound reli
gious sentiment produces the happiest results; yet
its counsels should be given by humane and intel
ligent advisers, who, having studied philosophy,
know hew to adjust the balance between reason
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and the passions, and who also aie aware of tlio
danger of superstitious ideas and vain terrors on
weak minds.
A woman, t venty-five years old, of a strong
constitution, fell into violent hysterical affections,
and was subject to alarming nocturnal visions.
She was convinced that a beiigar, whom she had
refused to relieve, and who had threatened to be
witch her, had accomplished his menace. She
imagined herself possessed by a demon, who as
sumed various forms, and sometimes uttered cries
'.ike a bird, at other times lugubrious sounds, or
piercing shrieks, which filled her with excessive
terror. She kept her bed for several months, dis
regarding all advice, and deaf to the voice of
friendship. The curate of the place, an enlight
ened man, of an amiable, persuasive character,
gained an ascendancy over her, and prevailed with
her to quit her bed, and occupy herself with house
affairs, then to work in the garden, and take other
salutary exercises. The effect was a cure, which
continued uninterrupted for three years. At the
end of this period, the good curate died, and was
succeeded by a stupid bigot, who, believing tho
woman to have been really possessed, exorcised
her, and shut her up. c: The effect of these absurd
remedies,” says Professor Pinel, 1 may be ima
gined.”
I, therefore, advise a p udent mother to induce
her afflicted daughter to seek refuge in the arms
of religion, with dignity, and not in a stupid T>anner; to heal her imagination, and gain the poand practice of virtue, but not to become a fanatic
or fool.
The young solitary, whose mind is weakened,
should on no account be allowed to hear violent or
mysterious preachers.
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Great cave should also be taken in the selection
of religions boobs. Well or ill chosen as these may
be. their effect will be very dangerous or highly ad
vantageous. By all means interdict such as have
an ascetic tendency, which are filled with "contem
plations and extacies.
Women are very sensitive and excitable, espe
cially such of them as are afflicted with solitary
passions, so bordering on hysteria, that there is
great reason to fear their minds may be danger
ously worked upon by such reading, of which
many examples minht be given. The simple and
sublime histories of Scripture, especially the Life of
Jesus Christ, are the best religious reading, in such
cases, for the purification of the imagination, the
elevation of the mind, and the strengthening of re
ligious feelinsr. The life of Saint Vincent de Paul ia
also an excellent work : his benevolence was such,
that heaven seems to have sent this saint to be a
father to helpless orphans; such reading as this
cannot fail to be beneficial.
If all this fail to eradicate the accursed habit, let
the mother of the young person represent to her the
example of the young peasant girl, mentioned in
the first part of this work, on the subject of man
ners ; also that of the mother of a family who could
not refrain from outraging Nature oil her death-bed,
and in her last moments.
Let her be assured she may fall into a similar
slate, and. notwithstanding all precautions, suffer
the like infamous public exposure with these misrable women.
History reports that a frightful melancholy, o f
an epidemic nature, having attacked the women
o f Milet, a town in Ionia, they could not endure
existence, but hanged themselves daily in great
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cumbers. The magistrates, to stop tl e practice,
proclaimed that the first female suicide should be
exposed naked to the view of the populace ; where
upon, the fear of shame overcane the contagion
of the epidemic, and the suicides at once ceased.
Let the victims of solitude reflect that they ex
pose themselves to still greater infamy, when, af
ter a certain time, they lose their reason and are
exposed to all eyes as subject, in that slate, to the
tyranny of the habit which consumes their lives.
The young peasant girl, the solitary of the bath,
and the matron I have mentioned, are melancholy
examples of such a possibility.
When all remedies, all advice, have failed, and
the passion blii.dly subjugates the individual, who
is deaf to s c o v n y wisdom, and decency, force must
be restored to: a straight-waistcoat must be used,
and certain bandages applied to the seat of irrita
tion; the habit once forcibly broken, the former
means must be again applied, and it may be hoped
with success.
I conclude with advice dictated by reason and
humanity, and justified by success ; while the pow
er remains, sacrifice the accursed vice, at the most
precious altar of Nature, the altar of Hymen.

SKETCH OF MEDICAL TREATMENT.
It never entered into my design to give, in this
woik, a mode of medical treatment for affections
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which ordinarily result from secret habits, the moral
treatment of which I have explained. I will, there
fore. only subjoin a few medical precepts and obser
vations.
Milk is generally good for such patients, espe
cially when taken with certain mineral waters,
such as those of the German Spa, or CUarbonniers
near Lyons.
Different tonics, such as quinine, cold baths,
and immersions in cold water, are also very bene
ficial .
Soups made of beef, veal, mutton, flavored or
not with a little wine or spices, may be very ad
vantageously given: but all inflammable sub
stances or ingredients must, in certain cases, be
rejected altogether in the treatment of these dis
orders, according to the nature and decree of the
disease and the temperament and general state of
the patient.
Excitimr and tonic medicines, in certain cases,
are not advisable, and in some very injurious; als
when, for instance, irritability has been excited to
an excessive degree by the fatal habit, or where
local inflammation may exist, or fever from the
same source, with thirst, dryness of the skin, &c.
Buttermilk, in such cases, is the best internal
remedy, according to Tissot, whose opinion is con
firmed by my experience; milk whether of the
cow or the ass is not sc good, and is sometimes
prejudicial.
Woman's milk drawn from the breast lias some
times, beyond hone, restored patients who had been
reduced to extremity. 1 witnessed, some years ago,
a remarkable case of the kind; but such instance*
arc rare.
Patients have been restored by great circuntspeo
lion, and the use of ordinary milk.
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Tissot gives an example of a cure performed in
this manner. The patient who suffered severe
pains in the breast, and was subject to vomiting,
and in a state of extreme debility, subsisted three
months upon well boiled milk, two or three eggs,
and pure water, daily. She drank milk four times
a-day ; twice hot from the cow without bread, and
twice hot with bread. Her medicine was an opiate
of quinine, orange peel, and syrup of myrrh. Her
stomach was covered with an aromatic plaisten; all
her body was well rubbed with flannel every moin
mg ; she look as much exercise as possible on foot
and horseback, and lived in the open air. Her de
bility and pains in the chest prevented her from
using the cold bath. These remedies were so suc
cessful that she recovered her strength and sto
mach, and after a month could walk a league.
1 knew a person who was so reduced by solitary
indulgence as to be able only to live upon milk, of
which she consumed all that the village could fur
nish in certain seasons of the year.
When Tissot ordered quinquina with wine, he
did not restrict his patients to a milk diet, but gave
them the remedy in the morning, and milk at night.
He was obliged in certain cases to invert this or
der, as wine in the morning with some patients
causes vomiting, as I have also found.
Imitating this great practitioner, when I prescribe
milk mixed with mineral waters, I advise my pa
tients to be^rin bv drinking several bottles of this
water before mixing it with milk.
Quinquina reiulers*milk digestible where it would
otherwise not be so. I have attended a person
worn out with this vice, whose stomach absolutely
rejected all food. She could neither eat bread nor
any animal substance—even light broths were
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vomited up—lastly, any kind of nourishment, fuid
or solid, occasioned frightful cholics. I advised
her to boil an ounce of yellow-powdered quinc uina,
in a pint of water, for an hour, and to mix six
(spoonsful, three times a-day, in a bowl of milk, ad
ding two spoonsful of distilled water of m e n t h e , and
two of orange flower, with the yolk of a fresh egg
and a large spoonful of sugar, and to use the milk
as much as possible. She did not vomit it up.
Some time after she could mix a little bread with
it. 1 begged her to attend to her morals most sevevely; she promised, and kept her word. 1 ad
ded twelve pills daily, composed of orange pee),
of bitter extract of ehicorie, of c a c h o u and syrup.
The addition of a quarter of a grain of musk per
pill, has sometimes very good effects.
This person every day bathed ten minutes in a
river. After three weeks she could eat rice soups
with bread and fowl, also well cooked beef and
mutton. After five months she was capable of all
her former occupations and exercises. I lost sight
of her. I afterwards heard that after nine months
tolerably good health, she had relapsed into the
state from which I had rescued her; that a clever
physician had again restored her in three months,
after which she lived four months in appaiont
health, and then died, after a short illness.
Tissot, of whose milk cures I have given an ex
ample, also restored by this means partly, and
partly by tonics, a person who had been entirely
exhausted : whose stomach, though very weak.j
was still capable of digesting, but whom want of
sleep had reduced to a deplorable state of leanness
At six in the morning she took six ounces of de
coction of quinine with a spoonful of Canary wine
an hour after, ten ounces of goats new milk with
r

/
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m
Qlittle sugar and an ounce of orange flower. She
dined on cold roast fowl, with bread, and a glass
of excellent Burgundy wine with water.

I

This regimen confirms the observations of many
doctors,—that the patients eat heartily, while the
digestive organs continue undestroyed.
At six in the evening the patient took a second
dose of quinquina; at half-past six she went into
a cold bath, and remained there ten minutes; on
leaving it she went to bed ; at eight she took tho
same quantity of milk. She arose between nino
and ten.
As these patients are generally in a relaxed state,
the cold bath producing a tonic effect, often, at the
same time, occasions a kind of hemoptysy. But
this need not excite disquietude unless the spitting
of blood continue, or be accompanied with pains in
the chest and difficulty of breathing.
I have been confirmed in my opinion by experi
ence. I bad ordered river baths for a young per
son weakened by the vice of solitude. She told
me, each time after the first bath, with joy min
gled with disquietude, that, as she went to the
river (she lived rather far from the river, and went
on foot) she could scarcely support herself, but, at
her return, she felt herself wonderfully strength
ened ; she also observed that, each time on reach
ing the river she spat blood. As, however, her
breathing was not interrupted, nor her chest pained,
1 only directed her to continue a shorter time in
the water, and to bathe twice a-day. She followed
my advice : her spittings ceased, and her health
was restored.
Obstructions, inflammations, abscesses, or inter
nal ulcers hinder cold-bathing, and render it pru
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Weak and melancholy solitaries should not oe
made to vomit. I directed, by letters, a person
much exhausted by secret maladies, whose chest
was much weakened and irritated. She vvrote to
me one day that her mouth was very unpleasant,
and that she wished to administer a vomit. A.n
the details she gave me seemed not to warrant
urgent
remedies./ I wrote,y f o r b i d d i n O
g the use of the
O
'vomit. She wrote to me a few days after, expressing great surprise at being forbidden to vomit
when she was so disposed, but telling me my let
ter had come too late, she having taken a common
vomit, which had caused her to throw up only
blood : but, happily, she had thought of drinking
syrup of Marshmallow, and. after a lime, the vom
itingo and discharge
o of blood had ceased.
Such persons must not be purged without good
reasons, and great care must be given to the choice
of purgatives. In certain cases, bleeding may be
useful ; but not as a general principle, and only
when the system is much inflamed and the strength
not exhausted. These cases are rare, and require
particular examination, testing the judgment of
the ablest physician.
Local affections, from the same cause, may re
quire certain sccondarj means, but can only be
thoroughly cured by a general mode of treatment
and immediate change of conduct.
These auxiliaries are, for instance, different epithemies on the region of the stomach to re-ani
mate its powers or control spasms.
Certain local bleedings for local inflammations,
or for retained menstruation.
General bleeding, even t o a great extent, at die
.period called critical.
A determination of blood to the uterus may irri-
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tate the sexual organs, of which I gave an exam
ple. I was visited by a countrywoman of so pow
erful a frame that she looked like a prize fighter
in woman’s clothes. She was forty-eight, and
every three months had an attack of uterine frenzy,
when she would break everything to pieces within
her reach, and three men could scarcely hold her.
I bled her, and she was tranquil for three months,
when the fit would return. She was aware of its
approach by certain tremblings, and would come
to me to be bled ; and with these precautions she
escaped return of the attack.
Electricity, and certain powders used as 'snuff',
are in cases of gutta serena.
Such auxiliaries are'very excellent to stop simi
lar symptomatic runnings, and they should be tO£:,c^
relaxing or purgative, according to the natur «*I
the flux, independently of the vicious habits r -he
patients.
Tht^rational and particular remedies in certain
cases of phthisis may be used.
Also the palliatives applied in cases of cancer
and the like. The regimen should always be sim
ple, and depend upon the therapeutic or medica
mentary treatm ent; tonic, if adynamy prevail, that
is. failing of excitability and contractility, but mild
•and soothing, if heat, rigidity, and irritabil'fy pre
vail.
Generally, however, the food and beve.age of
such patients should be strengthening, restciative,
and temperate, easy of digestion, and never sour
or flatulent.
The occupations of the patients should be pro
portioned to their powers and mingled with amuse
ment, to efface, if possible, even the menory of
their abuses.
16
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We can only give some general precepts, am
offer certain examples. The tact to distinguish
art' apply the rules of medicine, can only be im
pat ed by study of the science.
I will, therefore, not undertake here to give a
more complete history of the medical treatment of
these maladies, which can only be properly ap
plied by physicians ; and. indeed. I published this
little work for certain members of the profession,
who may not have been thoroughly initiated into
the mysteries and difficult art of healing such dis
eases.
A simple drink for hemoptysy, or blood-spitting—
Syrup of orgeat in cold, or luke-warm water if the
former cause spasm.
Another: Syrup of Marshmallows, used in the
same manner.
Another: Syrup of lemon ; idem.
Mitigating remedy for pains in the chest and blood
spitting, also for irritation and sanguinary excretions
of the digestive organs—Take a calf’s foot, boil it
in a pint of milk four or five hours ; add a pound
of sugar. Take a spoonful of this jelly from time
to time ; assist the effect by drinking a glass of
whey at each dose. Eight or ten leeches may be
applied to the parts affected.
Simple application to calm irritation of the stomach,
resulting from Onanism; also vomitings from the
same cause.—A hare skin dressed with the hair on
placed on the epigastrum next the skin.
Another: Twenty-four grains of camphor, or the
yolk of an egg. six grains of musk ; make a plaster
of it, ami spread it on the part ; drink barley-water,
ox marsh mallow-water with syrup of violets.
Stomachical tonic.—Take a plaster of theriaque and
place it on the belly.
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Another.—Leaves and stalks of mint, sage, melissc.
rosemary, hyssop, a handful of each with a pinch of?
lavender, beat them in a mortar, place them in fin©
linen, and apply them to the lioilow of the stomach.
This must be stopped when it irritates the sexual
organs.
Frictions.—I knew a person afflicted with daily
cholic, owing to her bad conduct. The remedies
which most relieved her were rubbings with a
coarse cloth over the organs of digestion and tliB
corresponding organs.
Ointment for the boils.—Cumber one grain, cam
phor one scruple; mix it with common wax, spread
on linen, and cover With it the part affected. Repeat
the treatment twice a-day at least.
Another (for chronical eruptions of the skin of
syphilitic kind).—Yellow sulphate of mercury one
grain, axonge one ounce ; mix them together.
Spread a little on the boils, or other cutaneous
eruptions. The dose must be regulated by the
effect it may be found to produce, and the intensity
of the affection to be combated.
Fills of Quarin.—For tonic fluxes, 01 which come
from the second causes of weakness and relaxation,
independently of the attention to be paid to the first
cause:
Root of Valerian
. . .
1 oz.
Iron powder, not rusted ,
.
3 grs.
Myrrh
)
Incense
>
.
.
Id gr.each.
Extract of Tormentille )
Make three pills of 3 grains. Take them from
seven to ten, thrice a day.
The following electuary of Tissot also prevails
against leucorrhea or white loss of the same
nature:
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Conserve of roses .
3 oz.
•
#
Conserve of rosemary )
1 oz.
•
•
Quinquina powder
) *
Mastic . . . .
2 grs.
•
•
Cachou. . . . .
•
•
1 grMix with enough orange syrup to make an electuary,
flavor it with three drops of essence of cannelle and
take a quarter ounce twice a day.
Observation has induced Doctor Saint Marie of
Lyons, to reduce this dose to one grain, morning,
noon, and evening. Parents, says the doctor, are
less heated by the remedy and can use it longer.
Tonic Lotions for Fluxes.—Two spoonfuls of com
mon brandy with twice as much cold water. Wash
well the parts affected.
Soothing and refreshing medicament when tho
organs are inflamed or puffed.
Local bleeding by leeches—fomentations—baths
prepared with decoction of marshmallow leaves,
and others, with nitrate of potassium.
The boils, as I have observed, sometimes occasion
fluxes in the organs. The disease must be treated
methodically, and every thing abstained from, cal
culated to change the flux or irritate, which is 2nore
dangerous than the irritation itself.
Mixture against softening the bones.
Powdered oyster shells . . .
4 grs.
Root of garance powder . . .
2 grs.
Mix together and divide in doses of one scrunle.
Patients should take daily, two or thee doses in
sugar-water.
The following preparation is considered to repair
the substance of the body when exhaustion has been
extreme in consequence of the vice we have been
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combating. Beat all together till this form a thick
mixture.
The whole is taken in the twenty-four hours in
spoonfuls. If the stomach need stimulating lake
in each spoonful a slight infusion of mint or sole.
Cream
. . . .
•
•
6 ozs.
Volk of egg
2 ozs.
•
•
Sugar
. . . .
1 oz.
•
i
Water of Cannelle orgee .
•
6 gra.
<
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